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FOREWORD

For the sake-of convenience this survey of land-grant college edu-
cation is divided into five sections, palished separately. This is
Part III, which is devoted` to "Agricultural Education in _Land-
Grant Colleges."

The other ;c1ctions are as follows:
Part I. History and Educational Objectives of Lind-Grant Col-

lege Educatilon. -

Part\_,le The Liberal Arts and Sciences. and Miscellaneous Sub-s
jects in Land-Grant Colleges.

41.

Part 'INT. Engineering ánd Mechanic Arts n Land-Grant Col.-
leges.

Part V. Home Economics in Land-Urant Cblleges.
This section includes, among the various topics in agriculture,

that. of agriCultural engineering, which for the present s.eeing better
classkfied under the'general field of agriculture.

The editor desires to express his thanks to Dr. E. W. Allen, C4lief
of the Office of Experiment Stations,T. S. Department of Agricul-
ture, and to Dr. C. B. Smith, Thief of the Office of Cooperative
Extension Work, U. S. Department of Agriculture, for their...go-
operation in obtaining many of the illustrations used in this bulletin.
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LAND14iRANT COLLEGE EDUCATION,1910 TO 1920

O

PART III. AGRICULTURE

Chapter
A

A SURVEY OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN LAND,
GRANT COLLEGES

By R. A. PEARSON
Pregident of Iowa Mote College of Agr.esatitre and Mechanic! Art,

a and

W. H. STEVENSON
roe Director of the Agricultural Raperimest Station, Profrosor Glad Head of Perm

Crops and Soils, loom State College of Agricsature aNd Me&a.w Art*

A

Every State in the Union n6w has one or more agricultural cdl-
leges. During the last half century these colleges haVe grown from
a group of weak and poorly equipped instifutitIns to a commanding
position in the field of educatiofi and they are now established on a
sure foundation.

GENERAL -ASPECTS OF GROWTH

A

Their progress and development ¡luring the decade from 1910 to
.

1920 have been'especially nbteivorthy. For examplq, the white stu-
dent enrollment in regular college courses in Aire hiss increased
during the decade (1910-11 to 1920-21) from .7,696A 16,114. In
tht same period the number of degrees conferred in, agricultural
courses, not including institutions exciusiely for Colored students, ..

increased from 886 to-2,561, Ahile the advanced degrees increased in
number from.84 to 195. Reports issuedby the Bureau of Educt
show that the stippbrt, equipment, and building fund* ofthe 4gri- '' i.,.
cultural colleges have increased. rapidly duriiig .the past 19 yeáiszi..., '
The .more conspicuoin appmpriations ip vert-icent yars fw ne-siv
agricultural buildiii are the -follo*ing: Alt4gia Polyteehniq --11?0,. '.' '0..
stitute, 4125,000; Connectiòut Agricultural. &liege, .026455; Ritn,

Agriculture, $444000, and "Ei .$3,000;000 iiri,Vra4. e*ndjng. 64fer4* '4!.

O _cifrs Qolleke New Jersey, $75,600; New_ York Statet:.Colleg4
. .. ..,

4umber .of years ;-Sputh Nkáta- Sii,UTCpilege, $210,000 t. Uni*ei,...--so
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LA ND-G/AN T COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920

of TenRessee, $300,000; University of Wisco -it; $49,000. Again,
ihe University of Illinois has recently paid $86,OOO for 320 Acres of +

land for a sjn¡zle department ; the Kansas State Agricuhural College
. has boug.ht several farms near.to or adjoiningSts original plant and

into posi,session and eift4tiv'e use of 4.,000 acres in one block, 7

where only farming experiments-and demonstrations are conduct4:
,the Massachusetfs Agricultural College is adding a tract of 735 acre
to its Iloldings, to t)e used as a laboratory for teachin l'oCestry; and
the lowit State College within the past few years has 'acquired nearly
a 'section of choice l.and for the use of the-agricultural n.

It needless to multiply exac4les. The. fact that. Co gfem an&
State legiMature-s are \tilling 'to make libraì .approp iation.5 for
agricutural .edu'cation of .cfrollege gra(le is adeqqate pi of. (hat the.
agricultural éolleg'es.91 the countr'y have justified thei creation and
'merit con6derice .alikiupp^ort. These .colkges, ha .x*, have had.
a. tong struggle for recog9ition: The- have been ompellea to fight
on in the tti.ce (if mftWyr- and varied (iiffieuities.. hey have had to

train their teach6rs'grAdualIyi; develop materia :sl'uitable for Weir
CtFricula; build up,deptirtments and cotirses of My: overcome
.t he attive oppositi6n 9f a large..number of farmers, a the sup,
liort of certain ed.(100,t0s whi) looked upon thg. agricultural college.
RSA nienace to e4uelifional. progre. But the mileges have ,aohieved
notable 8ucces9es alonk all ot these lines. Tbeir_ future usefulniss
*now assured. If admate funds firm placed at their disp-osal, they
will certainly grow iñ Infhience and- in helpfulness, and will train
,an ever-iticreasjng nurilbe'r of men and women .for iseful service
to,'society and in-th'è field of ,ag'ri uit!1.

DEVELOPM ENT 1
'oo

N STRfrION

'Within reeentyentii Aul..:unntwal intcresthts Drevai44 twit* .akr-
e tulturid faculties- on;7wing-the subject of impi9veii*Int, itl. riisth6ds-

.,,

,
, of :instruction. , The ...Assoliation cif Lan444rant- Col1e0s; O. its.

Annual meetings,' hat tfcir _a Jong -time eiiiphwiized the imp6rtanci.,
. ti.nd vitfut of this subject. The geneial 'appreciatign of the rie6d for

.betk,r* instruction ..i.ip ag*ulture has also been shoucvil by. Ole svirork-

.N.vhich has been doilo in..-Jfit.0*ars. by sitiyeral institutions i:q:-.organik.
ing 'for :teachers,: cotirsoig.0'..:iitioitruetion in. method0 6f preparing.
subject* matter,' mahitainiSik.,Aiteiest 'etc. Ifi many of these classes

, .

'-slxbeial emPhasiS has bien, 0404 4in the Value:of the problein method
! in.Oachivkagricutbm,'. I TO-p0 infOtation in the Middle West, many

*of the fvulty membertt:ulii...11417.4.takep.otoe:bf !those teacher-4ra
, ., ,.

40,0Oti,g44..,pieed
..

..,*..66uises with. kous. wl..... i ., ....

*0 0401110 -'11111 are::\ ir...ovimtPaPhing i* now.-..i. , .. I
., , . --,-., :.. ,
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44.
SURVEY OF AGRICULTURAL -EDVOATION

Mtiny modifications in curricula have _been madp during the pist,
decade -in (loftier to meet changes in agricultural, educational, eco-
nomic, and social conditions. And the last of such modifieatio9s
has not yet been recorded.

Some (;f the impoliant changes may be listed as follows:
k 1 ) The quantity of dependable agricultural information, both

scientific and -practical, included in curricula, has 1)een greatly in-
ereae(1, awl approximately as fast as the material cbuld be put into
teachable form.

Tke agricultural experiment sTatigns ha+e been responsible for
the development or a. yid fund of subject, matter for sOculiurtil.
courses. Much of this material has been of special value for class
use 'because many instructors have also been members of station
tafTs, aild have thus been in -a position prkmpily and successfully 6-)

put exirimental data in shape for. the use of students. A
amount. of N'aluable 11)ject, matter has also been proyided iñ the
very large n.umber of exce1le9t- textbooks which have appeared within
the decade under .coftsideriiion.

(2) The developmefit tiii3 elective system, and- a tentivikey
toward a wide range of cbOce in the matter of specialization.

One the most important advances of' the past 10 yleark in the .t

field of agricuhur, bas conic 6onl specialization .of the work..
the presOnt timejn saw colleges, the subdivision and stwia1i7ati9ri.
of tubject matter hart) gone io .far as to provide a great, mu1dp1iO4:
of 4ourses. As a natural result of this situation, students have been-
iliowed to specialize t44. a. considerable extent. along rather

special.ization mkyi cif course go- to6 far in .undOry. .

griiduatò courses and &come. a defg4ct, but it is doubtful if. it is;
this time,.a .factor which telnds to lessen the efficiency of the, wofic ,

in- any first7-elass college. ..four-yeatr. cours. sttv*
cult ural., may be looked upon.' by s'omer educittoit:a.*s. an
..ttrerrie example. of special.ization. .But it is, a pact that in ,6-ne

whère. &Lich a :course *of stlidy lias been:**6stablish0., the
faculty has eve.'iiy reason to believe that the students enrolled ip this
course .are getting -an unusually well-balanc$ and value* tritin-
.ing for thejr proftisiorial work afterjraduation.

(3) The introOction.'.of goodly .Duinber of. strong, w'e11-organ7
ized courses in agricultural firm ..manalmvive,
cultuhd eono,mics, .and rural sixi.6lo.gy.,.

During the past deputizi the cOnviction .has ste.a4i1y grown airiong
ag6Culttiral. college WO* tbat -fourleair court*
must *hide rave:,..w9rk.:t n .TeTiiré4 in,

. ,
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4 * IAND-GBANT COLLEGE EDUCATIÖNI 1910-4920

11,

TIMstrefigtheii greatly their work along these lines. general results. .

from this change in curricula will uniloubtedly be Afar-reaching andvery satislactory.
(4) New courses have l*en introduced to meet the requirements

of students who are especially interested in certain technical agri-
cultural subjects, such as soil surveying, plant breeding, sheep
husbandry, fruit growing, *marketing of farm products, dairy
bacteriology, and many others which might be listed-.

Most of the couisd which may 134 included in this group have
been outlined, and are- offered in response to a student demand for
special work which it is believed will prove especially helpful soon
gter graduation. For example, a student plans on taking up, at
the end of -his college course, soil surveying, the management of a
farmers' elevator, cotton breeding, cheese makingrteaching in a con-

. solidated school, the work of county agent, or some other special tine.It seetglogical that such a student should be able to secure at ieast a
limited number of courses which will be of special interest and help
to him-i4 preparation far his chosen liné of work. This type of
cowrie, however, shad not .be °multiplied to an extent which will
prove burdensome to the faculty or too much of a drain on
financial xesources. , -

(5) In some colleges quite radical curricular changes flaw been
made throtigh the advancement of eleiDoritary courses from the
freshman tó later years; and in some cases science courses have been
more generaily made prer6equisite to the agricultural courses. P

DEVELOPMENT OF GRADUATE WORK

The graduate work fn th6 agricultural colleges has developed with
amazing rapiditY during the past few years. The war brought
this Wbrk practically tt) a standstill, 1)ut it is now in full swing in
most of ,the largei colleges which hive competent faculties and are
equipped for this type of teaching. There are now 112 graduate
students regritered in the agricultural division of the Iowa State
College; ,30 of this-number are taki4g their -major work in a single
depArtment. Other colleges, such as the New York State College of

, Agriculture and -the Wisconsin College of Airiculture, also have
largd groups,of students in tkeir graduate tlivisions.1

The chief purpose of thvse courses at the present time is to train
teachers, thvestigators, and adininitstrators of agiicultural enterprises.
The demand 'for well-trained men in these 'fields is 'low very great,
kid is growing stronger year biyear as qeconedary agricultural edu-.cation and research activities gain in strength and multiply the
minaber of, positions which tire open to agriCultural graduates with

.

Ekni data 'on graduate enrollments on pate la
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SURVEY OF AGRICULTURAL EDTTCATION

advanced degrees. On the whole, the graduate work in agricultuKe
in the older and larger colleges has emerged from the realm of
snail beginnings and slow develppment. It is now firmly est;blished
on a solid footing and is regarded-as one of the important divisions
of the college work. In some colleges, however, graduate wogic is pow
seriously handicapped because of dlortage of funds, overcrowded
classrooms and laboratories, and overworked faculties. It is hoped
that more adequate provisiQn will soon be made in at least altof the
largei agricultural colleges fdr the development of strong graduate
courses which will meet satisfactbrily the growing deman& for work
in this field.

I M PORTA wr RESULTS

It is not difficult to, point toklefinite, tangible evidence of achieve-
nient on the part of the agricultural- colleges in -thé 'field pf
cultural education. It is now generall; admitted that their main
purpdse is thi; training of' leaders. The most tinfriendry critic of
agricultural education must, admit that a 'very large percentage of
the graduates of American agricultural colleges have " made good,",
not only on the land* but also in many and vAried lines' pf work
which have offered opportunities for leadership and uxiselfish service
in the general field of agficulture. Somd agricultural college gradu-
atks may have faile4 fts farmers, ,bilt for every one rn this group
there are mau men on the land :who .are, looked uPon tby .their
neighbors as ,community leaders and are regarded, as successful,
money.-making fterniets. Moiiover, it is almost. impbssible to go
hit() any farmiug community in the leadinragricultural States* and .

obt find there one or more men 'from the agticultufal colleges who
have helped to make °theii- commuhitiei better places in which to
live. This is' a verr, significant fact because the churches,' schools,
and, in fact, neirly .all of the organized activities of the operi country
need the hdlpful leadership which. can be given only' by thOse w*ho
have gained efficient training for service to society.

The agricultural colleges have also trained .a. large number of
men) and women' who have contributed iii a large way to the deft.
velopment and ptogress of agricultural education and research.
RecordskshoW that a very large proportion of the most.- efficient
county agents, teachers cif agriculture in oilleges and secondary
schools, and experimerit-dation workers 10e from .these institutions.
The training 'of . an even-ipereasihg number, of mei and *omen for
these important *. i es of , .work his 'been. one. bt the outstanding
achievements of t grictiltural Col** during the ,past decide.
.These colleges, in. 'with .the :experiment

stationit, have, also. had .a; farlirettelliw influence . on. agricultural pro.
'
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LAND-GRANT. COLLEGE EDUCATION¡ 1910-1920
-t

duction. They have done much to improve meihods of crop produv,
tion and livestock management; to develop more' profitable systems
of soil management and fertilization; and. to establish superior
dairy and creamery practices. A complete record of the contrilmi-
tions which the agricultural 4.1eges have made in the last 10 years
to the deyelopment of American agriculturealong production lines
would prove that.these institutions have not failed in this part of
their program but have been among'ihe most efficient of ihe agencies
which hav6 made possible increased crop yields, permanent systems
.of soil management, and more profitable methods of breed* and
feeding livestock.

The agricultural colleges accomplished a noteworthy work in
their relation to food production during the war -period... With the
advent of war, without a moment's delay; these institutions formu-

,
lated a gigantic plan for An increased food supply. They secured
the whole-hearted support of farmers everywhere inl carryieg out
this very important.part of the Nation's program for winning the
war. As a result of their unqualified success in this venture, they
further intrenched themselves in the confidence of Government
offiCials and of the people of the whole country.

Another worth-while achievement of the agricultural colleges is
the notable work which thpy have done in bringing abbut a change
in the viewPOint and the attitude of large groups of both city and
country peopk toward the farm and the problems of the farmer.
For many decades the man in the city has been ISO completely
wrapped up in his own tffairs that he has given little more attention
to agriculture than. occasionally to express the hope that farm and
garden products might continue to be plentiful and relatively cheap.
In recent years agricultural college men have repeatedly shown the
business leaders of the country thAt general business and agriculture

are most intimately related. And it has been made clear that it is for
this Tenon that when thelatter is trot prosperous there can not be

real and abiding pitsperity in the. cities and towns.
The teaching of the agricultural colleges has also encouraged farm-

ers to organize, to study their financial, transportation, and market-
irig problems, and to make an earnest sigideavor to establish farming
on a sounder economic basis.

THE FUTURE OeTHE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES,

From the standpoint of agricultural education, it is generally
conceded that the influence of the agricultuial colleges during the
last half century and especially during the last decade been of
ouch a c)aaracter (as to guaiantee, for th'e future increased efficiency

tehing, reeesarch and4eixtension work In the firgt place, through
the ,actiiities of these institutions, there. has been developed a ri
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1! SURVEY OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

fund of subject matter for Tige in all grades of agricultural schools
from the college to the dne-ioom rutal school. .Secondly, through the
efforts of thee colleges, large numbers of men and women have been
trained for efficient, service in agricultural teaching .a.nd research.;
practically every one of them is preparéxi to do something. for the
furthdr development of agriculture. There is large promise for the
future in this fact, for without doubt the outstanding handicap of
college and station work in the past has been a shortage of competent
teaChers and investigators.

The future usefulness and progresg of the agricultural colleges
will be largely determined by the' extent to which their physical
and financial problems are solved. During the past decade these
institutions have been confronted with' some very perplexing projb-
lems. For .example, they have been crpwded with etudentg. Their
buildings, in many cases; have been .outgrown; theír equipment
-has been inadequate; and there has been .a general shortage of
funds. The lack of funds has made it impossible to.provide many
facilities, mid placed a real handiCap on much of the work. A
modern agricultwal colleAe is an expensive plant. It requires large
sums of money for (1) buildings and équipmeht, (2) salaries, (3)
maintenance a liamratories, (4) herds ar}d flocks, (5) land for
demonstrations and experiments, (6) greenhou.ses, (7)' special facili-
ties for iraduate work,. and (8) %staff and equipment for a state-
wide extension program. Most of our agricultural colleges now
have wise and çompetent leadership, and loyal, well-trained facul-
ties; their needs ,in the 'future will center primarily on money, land,

,

and equipmeni.
Excellent work has been done by many colleges in changing cur-

ricula to- meet morè nearl3i 'the modern requirements of agricultural
education. But in some 'case's their work is still too largely re-
striCted to methods of production. It is now, *generally agreed that
well-balanced curricula shoukt. -provide an adequate amount of in-
struction in transportation quèstions, credits for farmers, distribu-
tion of farm products, country-life problems, and allied subjects.
They should also provide for better foundatión work in the sciences
related to agriculture and 'for a carefully selected anil supervised
list .of electives.

Some agriCultural educators believe that a five-year course should
soon be offered by our agricultural college& The Oxlition41 year* pro-D,
vided ,by this arrangement would:enable the student to take up certain
subjects which have a special yalue in ttaining for servige to society
and the performance- Qf ,eitizenship duties. , There is a real cha1 -1

lenge to our agricultural colleges in this efifiirged program whiCh
should make it po§sible to triin sobie idér4;.. pethqsa telativ01$..E*4
numbei, for .a Huger .field of usefulnessin the service
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IRANI' COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920

Chief of the 'Division 0
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Chapter II
AGRONOMY

By ANDREW Boss

a

Agronomy and Farm Management, School of Agriculture, Us&versity of Minnesota,

tit

HISTORICAL

Education in agriculture has been marked by a rapidly increasing
body of knowledge, and by frequent enlargement and division of
fields of subject matter followed by repeated shifting and reorganiza-
tion of courses of instruction. From a one-professor subject in 1870,
through the group-subject period 'of 1895 to 1910, to highly and
finely specialized fields of subject matter with many instructors, is

'the record of development. Out of this march of pmgress have come
many new terms and definitions as well as new methods of instruc-
tion.

ca.The Association of American Agricultural Colleges and Experi-
. ment Stations, through its coihmittee on instruction in agriculture,

has contributed to the colleges many valuable ideas and suggestion&It was through the work of this 'committee that the terni " agronomy"
was adopted, wild -interpreted to cover in a restricted sense that part
of the general field of agriculture devoted to climate, soils, fertilizers,
and farm crops.' Following the adoption of the term in 1896 there

'came a gradual reorganization-of subject. matter to meet the demand
for more highly specialized courses of instruction. By 1910 the
term had been quite generally accepted and college departments
were so reorganized as to recognize agronomy as a specific instruc-
tional field. An examination of the bulletins and catalogues of the
colleges of that date, however, reveals the fact that while the term
" agronomy " had been Accepted and recognized, there had been
difficulty in many colleges in reducing the subject matter to the
restricted field and that it still covered much more territory than
had been prescribed by the committee. It is nevertheless true that
much more clearly defined courses were being given than formerly
and that there was a tendency toward the observance of the classifica-
tion of subjct matter suggested by the committee.

'Rapidly shifting and frequently changing courses, offered prior
to 1910, indicate that instruction in agronomy was in the forma-
tive state. The courses wpre general in nature, dealing largely with'

*Proceedings of the tenth annual convention of the Association of American Agricul-turd Colleges and Experiment Stations.
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AGRONOMY v

botanical classifications and characters, with cropping plans, and
-.with problems relating to the. care of soil and crops in the general
cultural practices.

DEVELOPMENT OF SUBJECT MATTER

State experiment stations, which have been developed coordinately
with the agricultural colleges, have been a prolific source of subject
matter for college. courses. The fact that many of the instructors
have been engaged also in experiment-station work aria that many
of the experiment-station' investigators have been required to do
some teaching has resulted, ifi rapidly assimilating in ihe .cours.es
of instruction the new fragments of science that are constantly being
discovered.

The administration by the Office of Experiment Stations *of the
United States Department of Agriculture of the Federal funds pro-
vided for experiment-station wórk has greatly staulated interest in
agricultural research. Following the passage of the Aaams Act, in
1906, definite steps were taken to organize experiment-station work
on the project basis. This has resulted in more clearly outlined
investigations and in shifting investigitions from short-time trials,
tests, and observations on how to manage soils and grolv cro.ps, to
the more fundamental and far-reachingproblems of soil physics and\
cEemistry, plant physiology, and plant genetics. This research has'
developed vin several important phases. Among them are, specifi-
cally, (1) tile classification of soil types and the development of .a
knowledge of cieops and crop requirements on particular, classes
of soils; (2) an increased kn6wledge of the Onetic relations of
varieties .and species of crap plants leading toward a more logical
classification of crops; (3) the application of genetic laws and prin-
ciples .tó plant breeding as a means of scientific crop impropment;
(4) more fundamental knowledge of crop rotations in relit to
soil fertility and permanent agricultúre; and (5) improved technic
in conducting field-plat tests resulting In more accurate interpre-
tation of data on the behavibr of crops and varieties. There has
been a marked tendency during the decade to turn from. the secre-
tive, individualistic type of investigation of. the *early days toward
the cooperative find correlated type in which a mass attack is made
upon complicated and fundamental problems from the solution of
which well-established principles or laws may be evolved. As a
result of this development of scientific research, the subject matter
now being included in course instructioii is based upon 'collective
data gathered from carefully guided and controlled research projects
reflecting the combined knowledge and judgment of a number of
workers. -
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10 LA-ND-GRANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 11?1-1920

DEVELOPMENT OF CURRICULA
et

A comparison of the curricula of .1910, in a number of the leading
colleges, with thosé published since, shows no rAdical change at any
one time. As technical inaterial became a/ailable through research,
however; there has been a giadual inovement toward more highly
specialized courses in crops and soils. This is quite in contrast to
the array of general courses offered at the beginning of the decade.
The speaalization of subject matter has gone so far in some colleges
as to lead to greit multiplicity of courses and repetition in instruc-
tion. This is likely to lead th confusion in the minds of students.
As all example of this high specialization it may be noted that Qne

colloge now -offers 36 courses in soiis and 22 in crop& Many other
colleges also have multiplied rapidly till' courses open to under-
graduate students.

Since the subject matter in many other fields-ofc-ollege instruction
has also become highly specialized and subdivided, it is ,obviously
impossible to require that all _courses available be included in an
tindergraduate curriculum. There is, therefore, a decided tendency
in curricula making at the Rresent time toward the elective system,
.with certain restrictioris in the choice and sequence 6f.coures. Per-
hips the most fundamental ohange may be noted in the attitude
toward the position of the elementary or beginning courses. For!:
merly it wiis thought that these 'must bp offered in' the freshman
year. A. preference 'is now being shown for having the courses in
botan.-, biology, chemistry, and physics precede. the applied agricul-
tural courses, This results in the elementary crops ind soils courses
being crowded forward into the sophomore year with the advanced
courses carried into the junior and senior years. There are unques-
tionably advantages in following a curriculum of this nature. The
inclusion in the ino8t modern science couries of illustrative material
from the economic plant groups and the mor6 directly useful crops
gives excellent preparátion for the agronomy courses, and thus the
instruction in the agronomy subjects can be more.specific -and more
directly applied to the subject matter covered without. the necessity
of first giving instruction- in the fimcia*men41 sciences. This
cedure perhaps,.. further justified by the fact thot. secondary'
Khools, are now giving elementary courses in agronómy, and Many
of the students entering colleges have had the more general phases
of the crops and soils courses.

The important changes made in the agronomy curriculum .may
1:3e stited. ás (1). more highly 'specialized apd dependable subject
mattpri.,(2) the , :meat pf the elective. system; permitting
#rotip speclatization.; (3) the advancment 'of the elenlentary
courses from the: freshman to the sophomore year; and (4) insist*
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AGlioNOMY

ence that the science courses be made prerequisite to the agronomy .

courses.

IMPORTANT RESULTS
.

.It is difficult alwáys to find tangible evidence'of achievement in
education or to express in concrete terms -the results of new forms
or methods of teachin'g. -It is quite certain, howeyer, that the cur-
ricula of most agricultural colleges not only provi6 for but.insure a
more thorough grounding in the sciences -t4an formerly. It is
prObable also that graduates of agricultural colleges have a mire
accurate knowledge of the specific soil and crop needs and of plant
behavior under varying conditions than in the early days. As a
consequence they are better prepared for teaching or for irivestiga-
tional work. or farming. Unwittingly, terhaps; the. curriculum has
been lengthened, not .iri years of undergraduate wörk, . but in the
time required to gain a knowledge of the subject mattei available
and desirable. It is possil;le that too many highly specialized
courses have been developed in the curridulum of the general student
as a result of the rapid i:ncrease in .the amount of inf9rmation.
available. This niay result in the ,/stuclent failing to gei ti broad
viewpoint in the subject of agriculture because he can not crowd
all of the agronomy courses into his curriculum -withput crowding
out other equally .bnportant subjects.

It is too soon to judge accurately, but, there seems at present to be
a tendency to swing from the highly specialized courses to more
comprehensive ones for the undergraduate yéars, leaving the in-
tensely specialized courses for those who are fitting for special fields
of teaching or iiiVestigation, or for those whó desire to take graduite
work. There can be no question about the stimulation of advinc-ed
itudy by the introduction 'of specialized courses and the opportunity
for research work in the experiment stations. There has been "a very
rapid increhse in trie enrollnient for graduate work at the colleges
that are equipped and well prepared to give achranced work of high
quality. The effect of móre intensive and accurate leaching and
greater ppportunity for advanced study has been bi give better
prepatation to those who go out as teachers. It is also reflected
in thQ wiser management of crops and soils and better adaptation

.of crops to needs and environment by those who engage in .farming.
,.

RELATION TO THE ECONOMIC SITUATION

For many years the emphasis in agronomy instruction has been,on
phases' related to large production. It is probable tbat production
will afways remain the most important fictor in successful agricul-
ture. Quite as important as quantity production, however, is effi
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1.2 'LAND-GRANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920

ficient production. Instruction in agronomy will not be complete
until it includes information on " what crops to grow " and " why "
as well as " how "-to grow them, In many colleges this is provided
for by including in the curriculum courses in farm management and
farm gconomics. Where not otherwise proirided for crop economics
ghould be included. in the agronomy courses. The 'adjustment of
production to the world's needs, the avoidance of so-'called marginal
crops of doubtful value, the selection .of crops suited to kocal needs
and environment, ahd the adaptation of crops to soil conditions
.musCreceive attention if crops are to be profithbly raised. It may be
truthfully said that this fact is now recognized it'd that the colleges
are so stfifting instruction as to teach wise as well as adequate pro-
duction. Such instruction will eventually lead to the best economic
methods of utilizing land for the production of necessary food sup-
plies.

Instruction in agronomy by the colleges of agriculture has been a
pcierit. factor in securing the ample production which the world now
enjoys. The ekes have furnished much of the leadership in-
volved in the development of the better farming methods and prac-
tice. The training of farmers so to live that life is enjoyable and
profitable for all eligaged in farming is perhaps the greatest value
of all agricultural tpaehing. .

O

-

THE FUTURE

There is aireadyavailable molt; subject matter than can be ciowded
into a four-year curriculum. Research workers in the experiment
stations and in privately endowed institutions .are constantly adding

_to the literature and subject material .for college instruction. Broad
knowledge, keen di.scernment, and sound judgment will be essential
in curriculum making in the future. If students are.to bó so triined
in a four-year college course as to tined understahdingly the problems
in education and practic6a1 agriculture, emphasis must be raid in *the
freshman and sophomore years upon the sciences related to agricul-
ture. In the junior and senior years the courses should include sub-
ject matter related to the application of scientific principles to the
problems of the farni. The teachers of such courses must be well
grounded in scientific agronomy- and able to generalize fróm the
fields of specialized knowledge. It is only in this way that Rcientific
training can be made useful in farming. The four-year curriculum
should 'be so arranged and taught as to giy6 the student scientific
knowledge and a correct undmtanding of productive and practical
figronomy. This is necessary whether he is to become a tedcher or
an investigator, or'will practice the art of farming. This program
implies that the highly specialized coursés be reserved fot. .
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POMOLOGY 18
upper classmen and for graduate 'students whò are to enter special
fields. The greatest need 'of the future will be for teachers *well
grounded in the sciences who-know what and how to teach and who
have a practicil knowledge and understanding of the farm problems,
with keen sympathy and interest in'the business of farming.

Chapter III

POMOLOGY

By W. H. CHANDLER

Profeitsor of Pomologyr_no4renity of Calignida

.16

*Ts

The subject/ of horticulture, of which .pomology was generally the
predomin4ting interest,vhad practically from the beginning a. sepa-
rate existence in the agricultural colleges. Thus, while many of the
dopirtments how of large importance are of *very recent develop-
nient, this subject has been so long ostablished that it would seemprobable that it 'might more effectively have founa the bea division

goof subject matter witti other departments, as well as the best methodof approach to its problems. In .the cagiest organizations 'Loki-
culture included not only pomology, vegetable culture, and Orna-
mental horticulture, but also minor interests that did 'not seem to fit'Elswilere, such ats the growing of ginseng or goldenseal. In fact,
one college dean expressed the view that any crop grown only in a
small way belonged in horticulture. Generally the s.ame man was
dompelled to give some attention to all of these lines. It was to-be
expected that as college staffs grew there would' be such a division oflabor that these sepa ritteriubjects, certainly such as vegetable growing

.and- ornamental horticulture, would be handled by diffefent groupsof men.. In most colleges the departments of liorticulture are still
maintained, but in them are rather distinct divisions, so that a man
'working in pomology is generally no more interested in "these other
lines- than he would be if pomology were a separate 'department.
Even in the subject of pomology itself not all of the field that was
claimed by the early workers has been effectively occtipied. Thus,12 to 15 years ago in departments of horticulture perhaps moreattention was given to spraying than to any other phase of orchard
nianagemelt. It, is probable that until the last*.five or six years, at
least, more money was eipended upon studie§ in spraying in depart-ments of pomology than in departments of plant pathology orbotany slid departments of 'entomology combined. Yet it see*
safe to say that the contribution has 'been insignificant as compared
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1.4 LAND-GRANT cOLLEOE EDUCATION, 1910-4920
Of

. with that from departments of plant pathology and entomology.
The reason is easy to fine In disease and insect control, knowlOge
of the organism tp be combated is of greater hnpottce than knowl-
edge of the responses of the tree or .>fruit: The. subject of spraying
is still taught in some pomology departments but it has much less
emphasis.

Plant breeding also was.early stres. sed in departments of horticul-
tut*, usually. by men whose greatest interest was poinology. It has
been found, however, that the pomologist has thepoorest material
with which to .study the litws of heredity, and because he propagates
vegetatively, perhaps the least interest in complete studies of the
transmission .of characters. -.The rapid development_of genetics has
been in other departments Nohere better material is found. p

Within. the past few years there have been indications that. the
field #i)f. business management of orchards, particularly such problènris
as cost of producing various crops, marketing statistics, and the like
may wisely 136 left. to meri in the departments of agriculturql ceo-
somies,n whose training peculiarly fits them .for su-ch studies. The
field .of pomolOgy seems to be narrowing to the study of the fruit
plant and its envi'ronment and the study of the fruit.

'One important plase of the subject that has- beM emiihasized
from the beginning is systematic porhotogy. This conti-nus to find
a place in the. work of all important colleges, though at the present
time there is possibly a little less emphasis placed upo.n it than there
was 10 years ago. Many teachers find it-a difficult ',subject in whkh
to interest students. This is perhaps partly because they have
generally iiiterested thems(ilves .only in the fruits of the Teinperate
Zone climate, and the number of species is so' small that not kuch
time can be used to advantage in teaching students to identify *them.
And -since no way has been found to identify varieties by means of
keys, not enough order can .generally be put into variety studies.
Then, the teachers in this line have generally had their large.st
interest in problems with the culture .of the fruit, that Seem to
offei a more promising field. for research. Since noi many ommer-
cial varieties are involved In tile entire Temperate Zone fruit in-
ddstrf of America, it has seemed to_ most wopkers that the greatest
'service to..the indpgtry could be,., rendered -by -metp:ip of* research in
cultural pioblems. While this subject. has not appeared to most
stlidents a -promising field of endeavor a considerable amount 'of
research had been' done,- and some out§tanding work trotti the 'New
York State Ex0iiment Station at Geneva has been puMi§hed dur-
ing the last 15 years. The value of such research is coming to be
realized in- its connection with the breeding 6f. fruit.' Most of the'
fruft plants live. so long and are grown in large numbers with
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POMOLOGY 15

such great difficulty, and exriene that they are. not satisfactory
material with which to study principles oeheredity, and the finer
genetic principles .are not readily applied. Except under petuliar
local or temporary conditions, the search for hew varieties I's- by
far the most important work that can be done for the fruit growing
industry, and so far the most important guide in fruit breeding is
II broad and intimate knowledge a! fruit species and virietk%.

The other field that continues to be stressed in pomolon is the
response of the fruit plants to the 'various cultural treatments and
to variations in neural environment, and responses of the fruit
tissue to sculiural and nat4ral influences and various harvesting,
transportation, and storage practices. Teaching the responses to
culture and environment is not so .ea-sy with fruit plants as with)
apimal or binnial plants. The student does not stay in colkge long
enoug}l to see the response to treatments that he may give in labora-
tory exercises. He muitt accept the teacher's statement that: the
method recomnieided is the correct pne. This, of course, is not true
of problems in fruit handling, since the student can see the fruit
as it is put in storage, and when it' comeg 'out at the end of the
season, and thus readily 'karat for himself the influence of the various
practices upon the keepifig of the fruit. Earlier teachers were
compelled to base their conclusions a.s to &Aural practices upon
indirect information. Apparently there was a considerable Amount
of faith in such condkions. Thus, up to about 1905,- or a little
later, a good deal of emphasis. was placed upon aiuilyses of 'fruits,
leaNés, .and twigs as indicating the fertilizer need .of the different
fruits. 'The time when fruit bud formatiGn begins in. summer 'ivas
also early strissed as suggestions for practices. We know now that
such stud*: can be used ,only in connection with experiinents "with

4cultural. practices.
During the past 10 or 15 years there have been appearing the

results of field expriments with actual cultural-practices. Among
the most careful of these, as well as the Most extensive, were those lily
Pickering, of the Woburn Fxperirnenta1 Farm, England. It is heed-
less to say that the results from such èxperiments have been confikt-
ing. This was to iáe 'exytocted because ot the different soils and
elim4ates in which the work was done, and the very wick eiperimental
error inevitably assNiated with . experiments with trees. Possibly,

. however, the experimental error was found to be greater than might
have been anticipate*. Unquestiii3ab1y with few, if' any, of the
experiments are Conclusion') justified when based upon differences no
greater thin 25 per cent' These results hav.e been so discouragirg
that ;imany of the bOst-Oltined w9rkers. are inclined to minimize the
impärtance of such ixpeAments anci placò greater value upon Ohisio.
logical studies. It should be eillphasized however, that these result.
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ry, 'and gooseirrry are much more likely to show a response. By

6.4 Add ewriments we have learned, not only the injurious effect of
*.ttlixiontres,.but that by the use of nitrogen-that injurious effect can,

tli,...thb apple at least, be largely overcome. We have further
. leir.nédithat nearly all orchaMists have been pruning young trees too

severely and this delayrni the time when they should be expected to
bear prQfitable crops and that suminer pruning does not stimulato
fruitfulness,.but, probably. the'reverse. We have also learned, with
reaso.nable cartainty from experimakts, that ;alternate bearing of
fruit trees can not be prevented by thhAing, and that thinning can
W. expected to be fitable pnly tilunugh- the influence on the crop
thinned, or throu its-effect *on' the growth -.Of the tree. Such inform
nation ii of the *test value, since it coxicerns thi) ttiost'essential
orchard practices., '4 "1

Perhaps flits greatest contribution of these field eIperiments is to
teach workers the importanceof certainbrefinenlents. of methods by
which unquestionably the rang* of experimental elicir will be re-
dued. Among thwe are 'greater, replication of. plots receiving the

16 LAND-CRAN r COLLEtik EDUCATION, 1911?-192 )

furnish us with much 'better :information than we have been able to
secure by any Other method. Thus after long observation.of orchard
practice it-was still taught that nitrogen must be used in the orchard
very -'cautiously or it still throw the ttee into excessivw vegetative
growth and reduce fruitfulness; yet welnow froni these experiments
duo in America, generally, nitrogen is the element most likely be
applied profitably. And even in very fertile 'soils there is little
danger of reducing fruitfulness by the use of nitmgen. Even though
the error in such experiments is _great and it has not been possible
to study responses smaller than 25 per cent, it is cif value to bring
the range of douV to that margin. Resulting from such field experi-
ments, we have fairly conclusive proof *that in the Averican orchaid
potassium and pho-tphate phosphorus are so seldom present in the
soil in insufficient quantities for high production of fruit trees that
the problem as to these elemZints is a minor one, thong+ at least one
soil condition has been found where fot peaches ite.,application of
potassium is of great value. On the other hand, while we formerly
applied nitrogen with some feir that it might stimulate vegetative'
growth to an injurious extent and thus reduce fruitfulness, we have
fotind that this very seldom happens, and as a matter' of fact, nitro:.
gen is the element that can most often be applied with profit. Fur-
ther, we have letkrned that while the soil must be low in available

* pirrates before the apple, pear, blackberry, and probably the currant,
*lien grown under the cultivation and cover-crop system, will show
re owe to applicAtion§ of nitrogen, the peach, cherry, plum, rimp-
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POMOLOGY 17:
same -treatment; preliminary periods of about four years before.treatmênts are varied, during wlich records are, kept for all of thetrees; and physiological studied; of apparent responses. The pomolo-gist has fpund his field, his leatnea many of its difficulties, and is in aposition to make larger contributions. It must libbadmitted, however,that. so fir, his contribution to the fruit iridtistry has kot been sogrvat as that of the entomologist. and the pathologist.r.In the future there will be a clearer recognization .of the value. ofirstemafie- pomology And of its field. It 'will not be looked uponas a .mere incident in the work of a depii-tment.,to be taught by any-one who -happens to have the time, but that mon will be,chosen par-ticularly for: this 'week. Such mill should have, ip addition to anintimate knowledge of orchard practice, an exteinsive training inplant taxonomy and ecology-. -No le& atte7ntioli will 1) given to studyof varieties, but. hiuch more attention will, be given to botanicalrelationships, distribution, economic importince, cufture, and uses ofall the fruits of the ivórid, particularly thope that may come intocompeition with the deciduous fruits. This work will have two main'.objects ,To broaden -the student's interest through a knowledge ofhis industry as prietked by People in vaIrios parts of-the world; andto fnrm i background for the greatest possible improvement. in thefruit industrythe s6curihg of better -.varieties.
Of .vourse, Men who are to *stress cultural prcbkms will generallyhave large training in physiology a.nd chemistry. The general prac-iice, both in teaching and research, will be to start with the industry

as it is found, study the problems as they present themselves in the or-chard, attempt their solution by variations in cultural practice, and,
as the ast step, study both the physiological and chemical responses'to these vurititions in praaice. In othee words; the method willsbeto work backviard from the problem, as' it- presents itself in practice,
step by s,obp,f using superficial. studies first, rathei- . than attempt to
secure an" answer kr reastaning from .!4amental studies. Theteacher will realize more and more tha dangerous to give hisstudents theories -LIAO wise practices, based not upon trial. of thepractice but. upon his coilceptions of the riature ;3f the tree. For hisknowledge of the tree will for a long time be very incomplete. De-ducing systems o prati from physiolwical principles, or whatthe teacher thinks are physiological principles, is a plea,sing methodIf teaching, but it will be *used largely only::* teacherii whose knowl-
edge of the complicated responses of trees is very limited.* Moreand more" auckspeculation will be eliminated from uí'sesin pomot,ogy, and physiological knowledge, thou.& used mote OXtensivebr,
will be used- more .eautbiusly, primarily to supplement or explain

,moults of actual trial of practices.
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f

Chapter IV

*VEGETABLE GARD/EMNG

By PUL WORK p

Professor of Vegetable Gardening, New York State College of Agriculture, Coma
Vniversity

The vegetable gardening industry had its rise in the vicinity of
our eirlièst gities at the time when home gardens were no longer
able to supply the needs of the inhabitants. For decades the proe-
esies of prodfrction and marketing were cartied to completion withii
the imnrdiaté- environs of the city. Even when truck farming ot
productipn for shipment to distant market began about 185, it
was in4liolatecl districts., Thus it came about that the .vegetable
grower has been late in developing a group corisiciimsness which
would enable him to formulate his needs and to express his de-
mands. Meanwhile, other branches of agriculture attracted the
attention of the workers in the 'newly established colleges and ex-
periment stations, either through calls for help against enemies
which threatened disaster or through recognition .of the relative
impoitance.of the industries as they then stood.

For these reasons those joung men qf the last quarter of the
nineteenth century who looked to agriculture for a professional ca-
yea. were trained in animal husbandiy, agronomy, or pomology.
With their interests thus established they naturally continued in
their fields and the development oA interest in 'other branches was
a slay:, kocess.

The vegetable business has enjOyed an unsparalleled growth during
the past two decades. The .total value of products according to
census figures has grown from 217 millions of dollars in 1899 to
417 millions in 1909 and 1,302 millions in 1919. Of courie thelatter
figure was reached under conditions of wkr-time price inflation, but
a figure comparable to that of the previous census would be not
less than 700 millions. Further, the 1919 figurelepreseets 8.8 per
cent of the total value of agricultural crops for that year. In New
Jew this percentage amounts to 40 and in New York, with its vast
acreages devoted to production cif dairy feed and other general farm
crops, it anpunts to 25 per. cent ,of the total.

Prior tò 1908 the commercial vegetable industry was( almost wholly
unorganized And it possessed no journal dt its own. Neither viers
there more than a few books on the subject, and most of these were
ámiteur rathei thati Professional or tonimerci0 in theii bent. At
that tigié tnere were not more than four oi five vtietable specialisti
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VEGETABLE GARDENING 19'

in the colleges. Thé yeai 1908 saw the establishment of the Virginia
Truck Experiment Station, the-organization of the Vegetable Grow-
ers Association of America, the founding of the Market Growers
Journal, and it found a few men such .as Lloyd ánd Watts giving
'enthusiastic instruction in the subject in certain of the agricultural
colleges. Most of the courses in 'vegetable gardening at t:his time
were handled by men whose. chief interest wasts in fruit. The point
of view in most cases wis that of the home garden rather than of
the commercial industry.

From 1908 ()Award there has been a steady increase in interest
in vegetable gardening in the colleges. The number of specialists,
the number of courses offered, and the number of students have all
shown marked progress; In 1912, five institutions offered for four-
year students as many as three to five courses in vegetable garden-
ing, 9 offered two courses and 21 offered single courses. A total of
57 courses was listed at that time. Thirty-five colleges offered
general elementary courses, often emphasizing home production as
much as commercial. Ten offered general advanced courses, mostly
commercial in viewpoint, 6 offered courses ih vegetable. forcing, 3
in sYstematic vegetable crops, and 3 special courses in home garden-
ing. Prqf. H. W. Schneck presehted 'corresponding data for 1922
at the Boston meeting of flip, American Society for Horticultural
Science. He found vegetable courses in all the State colleges but
one, 10 offering ,5 or more, 8 listing 3 or 4, the others about
equally divided between 1 and 2. ,He found 32 institutions giv-
ing general advanced courses, 18 courses in vegetable forcing,
12 in systematiZ vegetable crops, and 3 on potatoes, while home-
garden courses, aside from the general eleinentary courses, had dis-
appeared.

PERSONNEL
r

Since 1908 the number of vegetable specialists bets increased
greatly. It is impossible to draW lines sharply, hut a perusal of
the list of workers -unCovers at lease 80 names of men whose activi-
ties are wholly or almost wholly devoted to the vegetable crops.'
This does not inchide many part-time men. In 1910 Cornell sup-
ported a single vegetable worker. At presimt the department 'of
vegetable gardening numbers á staff of 10.

Along with the inciease in the nuniber* of specialists has come a

there sare a cisix ór eight men with the gree f Ph. D.';4:ad many more

marrked increim in standards of training. Up to abput. 1920 not a

appro4tchipg this standqtd. Still otlfers have accepted the ideal of

man with a doctor's degree was to.* found in the field. At present

fundamental traihing and are acquliittg the desired equipment% in
formal ways. In other words. the majority of the wokers have.
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20 lAND...GRANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920

set about the task of Wilding their profession upon the foundationof the basic sciences.
Jugt as significant has been the development of interest in vege-table gardening undertakings on the part of workers in other de-partments. Ten years ago pathologists and entomojogists gavescant attention to the enemies of vegetables. A glance through the,Experiment Station Record reveals a very strong representation ofvegetable titles. Plant breeders, soil specialists, rural economists,and physiologists areball turning to garden problems and are makingwelcome contrifmtions to the field.

I.

LITERATURE

The literapre of vegetable gardening has advanced in .markeddegree, thongfi naturally and pfoperly enough hardly in propor-tion to the other evidences of growth. Bailey's Principles ofVegetable Gardening, appearing in 1901, was die first text intendedfor college students. It lhas been recently revised in sucli a waythat it becomes the best authority -on the systematic botany ofvegetable crop plants. Works by %Watts and Corbett appeared in1912 and 1913, respectively, and, according to Professor Schneck'squestionnaire, are still file most widely used. Texts by Lloyd andBoyle are also in use.. Thompson has jast published a work which'goes further than any previous volume In assembling the research'material that bears upon vegetable gqrdening and relating it to thepractices of the industry, also in- making u--e of available infor-mation from neighboring sciences.
A bulletin file on vegetable gardening contains hundreds of titles,including extension pnblications for home and commercial gardens,description and classification of varieties, reports of experimentalwork, and morvi recently a small but increasing number of excellentresearch papers.
The ritiPid growth of interest in vegetable gardening has broughtwith it nitiny problems of organization and method. It may be

assumed that the function of college work in this subject is to servethe vegetalge-gro*ing industry through research, and resident and
extension teaching. At first, practically the whole emphasis was
placed upon the teaching work. With the advent of the extension
movement, vegetable gardening has shared in the activity, thoughin smallêr degree any other branches of agriculture.

TEACHING

Teaching, in vegetable gardening seeks to train specialists whowill engage in production or in institutional work. It also offers aninsight into the field to larger numbers where piimary interest lies1, I
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VEGETABLE GAIMENING 21

in sans ot pier direction. The- increasing prevalence of commercial
vegetable growing on the general farMs of the country adds signi&
came to this ilase of the work. The general elementary courses
serve this group apd also safford a starting point for the specialist&
In fact, the teOher usually regards this course afi a recruiting ground
from which he hopes to enlist a choictl group for fuither training.

The vegetable specialist who is to sérve the future must be possessed
of a lively interest in the field. He must ghare th6 pr4ctical point
of view of the grower_ and the inquiring mind of the scholar. In

dual outlook lies safety against developing either mere artisans
en whose bent is purely academic. He must gain experience in
operations by actual service on vegetable .farms, In college he

st acquire a broad foundation in upderlying sciences as well as
in. his own subject. .-.

The vegetable-gardening teaching, both in the classroom and in.the
field, has been largely empirical, being based chiefly iipon the prac-
tice of successful groirers. The experiniental material is meagAr
at best, and many courses have' not taken sufficient account of the
information actually in print. The growing realization of the need
for a large body of research results, on which to found classroom and
extension teaching, bas been a potent stimulus for inve*stigational
activity. To-day the teachers .are making fuller use of the literature
and of tile contributiOns from underlying sciences, such as botany,
physiology, soils, genetics, and economic's, with the result that the
instruction is being placed on a Much more scholarly plane.

Many methods are in use ih vegetable-gardeping teaching. Years
ago the classroom work in too many cases consisted chiefly of recita-
tions from a text supplemented by more or less random remarks
gathered in field experiefi-ce and visits. On the other hand, such
men as Massey, Bailey, Watts, and Lloyd prepared lectures that were
both enlightening and inspiring.. These men laid the foundation
upon which the,whole fabric of institutional service to our industry..
is being. constructed.

Present-day class work does not aim primarily to tea4 the student
how to do things, but rather striyes to equip him to make his own
solutions of problems as they 'arise. In the- classroom the student
is encouraged not only to acquire iiiformation but also to digest it
and to make applications. While the 'material of the sciences is
extensively used, field practices are not allowed to pass out of viéw.

Early laboratory work- frequently .consisted in doing the things.
that needed to be done in the gardens on a given day. The introduc-
tion of individual. gafdens has made the laboratory. work .a means
of raising questicms and has given oppprtuDity for demonstrational.
answer, gmphisis is- well placed upon develópipg .thé
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LANDOR& NT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920

personal familiarity with the actual plant material. This is oneof the great 'contributions of the courses in systematic vegetable
crops in addition to te9,ching the taxonomy, types, find varieties of
the vegetables.

Graduate teaching in vegetable gardening is making rapid gains.It i generallykleemed best for a specialist in this field to take his
mihor or his major subjects or even both in underlying sciences in
order,that ho may have as .full use ks pcssible of their equipment in
dealing with gardening problems. Seveeal men have done this,
interest and point of .view being the anchors which hold them in the
field of vegetable gardening.

RESEARCH

Early experiment station work in vegetable gardening consisted
chiefly of variety studies and of field and kreenhouse experiments.
Much of the systematic work consisted of mere descriptions, some
neither orderly nor complete. Sturtevant and Goff, at Geneva, were
pioneers in systematic studies. The former searched botanical litera-
ture to the depths, and the latter drew up- keys and classifications in
addition to conducting comparative trials and making desériptions.

The value of much of the investigational work, conducted lirior to
1908, was undermined by attacking too many questions in one experi-

, ment and through the lack off checks aild repetitions, as well as
thioukh the failure to adopt a critical attitude in i;iterpretation.
Nevertheless, a number of workers published material of lasting
value, among them Bailey, Lloyd, Austin and White, Price and
Starnes.

The first task in vegetable experimentation, of course, was' to learn
what happens 'wider special treatments or condition. The early
tendency was to seek the best practice by routine methods. More
recently the need for a broader foundation has been realized, and
there is now a tenancy toward the type of re.search which seeks to
understand th4rinciples lying beneath thé observéd outward mani-
festations, striving to discern the various links in the chain of causa-
tion which lie between the initial treatment gnd the final effect.
Applying nitrate, the student is interested in its history in thé soil;
its entrance to the plant, its travel and tránsforrnations within the
plant, and the ways in which it affeets the processes of vegetation
and fruition.

Physiology and chemistry have been used to a large extent' in
building .knowledge in vegetable gardelfing. This is but natural
and may be expc:ctvd to continue. In the future it may be expected
that further use, will be made of such branches as histology, soil
science, meteorology, and physics' and others. The light of syste=
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VEdETABLE GARDENING 28
matic botatly is being focused upon problems of types and varieties,
and the principles of genetics are being widely employed in the
improvement of vegetable forms.

While the laboratory and microscope are comirig into wide use,field trials are not abandoned. It is realized that light from every
possible angle is necessary before such extremely complex problems-
as crop nutrition, tillage and cultivation, rotation relations, and irri-
gation practices can be scilved.

There are now at least five substations or branch research farms
devoted primarily to vegetable 'studies.. The grovAh of these out-
lying stations %demonstrates the recogniiion of the importance of
vegetable gardening and also of the necessity for securingiisuiliable
land.

EXTENSION

Extension teaching in vegetable gardening is recognized in most
of the States. The worker formerly engaged chiefly in farm visits
and lectures of the insiitut-"e type. The demonstration method has
now faken firm hold, and workers génerally ,give it the leading
emphasis. Meetings are usually concerned witb a specific topic of
interest to a given gioup or community, frequently being held in
connection with a demonstratien Local schools of three to five
days' duration afford opportunity for connected subject matter
study. The extension worker is nò longer satisfied VI merely answer
practical questions, but he seeks to build an understanding of princi-
ples as well. He prefers to help the, grower answer his own ques-
tions rather than to deal in categorical statements ánd s.13eCific advice.

ORGANIZATION

There Is wide variation in the organization of vegetable work
in the 'various institutions. Vegetable gardening first appeared as
a phase of horticulture but it was generally overshadowed by the
great interest i pomology. More recently heads of horticultural
deRartments have recognized the growing importance of the field
and have sought specialists, and in many cases have established
separate sections or divisions of vegetablp gardening c.00rdinate
with pomoiogy, landscape art, and floriculture. At Cornell and
California vegetable gardening is organized as a separate depart-
ment. There are still some colleges where the vegetable teaching
is a side line for a man primarily interested elsewhere. The fact
that almost every State possesses a sizable and growing vegetable
industry is gradually bringing about the universal employment of
vegetable specialists and the recognition of the field as a distinct
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24 L4ND-GRANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920

branch of horticulttire. The chief obstacle at present lies in the
shortage of adequately trained men. '

Much could be-written about the progress of vegetable gardening
in extension and in the farm bureau, in junior club activities, -in the
secondtiry and vocational schools. Suffice to say that progress in
these fields is no, less marked than in the colleges, with the result
that the industry is aided and interest is aroused whiph insures for
the future a kipply of well-trained men which will correct the ex-
isting shortage.

Chapter V

FORESTRY

By HENRY k GRAVES

Former Chief of the United States Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture

Educátional institutions have played an important part in thb
development of forestry in this country. Thirty to forty years ago
the practice of forestry was almost nonexistent. The Government
had not yet undertaken to prptect the forests on the public domain,
practically no private.owners were seriously endeavoring to practice
forestry, and the destruction of our forests by fire and other agencies
represented a direct loss of no less than $50,000,000 a year. A
Division of Forestry had been established in the Department of
Agriculture under the leadership of Dr, B. E. Fernow, who with a
small group of foresters was conducting scientific investigations
and carrying on a campaign of public education in regard to the
importance of foréstry. In addition to this' group, there were a
number of fqr-sigkted men who were -.working to bring about a
change in public sentiment regftrding siur forest resources. Most of
these men were connected with educational institution& Among
these early leaders of forestry were Professors SaDgeie;414#4c ; :424q

Brewer, of Yale; Spauldiiig and Beal, of Aficities.sé
Iowa; Rothrock, of the University of Pennsylvania*; and numerous
other educators. The ,majority of them were botanists and geog-

vaphers whose field of work brought therti into contact with the
widespread destruction of the forests that characterized that period.
The individual efforts of these men in their public addresses and
publications and in their teaching at their respective institutions
had an important influence in laying the eArly foundations of
forestry.
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FORESTRY

EARLY INsTRurgrioN IN FORESTRY

to.

25

Thirty years ago there were no schools which undertook to give a
full technical training -in forestry. The subject was, however,
touched upon to Rime extent in the curricula of a good many
of the land-grant colleges. In 1897, no less than 22 agricultural
colleges were represented as giving some instruction in forestry.
These incluNd the agricultural colleges of Alibama, Arkansas,
Connecticut, Iowa, Idaho, Kansas, Michigin, Minnesota, Missouri,
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, North Dakota,
Pensylvania, Rhode Island., South Dakota, Texas, Vermont, Wash-
ington, and West Virginia. This work varied from a few lectures
to coursei of instruction extending over two terms. The subjects
taught were primarily the general economic importatice of forests,
the identification of trees, and the methods of tree plantina. In
addition to the foregoing institutions, it is understood that forestry
was touched on incidentally in the courses of botany and horticulture
in the agricultural colleges of Virginia, North Carolina, Georgia,
Mississippi, Coforado, Oklahoma, Indiana, and Maine.

This list of educational institutions which 25 or more yeirs ago
were giving some attention to faestry is somewhat surprising, 'and
the question may be asked why these efforts °did not lead to more
direct results in the better handling of our forests. It will be re-
called that the first efforts of forestry in this country were in the
direction of planting trees either on areas where the forests had been
entirely destroyed or on the prairie regions of the West. The early
pioneers in the treeless regions were very much embarrassed on
account of the lack of lumber for building material; Transportation
had not yet been developed to make available the great pine forests
of Michigan and the South. About the same time the accessible
pine in the easterñ forests wa's being raOdly cut out and the more
distant supplies were not available because of the lack of trahsporta-
tion. The fear of a scarcity of timber became so prevalent that
during the decade following 1867 no less than 16 States passed laws
fór the encouragement of tree planting, and the Federal Govern-
ment enacted the timber culture act looking to the -same end.

Instruction in forestry at the different educational institutions
during the nineteenth century 'was largely confined to the problem
of establishing forests on the farms in the treeless regions or the
restoration of trees where the forest had been stripped off. Neither
the educational work nor the legislation of the Federal and State
Governmeilts touched the vital problems of the proper protection,
management,' and perpetuation of existing stands of 'timber.
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t 26 LAND-GRANT COLLIM EDUCATION, 1910-1920

THt ESTABLISHMENT OF TECHNICAL FOREST SCHOOLS .
a

A real beg piling of an effective forestry movement in this country
was made whén the United States Government assumed the respon-
sibility of protecting and administering' the torests pwned by the
Nation. The authority for estabiishing Federal forest reserves was
granted by Congress in 1891. It liras not until 18F; however, that
legislation was enacte0 providing for the administration of these
properties. This legishition was passed only after a vigorous con-
troversy which in itself had the effect of calling public attention to
the importance of forestry. Since that time there has been a re-
markable change of public attitude. toward forestry and a great
advance has been made in administering the public properties and
in the enactment of legislation by the States. The success of the
forestry movement so far aphieved has been possible becaus9 of the
work of the educational institutions ip training a body of)profes-
si.onal forester.

In 1897 the United States .Governinent embayked upon a new
policy of public-land administration. It had the task of protecting
and administering .many millions of acres of forest land, and it had
no profession of trained. foresters to -draw upon..to handle -this ini-
portant work. A number of far-sighted jnstitutions saw the neces-
sity for a body of technically trained men, both for the new work
on the public forest reservatiOns and for the introduction of forestry.
pfactice elsewhere. The first institution to 'establish a high-grade
school of forestry was Cornell University in 1898. This wits organ-
ized as a separate college in .the university and was supportect.ily
State funds. A- tract of 30,000 acres in the Adirondack Molintains
was also provided to serve as a practical training growid for the
students and as demonstiation of the methods of forestry. During.
the same year a private school of forestry was established at Bi
'tore, N. C., under the direction of the förester of the large ate
°of George W. Val*rgilt.. This was not of collegiate grade. Nuts
a historical importance, however, because a number of men who
later became. leaders in the . country obtained their first training
there. In 1900 Yale University orgailized a school of forestir
which-offered a course of two years for graduate students.. Though
the Cornell and Yale curricula differed in some respects, they both
set a high educational standard which was of great importance in
the history' of forest,education durg the succeeding two decades.
As a result, of circumstances, which it is urifiecessary to mention, in

, this paper, the school of forestry, at Cornell was disconiinued after
tour years, but was reestablished under a different form in 1910.
The Biltmore School was given up in 1912.
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ItORESTRY 27

Between 1900 and IOW t4ere was a remarkable expansion of th,e
tederal activities in forestry. The -system uf riational forests was
extended so that by 1910 they included a net area of about 170 mil-
lion acres. Legislation was also secured which enabled the build-
ing up of a competent administrative organization' for protection
And for the handlilig of the business of the national forests., The
Forest Servic, established under its present name in 1905, with a -s.
new recognition and authority, 'called for a large number of tech-
nically trained m.n. For a time the demand of the Government
was far greater than could possibly be Met by the forest schools.

young man entering a forest school had a practical assurance
hat upon graduation he could secure a. position with the Govern-

t, with a faNiorable opportuniti for importapt work and acl-.
yanc lent. In some years the Government appointed as many as-
75 men of the highest technical grade and over 300' men of the
ranger class.

This demand for trained fomsters by the Government caused
Tany young men to enter the profession, and it also red to the or-
ganization of courses, ,for the training of technicid foregters by a
number of colleges and universities. During. the decade following
the establishment of the forest- sthools at Cornell and "tile, thére
were organi4d technical courses in forestry at Harard, ,sat the
Universitie,..; of Michigan,- Minnesota, Nebraska, Missouri, Washing-
ton, Idaho,.Georgia, and 'Maine, at the State Colleges of Michigan,
Iowa, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Colorado', WasUiùgton, and Ore-
gon, and at Colorado. College; and there was established the Penn-
sylvania Academy of Forestry for the training of students for State
service.' In- 1910, Cornell University reestablished a full course in
forestry as a branch of the college of agriculture; and very shortly

( there were organized courses for full technical training in forestry
at SyraCu;e University, the. University of California, and the Uni-
versity of Montana. More recently a department of forestry has
been organized at Bate:s College, ind special courses are now offered
in a number of land-grant collegés.

The majority of these institutions offered a four-year under-,
graduate course leading to a. special degiee in. forestry, and of the
same general educational, standard as the undergraduate courses in-
engineering, agriculture, or other speçifil branches of study in the
respective colleges or universities. Three forest schools, Yale, Hir-
yard, and Michigan;offered a two-year stgraduate course
ing i9J aamission an undergraduate degree from a collegiate insti-
tution of recognized standing. At the same time provision was made
for undergraduates in these universities to anticipate pertain courses)
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forestry and to complete the graduates work in one eyear. Teat&
on a number of the other schools offered postgraduate work, placing
their courses in substantially the same class as Yale, Harvard, and
Michigan.

OBJECTIVE Or TRAINING IN FORESTRY

At the beginning practically all the forest schools aimed to meet
the demand for men in public service.** The Federal civil-service
öxamination largely governed file standards of training and dui
United Statét, Forest Service absorbed most of the graduates. Thus
in 1912, themwere about 20 institutions, 'briny .of them stipported
by individual States, preparing men for the national service. About
that time occurred a reaction that seemed t9 indicate an overdevel-
opment of forest education. This was due to the rather abrupt-
dropping off. in the annual demand for technical men by the ForiiiC,
Service. The firgt organization of the national forests had *been
complefed. The.**d for a large number of new recruits each year
had passed. Frorii that time the requirements would be confinéd to
replacements and t9 the handling of new' work authOrized by ad4i-
tional congressional% appropriations; The' idea became prèvalent
that already the praession of forestry wiis fully supplied. Miny
forest schools found their membership seriously diminished and
faced the necessity for readjuAments both in the objective and in
the plan.of instructioh.

The idea thit the 'profession of forestry had reacjted. its limit
was, of cotirse, wholly fallacious. We had made only the first. be-
ginning in establishing forestry in this country, and our efforts were
largely confined to the work bf the Federal Government. The de-
veloprilent of 20 institutions to recruit men for the Government
service was ill-advised, and when the demand for men in 'that work
was curtailed the forest schools had to adapt themselves to the new
conditions..

One -of the fird results .of the changed conditions was that sev-
eral institutions entirely altered the character .of their courses.
Harvard University gave up its full course in forestry and substi-
tuted specialized graduate work in research and other lines.. The uni-
versities of Nebraska and Missouri, the Massachusetts Agricultural
College,. and the State College of Washington confined their actiyiiies,
to courses specially suited to Ole needs of students of agriculture:
Other institutions likewise modified their oourses to' rrieet special

I. local needs for föreitry training as well as for such demanda at
-continued in the Federal service.
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STANDARDIZATION OF FOREST EDUCATION

29

The rapid development of specialized training in forestry re-
sulted in a diversity of educational standards in different institu-
tions. 'While the rope of the instruction given at the various forest
schools followed the general pattern originally set by Cornell and
Yale., there was cons;derable of diversity in the character and scope
of individual courses and in the methods of instruction. An im-
portant step was taken in December, 1909, when a #onference was
called by Gifford Pinchqt, then Chief Forester of the United States,
for consideration of the aims, scope, grade, and length of course,
of a technical _training in forestry. A coinmittee was appointed,
of which the writer WRS chairman, to formulate a plan for the
standardization of the requirements of education in forestry. The
cimunittee presented its report at a second conference -held in De=
cvnber, 1911.1 These conferences and the approved report resulteit
hi clarifying the objectives of forest education and in setting certain
broad standords in regard ta the ground-to be covered, the length
of course, and the methods of instruction. A general agreement
was secured regarding the gcope of an undergraduate coune
forestry. At the same time the limitations of such a course were
recognized, and the need shown for a fifth or sixth year of special-
ized work for those who desired to secure the best technical training A
in forestry, The foresi schools found themselves in the same pbsi-
tion as the schools of engineering.

IMPROVEMENTS IN RECENT YEARS

NM,

The past decade has been characterized by various changes in
courses of instruiction shown by experienCe to be desirable, and by
the strengthening of the institutiozls in personnel of the- faculties
and in improved equipment Old facilities for teaching. Experience
demo.nstrated certain weaknesses in the original plan of training.
At the beginning, the comes Lof instruction centered chiOly about
the problem of forest production, and, special. cmisideraion was
giv41 in the foundation work to the biological and physical sciences.
This was sound but the curriculum in most séhoo 'was deficient on
the engineering side of forestry. A weil-balank-:,i course of study
'in forestry should comprise enough mathematics and enginiering to
enable the graduate to handle the problems A)f forest surveying,
logging engineering, lumbering, and lumbir' manufacture, which
nearly every practicing foresteris bound tp -ineet. The reeognition
of this has resulted in the deyelopment of two schools of thouight

Forestry Quarterly, vol. 10, ne..11, 1912.
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80 LAND-GRANT COMBO]; 'EDUCATION, 1910-1920
S.

"N.

Some- institutions place the chief emphasis on the productive
)branches'of forestry as in the mile of agriculture; others aim to
wake forestry more a icience of engineerilig than of production..
The westetn fotest schools especially have inclined to give emphasis
tò training men in logging engineering and lumbering. There
a place for spécial training for those who wish to enter the lumber
industry. The curriculum in such a course should be stiong in
mathematics and engineering, and there should, aolso,, be instruction
in special features of the lumber business. It would be unfortunate,
however, to permit the instruction in lumbering in a f4est school
to overshadow .the Productive sciences to a degree that would lead
to a. lowering of the standards of forestry. Most sOlools are en--

. deavoripg. to preserve a propti--$. I.AtIance between the instruction in
forest, production 'and that. in forest utilization. TVs. being done
by offering elective courses that enable the stud.ett io specialize in
forest,. engineering and himbering, or id' silviclture, or to obtahi a.
broad training that includes a pound foundatie. in botkblitnches.
0.-- A recent development has been the demand for men by the wood.
using .industrieti. The problems 'of spawning wood, of chemical
and tother brproduts, of paper manufticture, are assudling
increasing importance, and the manufacturers are looking' for Ten
with a. knowledge of forestry .and a special training in the tech-

nology of wood. The College of Forestry ar S.)q-acuse is making a
special feature of work in forest products.

The neasure of advance- in ft;rest education was shown at. a con-
ference of forest sdloots held in Nevr. Haven in December, 1942.0.
An excellent. report of the proceedings has been' published by the
Bureiu of Education (Bul.. No. 44, 1.921), jn. .which definite
standards an set forth for undergraduate and graduate courses,
foe ectives, for ranger toui' sees, arid for courses in vocational train-
ing. The' schools have 1.1djustea themselves -to the nee4s- of the
country for foresters, and they are re:aching out: into specialized
fields of training for the inClustries as well ac foi research, for teach-
ing, and_ for the general practice of forestry.

This development has béen possible-only through the building up
of -a ,,more opmpetent personnel* in the staff of instriictors. The
'teachers are now more mature and have a richer fund of. experienée
than formerly:. The schools have also greater resources. and are
able to etnploy specialists in different branchet; of forestry. In only
a few instances do :we now find one-instructor encletiPiciing M. cony
all the special teaching in forestry.

second feature is the increasing nomber of excellent textbooks
and other-literature dealing with the çoñditióis of the Uri. ited States.
In former days there was practical& n9 American foreA literature.
The teacher was obliged.to firniall a. large part of the material foi
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PORESTRit 81

class work through lecture& Still great advance has been
made in thè facilities for teaching. Many of the forest schools now
have their special buildings well equipped with laboratories, libraries,
herbaria, and wood collection& Every school carries on a large
amount of work in the .forest, and most of them have either their
own experimental and demonstration fore,sts or have access to public
or private-forests for their practical field work in silviculture, mensu-
ration, forest engineering, forest management., etc.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF THE LAND-GRANT CpILLEGFIS

The college will play an important part in the develops
ment of forest educatiofi in the United States. This is inevitable
becal'ise of the intimate relationship between forestry and agricul-
ture. .Moreover, many of the land-grapt colleges are peculiarly well
fitted to undertake work in forestry.

- -There are three problems in forestry which require consideration
by thf land-grant collem: First, the training of professional
foresters where conditions justify a full technical course; second, the
instruction needed by all students of agriculttii7e dad especially those
who -may owfi woodla.nd tracts; and third, the work connected with
the advancement of forestry in the respective States.

It is not necessary or desirable that all land-grant colleges- should
provide a full training .for profesional foresters. Two considera-
tions govern the wisdom of establishing a (.(;mplete course in forestry.
The first is the 'local demand for the service.s of trained men. The
second is the resixinsibility of the State institutions to train leaders
to forward the movement of f9ri.;stryana to bring about its practice
on the farm wood.lafids and elsewhere. fn most places the qemand
for the services of foresters has followed the training of pmfemi9nal
mén by the fotest. schoors. Forestry became a reality in this country
because a few institutions had the counige and visioh to encouiage
young m'en to enter the profession of forestry in advance of an
established demand far their services.. These institutions create<I the
piofession. Tile activities and leadership of the professional forests-
ers have been developing the science, extending the practice of
forestry; and stimulating new demands for trained mén. BroadV
speaking there are now.-enough hiel-grade forest sthools, with one
exception. There exists a real ned .for an:addiiional forest school
in the far South. We need mom'southern mn-in the profession who
understand local .conditiona and who can take the leadmin developing
the movement of forestry in, that section.

Every .agricultural college shoidd offer instrktion adapted to the
f0 rest pioblems that will be met by its graduates. It laaldreasingly
-appreciated that in many regiöns forestry end! agriculture must go
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82 ,LAND-CIBANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920

hand in hand. This i 'especially true where a portion of ale land is
not suited to cultivatiim and improved pa§turage. In such sections
the productive use of tenagricultural land for forest groiwth is epen-
tial to a prosperous agricultke. It iR estimated thitt in the long run
fully 60 per cent of :the .-forests of .the country will be owned by
farmers oil will be iuterspersed in relatively small holdings among
farms. The agricultural interests mil not fail to iecoknize Chat for-
ests and the. industries dependent upoh them are an es.sential factor
in building up a sound industrial structure in rural regions. The
progress of forestry in many States will depend upon thé participa-
tion of the agricultural colleges'and experiment stations in the move-
ment, upon their work in training men in the methods of handling
woodlands, their research *establishing the principles of public
policy and forestur practice, and their efforts in educating the public
to the importance of .forestry as an. instrument to advalice agricia-
ture and build up rural-

- There are.11 c lieges which coffer a full technical train-
ing in forestry. 'In all these cases 'it has been felt that there is suf-
ficient demand for trained foresters to justify the -undertaking. Some
of these- are well equipped with an adequate staff Qf instructors.
Severil institutions are handicipped by lack of funds afid are
deavoring to accomplish more *thin is possible for one experienced
teacher of the . technical forestry .subfects. Ordinarily an adequate

'training requires at leasi three experienced teach4rs, *TA such asidi-
tional assistants as may be required by the numbe'r of students. 'If
available funds are in.safficient to employ it.tfull staff, the 'wise course
is to begin with the training needed.for the agricultural students and.
t9 for* KJ:tool if conditions justify it. .

The land-gr : nt colleges offering a full course of study fii 1,.9restry
are a,s follows.: Tniversi.ty of California, _Colorado Agricultu ;

Coknell University, University of Georgia, University of Idaho,
Iowa State College of Agriculture, University of *Maine, Michigan
Agricultural College, University ..clf Minnesota, 'Pennsylvania *State
College, And Oregon Agricultural College. In addition several insti-
tutions offer, excelleAt major courses in forestgl---these are : Purdue
University, .gigsachuseW Agriculturar College, Vnivérsity of ISTe;v
gamPshire,%ind ,the College a .Washifigton. Twenty-three
institutions give . courses in forestry, chiefly In connection with the.
c9urses in horticultilre, designed to, aid the farmer in tire hanaling
of higi wood Ia. Of *so Lguisia4a apd Ohio give dhe most extended*
course, ivhile Connecticut employs trained, forester specially path
fled for techniçal instruction, and Texas and Vermont .have- the ad-
vivatiago instruçtion. by. :the State. forester. Nine_ inotitutions. give
49 yiQz* at AIL.
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FORESTRY 83

In the colleges which do not offer . a course .of study in forestry,
the=chief objective is to aid the farmer in handling his woodland
property. The work of the diterent colleges varies in extent, sin
methods of instruction, in subject matter, and in efficiency. In seTi-
eral institutión.s the entire work is included in a single course 'of
two hours for one term. In most .cases the course or cótfAssm com-
prise three to six credit Jiours. The 'designation of the coui:ses dif-
fers considerably, but in .general the following ground is covered :

A. The identification of trees.
B. General forestry, designed to show the importance arid scope of

forestry with particular reference to/the conditions in the State.
C. Farm forestry, designed to aid the farmer in handling his own

woodland and comprising elementary work in forest 'protection,
culture, mensuration, and marketing of woodland products.

Natu4a1ly the subject matter in the courses varies widely because
of different local conditions. The amount of training in forestry
which may be offered in a given ingtitution i subject to the diffi-
culties loopunterdt in all branches where the curriculum is in danger
of overcrowding by the aadition of specialized subjects. The ques-
tIon of time must be measured .by the increasing importançe of for-
estry in a broad system of agricultural development.

A review of the local problems in many of the States and of the
work now giyen at the land-grant colleges suggests the following
comments: %

1. Dendrology.---First of all the student must have a foundation
of forest botany. This applies not only to. the study of the species
in common use but of those which are likely to be Qj value in the
future, and those of lest 'value which grow in association with the
commercial kinds. The atident should, further, have some training
in plant physiology ih its relation to the life history and behavior
of trees 'and forests.' This may be give in connection with dendrol-
ogy, as a special course, or as an introduction to silviculture.

2. Fo,rest economic8.A certain amount of instruction in forest
economics is now given at most institutims in the general course of
forestry. A thorough course 'in forest economics is of great ims-
portince and should bp reqtlired of every. student of. .agriculture.
Whether it is given in connection with rural economics or as a
separate course is not sò important. It is essential, however, that
'every iiiticulttral student should understand the place of the forest
in the rsioriothir of the colintry And of thp State, the 'service of the
forest in building up and maintaining a Rrosperous agriculture, the
problems of supplying the needs of farmers with wood. materialé
at reasonable prices, the. need a maintaining nonagricultural lands
in. a . productive tondition, ;the.' relation bt. forests to watertres(;upes
and erosion, the ielation of forestry to 'grazing, problems of lease
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tion of woodlands, the economic basis 'for forest management, and
similar matters.

Foest protection.This subject is genera* included in the
c, -eves()) in farm forestry. Here again it is of little importance -what

UM course is called pfovided the instruction in it is adequate. The
farm forests of the country are not now being properly protected.
Many farm woodlands-am repeatedly burned over. In fact, ill some
States it is customary to burn over the woods every year. The stu-
dent should understand the various adverse factors which are oper-
ating to injure our woodlands and how to prevent such injury.
These include fire and also insects, disease, lightning, and other
inivries1; One (of the features of the modern State forest. policy is
organized fire protection. Every farm forest is a unit in a State-
wide system of protection. The methods of fire prevention and the
methods of fire fighting are essential to every woodland owner.

4. Forest mainvement.The work of forest management is usu-
ally included in the course entitled farip forestry, estate forestry, or
some other designation. It includes silviculture, forest menstiration,
the appraisal of timber values, and forest administration. The ex-
tint of iilitruction depends entirély upon tile time which can be de-
voted to it. Wprk is required not only in the classroom but also
in the .field. In this course the student is taught how to secure
natural reproduction when he cuts his timbei, how to increitse the

4 rate of .growth of his forest by skillfuLthinnings, how to establish
ne* Eitands by planting or seeding, how to appraise the value of the
standing timber for sale, and how to organize and administer his
woodland in a way to seCure effective results.

5. Forest utilization.--This is a broad term covering the informa-
tion required by the ownele to make the best disposition of the
products *of the forest in the market: The farm owner should under-
stand Asomething of the possible uses of the different species -which
he grows, the sizes and grades of timber required by the market,
and the values which he should place upon his products. Under
this head may be included.. also instruction in the methods of hams
dfing and seasoning woodland products, and of preserving fence
post andpoles by the use of preosote or other material&

Other subjects may be introduced where special conditions war
Inuit it Thus .one institution giveslg 'special course. in ornameittal
.and shade-tree -forestry. In some States it may be desirable to give
speOal -work in the engineering phases of forestry, .the methods of
logging, problems,of Oe small sawriiill, etc. This is a question' of
fillfilling a local .heed that must be .worked out zi each institution;

The ienulneration of t.he. foregoing courses gives impression Of
iotheirextentikvei program': in loreOryi éducaticini: genéral , rülot,
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FORESTRY 85

can be laid down regarding .the time which should be devóted to
forestry in an institution which is not offering a major course 'of
study. A review of the local problems of forestry as related to the
building úp of agricultural and rural life convinces the present
writer that the land-grant colleges have a résponsibility to under-
take a much larger program of forestry, both in the instruction^ to
students and also in advancing the interests of forestry in the States.
The time that should be giféh to the subject in the curriculum should
be from 8 to 10 credit hours rather than from 3 to 4 hours as is now
the case in most colleges.

ane of the diffictilties encountered at the present time relates to
the effectiveness of the instruction. The importance of forest/7 in
agriculture justifies the employm'ent of an experieficed forester by
practically every- land-grant college. His first duty should be to
give, such instruction in the college as conditions justify. -He should
also be available for the direction of foreA reséarch in the agricul-
tural experiment station and for the organization of general educa-
tional work in the extension department Usually where the co1143
and the experiment station are located at the saine point, one com-
petent forester would be able tti perform these functions at the be-
ginning. The expansion of the wdik and -a possible separation of
the N;arious functions later on would be a matter of-growth.

OTHER EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS

The scope of this piper does not permit the discussion of the de-
velopment of education for rangers nor the -introduction of appro-
private teaching of forestry in the schools of various gradés. In
some instancis the land-grant colleges have an opPortunity and re-
sponsibility to organize such educational work: This will naturally
follow where an institution undertakes its special task in forestry
and is Tr9vided with an experienced forester who .can study the
large needs of the State and the methods of m4ting them.

We are now passing out of the pioneer siage of forestry.' Crude
mejthods of practice are being replaced. by a 'more efficient and scien;
tific handling of the forests. The advance in forestry will come
cinly through the leadership of technical men, just as was the. case
in engineering. In this the eduqttional institutions will play an im-
portant part. It is their opportunity and responsibility to producz

'the leaders who have not only a knowledge of the .technique of
forestry but the broad point of view and vision to bring about a
change of attitude on the part of dand owners, to develop sound
public policies, and to establish right standards of practice: The
process of adapting our forestry education to.the oeeds'of tho ci'ciuntry. . ,
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is by. no means complete. This is fully realized by the institutions
now teaching forestry. The fact that they are constantly studying
possible ways to improve their work insures a soun0 and progres-
sive development in the future.

Chapter VI

SOILS AND FERTILITY

By H. G. PATTERSON

Director of Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station, Unlversity of Maryland

The teaching of soils, previous to 1895, at most institutions was of
a very general, if not tot say, in many instances, of a superficial
charaaer. This was due largely to the fact that the existing knowl-
edge of soils had not been-systematized and reduced to a pedagogical
form. The teaching of fertilizers and factors relating to fertility
was brought into a systematized form much earlier and may be said
to date in America from the time of S. W. Johnson's books " How
Crops Grow " and " HQW Crops Feed," published in 1867 and 1870,
respectively. In this connection it may be of interest to 'note that
there was a well-recognized need for more systemAtized knowledge
on these subjects much earlier than the dates mentioned, as is evi-
denced by the passage of an act by the Maryland Legislature, in 1847,
providing for the establishment of the first latooratory in the United
States for the purpose of investigating and disseminating inforffia-
tion on soils and fertilizers.

SOIL SURVEY
.14

In 1890 Maryland recognized the importance of soils as funda-
mental for an agricultural college course anil for agricultural re-
search by establishing in the Maryland Agricultural College a chair
of soil physics and in the experiment station a research department
in the same subject.4 This chair .was filled by Dr. Milton Whitney;
now chief of the United States Bureau .of Soils in the United States
Department of Agricultuie. The research woik at the Maryland
-Experiment Station was conducted insoopertition with the United
States Weather Bureau and4ohnsirlopkins University. The devel-
opment of this work and its recognition brought about, in 1892, the

a

&It must also be recognised, in this connection, that much earlier than Ibis, Hilgard
gave much consideration to thkmechanical character of soils while making bis chemical,
studies, of the soils of Mississippi and California. King, or Wisconsin, and Wiley, of
the tr. Eli.Sureau of. Chemistry,',In the .work Pei were doineat this' same peritilk gave
the, meihanical analysis of soils an imPortant plaos.
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SOILS AND FERTILITY 87

establishment of a division of soils, afterward a bureau in the
United States 'Department of ligriculture. Doctor thitney devel-
oped during the next few years the sy.stematic soil survey work until
now it ciivers a large part of the principal agricultur'al areas of the
Unittd States. The first maps and reports of this work were
published in 1900, and though based largely upon the physical charac-
teristics of.the soil, yet they gave due recognition to the geological,
clwrnical, and botanical factors. The information gained through
these..surveys and the coordinating of the physical, chemical, and
botanical characters of the soils made it possible to develop and give
some systematic and detailed instruction in soils and make up an in-
ventory of its fertility and crop-producing resources and appta'-
bility.

Another factor whia caused a wide variation in the soil and
fertility courses was due to the fact that the finances of the institu-
tions, in but few instances, permitted men to specialize in these sub-
jects, but conditions and circumstances made-eit necessary to allot
these objects to the departmmt which could most conveniently per-
form the task. Hence the teaching of soils and fertility might be
done either by the agriculturist, chemist, geologist, botinist, or
physicist. The result, as might be vpected, would be a wide varia-
tion in the manner of angle of approach, and length
and thoroughness "of the courses. The lack of suitable laboratory
equipment also interfered with good teaching.

The teaching of soils and fertility, in common with the teaching of
oilier subjects, changes from time to time so as to prepent not only
the new information which has been acquired, but also i.h such a way
as to develop the subject as as to meet the changing demands and
environments. . :

The period from 1910 to 192O4vitnessed marked changes and rapid
developments in the teachingof soils and fertility in most of the in-
stitutions. These may be classified as follows:

1. The information which has been acquired by the .resei;rch con-
ducted by the experiment stations had been coordinated, organized,
and reduced .to a teachable form. In doing this task recognition
was given to the fact that the* productive polvér of the land is the
first and most important fundamental consideration in farming.
It was kept in mind that a full realization of the ideal productivity
must combine the best teachings of science with the philosophy of
farm practice. The interpretation of the results of research sup-
piled, explained; and developed the reasons for the mahods fold.
lowed by successful farmers.

2. .This period .was- marked by the organization in most institu- .

lions .of, gepamte departments, with at least one limn devoting his
time and energieg to these subjects.
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3. The equipment of special laboratories for these subjects has
enabled the stident -by handling.and seeing to become familiar with
the appearance, the physical and chemical properties, and producing
capacities of soils. This 'put life into the subject and incited the
interest of the students.- It also enabled the teachers to demonstrate
principles in connection with specific cases ind to some extent to give
the students that training which enables them to think in terms
of soils.

4. 4. The development of the .laboratory method reduces the- ;teach-,
ing of soils to a great extent to an individual basis and eriables
the division of sections and project assignments to be made upon ca-
pacitfy of scholarship and experience rather than by the alphabet.

5. This period witnessed. in most institutions, the offering of a
soils curriculum covering four years; and some institutions gave
opportunitic*i for graduate instruction leading to both master's
and doctor's degrees. The extent of this work has been necessitated
and made possible by the rapid grówth and definiteness in the
character_ of the knowledge of soils which has been acquired during
the past 20 years. The advanced work offered in soils is usually
well supported by good fundamental courses in geology, physics, and
in general, physical and colloidal chemistry. The courses offered
will fit' students for following farming as an occupation or for
becoming teachers, research workers, or extension specialist&

6. Marked advances were made in this period in teaching the
fundamental .principles as to the soils best suited to the most im-
portant crops, that is, `.`-,Fitting Crops to Soils "; ways of modifying
soils to fit crops; and the ways to fertilize crops with reference to
the nature 6f the soil and its- previous treatment. These factors
have also to a large extent been correlated with the climatic con-
ditions.

Soil fertility is one of the most 'fundamental and important con-
servation problems which confronts the United States, and its solu-
tion will hive great influence on economic conditions.

The Association of Soil Suirvey Workers and the American So-
ciety of Agronomy, in cooperation with the colleges and experiment
stations, are doing much to develop methods and facilities for
research and instructions in soils and fertilizers, with the indicatiosns
that the remits to bf; gained :will enable ev6ry farmer to claisify
the soils on his farm; select the crops with reference to the soil
type; adopt a system of rotation and .management which will insure
larger vields and loqvier cost of production; and establish . permanent
Agriculture which will not be inconsistent with 'profitable farming-.

The first.great problem. is for .the research! itgenCies . to acquire the.
ihformation. :The step Will; be its dissemination by the teachers
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PLANT PATHOLOGY 89
in the- oom and the extension workers' monstrations in the
field so . o nmike certain its application in ery day practice.

This is a big and important educational pr grtun for the future.

Chapter VII

PLANT PATHOLOGY

I By DONALD IIEDDICKI

-Professor of Plant Pathology, New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell
University

-During the five years 1867 to 1872 there were associated. in the
faculty at Halle, tívo men. who have been accorded the title 'of
"Father of modern plant pathology." Julius Kan, " the .micro-
scope farmer," had published a decade earliek his well-known book

Die Krankheiten der Kulturgewächse," and at the time, had
under way experiments which extended well into the present century
and which proved the most .extensivé ever undertaken in the cop:-
trol of plant. disease. Anton De Bary, a medical schcipl product,
had established conclusively the fact of 'fungous parasitism through
his epochal work on Pkytophilwra infe8tana, the potato blight funr
gus, and on Puccinia gramikatt., the wheat rust fungus. There is
almost no evidence that these men at Halle found a great deal in-
common and from this it may .bé inferred that there was 'no par-
tie.ular conflict or overlapping of 'work %and no recognition_ of any
peculiar community of interests.. The present overshadowing inTor-
tance of fungi as the casilse of disease in plants had yet to bei devel-
oped. De Bary Was interested in fungi whether they causid disease
in plants or not; Kahn was interested in disease whether caused by
fungi, nematodes, wet .soil, or what not.

The condition existing at the. very inception Of modern plant
pathology has Persisted to a mirk0 degree even to the beginning
of the present decade, and, indeed, can not be said to hayi disap-
peared entirely 'even at the present time. NO lohger ago than mo,
one of the foremost plant pathologists i.4 the United States felt im-
pelléd to justify the use of the word. plant patliology, the orgafii.
zation of the American Phytopathological Society .(which has
increased from 200. to .5(X) in membership duOng the. decade) , .the
"starting of new course's, indeed of departments in the universities.;

. # .

I ThIs report I's tuned upon replies tò a gneOttlonnalre sent to pathologists in all the
land-grant colleges. The writer is uncles! obligations to the várious.pensois 'who Mistedin the compilation, but obviously pe must accept responsibility for the Interpret/414nsplanted here.
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the piblication of textbooks and of independent journals." " The
reply is simple and we believe practically sufficient, even though

(not: quite 8at18fying icientifleally." [The italics are mine.] " * * *
The advance of plant pathológy will be just iti proportion to the
cleir recognition of the fact, that its chief problems are biological
rather than economic, that the primary concern must be with the
uncovering of physiological relations and principles rather than _the
field trial of fungicides," etc.

The foregoing is from the man who has been the leader in phyto-
pathological teaching during the decade, from the map whpse pre-
vious work in the educational field helped-very much to break down
the ideas he has expressed in the quoted passages, and whose recent
work has by .dno means conformed to the mirrow limits prescribed.
in his remarks.

The most notable change in plant pathology, Ili general, in. the
bnited States during the decade has been the disappearance of that
old dittinction.between pure science and applied science. The idea
that when the so-called pure sgientist had determined the life history
of 'a parasite or had determi.ned the proper balance of mineral food
for best development the so-called applied scientist might be in-
trusted safely with performing the pecessary field trials to develop a
suitable'means of control of a disease, has" broken down altruist com-
pletely. Rather it appears *that in the science of plant prodùction
there is .it convenièfit natural division, plant piooteetion, which in-
volves a proper fragment of all of the older subjectsgeneral
biology, botany, physiology, bioChemistry, meteorology, agronomy,
horticulture, etc., and which properly blended may be called plant
pathology, a stiqect, which of necessity is a4 " pure"- its 1the puresil
and as applied as the most practical. Indications are not lacking
that the last remnant of " parlor botanists" came to a true realiza-
tion of the problems of plant pathology when they 9ffered their
services in. stimulating crop production in 1917, while the so-called
practical men some years earlier recognized the particular contribu-
tions that the skilled scientists with their microscopes and test tubes
could make to the solution of problems of greatest practical im-.,

portance.
While it is true that indications of this 'general trwid were not

lacking prior to the decade just ended, the development of the past
lo 'years has been such as to indicate a rapid emergence of plant
pathology as a definite unit in a department of botany or as a definite
oldeptirtment " in a college of agricuilture, with the consequent dis-
appearance of such courses in liotany as " economic mycology,$t

" parasitic fungi," mycology- and -bacteriology," and in agronomy
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PLANT PATHOLOGY 41

and horticulture of such courses as " spraying," ' seed treatment,"
and the like.

The blending of the so-called pure and applied in the development
of plant pathology has been accomplished-chiefly through the educi-
tion of a new generation of workers, trkined alike in the technique
of the laboratory and of the field, intimatel¡ acquainted not only
with the practical phases of the subject and-the significance of them
but equally alert to the most obstruse theoretical considerations.

An early bAnd which is fundamentally important seems to have
been considerably diluted during the decades and .only very recently
has any attempt been made to improve the mixture., The basic im-
portance of facts established by Pasteur never have been over-t

looked, but " eve oprnents in anima
that vast proony of Pasteur have not
tent. There is little gúestion that flits to
personal contacts, The overshadowing im
ology has drawn ihe animal pathologist to t
pitals of the large cities while the principi materials
pathologist aie in the open country. No long established
have established work in plant pathology,
maintain animal pathology in a highlY d eloped
Thus the two- branches of a subject basic y
widely se arated I condition surel

tliology bröught about by
ilized to the hillest ex-

attribtuted to lack of
nee of human path-

e laboratories And hos-
of the plant
institutions

'though most of them
.medical **school.

identical have become
'mental to the most ra id \

progress in plant pathology and doubtless somewhat detrimental to
development in animal patholügy,as well.

GRADUATE TEACHING
a

Plant pathology is primarily and of necessity a graduate subject,
in which research on the part of the professor and his students is
the principal goal. ", Of necessity,'" because the' accumulated ex-
perience in this new field is not so great that many credit hours of
undergraduate college work can be justified.

The instruction of professional-students, for tile most part is on a
personal basis. The number of students in any given institution is
very small and lormal courses are uncommon, It is in only a few of
the larger institutions that formal graduate courses in plant path-
ology are offered and in most of these the develoPmént öf them has
fallen within the decade. It is a curious fact that while every

. teacher of plant pathology recognizes that his teaching, -whether
graduate or undergraduate, is based pll previous research and 'often
very decidedly upon the reseatches doné at his own institution, never-
theless, at half the land-grant colleges the teacher is. not allotted
any time for scholarly work and, professional a4vappeme4
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LAND-GRANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-4920

search is not clearly recognized as one of the functions of a teaCher.
The unfortunate effect of this condition upon the f)-rogress of teach-
ing can not be doubted. It needs to be remembered, however, that
many of the teachers lire employed part time on experiment-station
work. In this event they may have opportunity to undertake a re-.

search, although the numérous details connected with extensive field
expeiimentation often consumes a great deal of time at the expen§e
of real research.

A

4 DERORAIMATE TEACHING

pourses of study in plant pathology for undergraduates_are now
offered in most of the land-grant colleges. In less than half of the
insiiitutions plafit pathology is u separately organized unit or depart-

In the others it is a recopized division of botany. In only
a single case is it attached to anóther department than botany (ór
biology) , namely, to agronomy. These courses of study have been'
organized within the past decade:in more than half the institutions.
The content of the courses is as yet extremely variable, due, no doubt,

*to the fact that teachers of pathology have never held a symposium
. on. the subject and that no generally adopted textbook for college
students has yet appeared. Almost without exception, h9wever,
teachers try to make the elementary course general or else more or less
general with local adaptation. Beginning courses, Lught primarily
from the standpoint of important crops within the State, are rare;
but in certain States, Particularly those of widely diversified agri-
culture, special Courses of this typty are being developed to follow
And supplement a general course. In a great many institutions some
mention of important diseases of special crops, with discussion of
oontrol measures, is made in courses in horticulture, agronomy, and
the like; but, almost without exception, the tendency is away from
this -practicet. This statement,represents the judgment of teachers of

_pathology, but it is borne out strongly by the fact that so many de-
vi)artmonts of pathology have been established in recent years, and by

the number of " prescribed " four-year courses in which pathology
made a requirement for graduation. .

The courses for undergraduates, without exception, are based on
previous botanical courses, often including physiolögy and bacteri-
ology, so that for the most part only senior and-junior students may
be admitted. .

EXTENSION TEACHING
0

VESry extensive developinint of teaching away from the colle
'has 6ome during the decade, The natuie of the subject is .such that
most sittistring, elear.eut, "atid bbithius results of demonstrations 11114
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.1. JtoJting Wiry Cattle

Judgi.rig Sheep

IOWA STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
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41 Meat, Animal Hust33^:Irv Department

B. Class in Dairying in the Creamery
IOWA STATt COLLEGE AGRitULTURE A.ND MeCHANIC ARTS
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PLANT PATHÓLOGY, , 48
be secured often in a single season: It is doubtful whether any Dther
agrictiltural subject lehds itself more readily to extension teaching
than dotes plant pathology. Except for pu'rposes of adminaration
extension teaching is virtually attached to the subject matter depart-
ment in most institutions. And in the same way the experiment-
statioll .pathologist, if indeed he be a different mah, is just as

I intimately associated. In the case of thé experiment-station men this
.intimate association has, without exception, proved adyantageoùsto teaching ; and 4/ for obvious reasons. In the case of extension,
()pink% at the present time is about equally divided betwee4 those
who think that teaching haskieen helped by it and those who thinkthat there has been no effecr Considering the retent development
of plant Ptithology in many of the States, It seems likely that in the
course of time all will agree' that extension ling, will prove t,
benefit to resident tenhing. A. number of reason; are clued 'for.
the belief, chief ainong whickare tlit following: The tea0er is kept 'IL'

acqfiainted with thp igportaRt problems* his community and can
present his work with w touch of local color which always acKls
interest; 4students:gome to the courses with some appreciation of ita
practical imPortance and maintain interest or even enthtisiasm from
the begin-ninik the number of studepts is ..increased. This. is not
necessarily a benefit ; but ill most of .the colleges the number of Btu-
dents in the course is nót so largenakto le a burden and in sope it is
so swan that some increase is a real inspIration to the teacher.

4

SUMMARY

At -least coaseone inplant plithology irnow taught in pr.actically
eveiy And-grant 'college. In more tha* half of _ the colleges the
courk has been established during the decade. This ,indidites gen-
èral recognition of the façt that the body of knowledge, about disease
ih plant's and diseases of Omits has rèached a point where`sufficiebt
work of college grade may be offered to students; justify a certeig

- amount of " credit " toward gvaduation. *search and inyestigation
are logically preceding uudergradtkate teaching and extension
teaching ìs logically following it. 7

Whether workers in the field of plant pathology swill make more
rft¡Ad progress in the development of their subject by the organiza-
tion of separate divisions lor departments is now being tested.- Antt
other decade 'should give &Sine indication of" The evident
te'ndency 'tò base class work on previous general etrainink in fun"lift
mental subjects, as is indict t bSt the class of studeilti to which the
subject is offered, augurs well for the outcome. 4. .
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IAND-GRANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920

Chapter VIII
ENTOMOLOGY

41

ft; JAMES S. NEEDHAM

Professor of Entomology and Limno logy, New York State College of Agri-
culture, Coma University

With the founding of the land-grant colleges entomology first

°gained a recognized place in the educational Program. The subject
was taught elsewhere and earlier, but in the agricultural colleges it
became a regular and necessary part of a curriculum. This was
because of the important relations insects bear to agriculture. They
musbe studied.

During the latter part of ihe nineteenth century the subject was.
introduced into all these colleges, ope general course at least being
offered by them all, and provision for investigation of insect pests
being made by all. There were great teacheirs in some of these col-
leges, and they de416ped the pedagogical methods applicable in
this field in both general and special courses.

Since that time there has' been little change in fundamentals.
4; There is usually given one general course to take care of the rank

and file of agricultural college students. This course aims to' give
some knowledge of insect 'structures and transformations, some
acquiintance with the character of the more important systematic
group of insects, and some knowledge ofs ture of insect injuries
and of methods for their control.

.,;4, .

- Owing to pressure for room in the a e4 tural curriculum, this
course is sometimes skimped for time, and, inr cQsequence, is given
ln a way that is inadequate to serve either- educational or practical
ends. Someiimes it is denianded that the applitations of entdmol-
ogy be tkught before anything has been learned about the insects
themselves,. Applied entomology is demanded with little or no
entomology at hand to apply. But it has cóme to be geneioally
recognized that a full-year course of 365 hours' college credit. is
.scant enough for the needs of the general student. For these things
arit.true abciut iniects, slid are 6f pedagogic moment:

I Insects. are mòie numerous and diversified in kinds than any
other group of, animals.

2. They. aftect human interests iü more ways than ..do any other

'Mere are more
..

different methbds fcsr their control than witeh
d

I -any other animali.
. The géfieral coursiS of real Value about in proportion as it

gives thi opportunitystodt for- acquiriiw fitst-hand knowledge
inseet struotures, trahsformations, habiis; and contról methods.

I
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ENTOMOLOGY 46
This course is commonly followed by other courses that are in-

tended primarily for special students of entomology though some of
them may serve well as a part of a general scientific education.
Succeeding courses have, however, much less in common in the
different colleges. They may be pure science courses in the morphol-
od, embryology, physiology, taxonomy, or ecology of insects,
designed to give breadth of training; such courses are most wide-
spread. They may be çourses providing technical training in sub-
jects or in groups of particular difficulty, such as courses on scale
insects, on aphid life historfes, on inseat parasitism, on bee diseases,
etc. They may be purely economic, such as courses on sprays and
spraying, on insecticides, on insectory methods, on biological con-
trol, etc. Local needs in each State have much to do with deter-
mining the nature of the more specialized applied courses; fór
such courses generally lead to research and to participation in the
work of pest control%

The present day requires of the economic entomologist that he
shall haves studied *all these things, and much that precedes or is
fundamental to them. For example, work with insecticides demands
some knowledge of both chemistry and physics. Work with the
insects themselves involves every phase and aspect of general biology.
Systematic entomology, which was somewhat discredited and out of
fashion for a time (though ever justified by our rieed to know species
and to be able to distinguish economic forms from the other harm-
less (nibs that are nearly allied), is called into special requisition
when. foreign pests, such as the Japanese teetle, the Mediterranean
fruit fly, the Argentine° ant, or the European cane bo4, make their
appearance on our shores. Even the need for detailed systematic
study of all larval stages was manifest, when on the recent outbreak
of the Eumpean cane borer in Massachusetts no one seemed to
be equipped with a knowledge of larvie sufficient for distinguishing
this pest from needy allied harmless native species. .

Economic entomology is becoming more and more biological in
its methods, and so is demanding increased biological experiçnce on

çI

Biological'the part of those who come up from the colleges. con-
trol is not new, but is having a new emphasis. Control of a harmful
species by means of its parasites and predaceous enemiess demands
a knowledge of a vast array of biological factors; a knowlelige
of foods and feeding habits, of baits and repellants, a knowledge
of sex and of breeding habits, of eggs and reproductive capacity;
a knowledge Qf life cycles, thnes and seasons, in very great
detail; a 'knowledge of parasitism in the large and in particular;
and of general ecological wrelations. The biological method is na-
ture's method. It is the method of the future, in all reilly difficult

ob
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46 LAND-GRANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920

cases, when the slapdash, temporary applications of poisons are notadequate. And so t4 entomological training of the future mustprovide increase of training in biological methods. The coming of.entomology into its own by- reason of valuable service rendered toagriculture has been accomplished -by the development of moreefficient and business-like methods in the application of controlmeasures to crop saving. Extension teaching has made the latestknowledge generally available. Producers have systematized theircontrol work. Insecticides háve been, standardized. Spiv calen-dars and dosage tablesilave been devised. Machinery and equip-ment for large-scale operations have been evolved. All thig hasreátted upon the teaching of economic entomology. -The use ofthese things must now be taught.
Hitherto our chief concern about insects has been to destroy theharmful sorts. We are beginning to employ parasites and predatorsto do this work for us. We are raising these useful forms, givingthem care and protection, relieving them in part of the struggle *forexistence and securing their increase, and we are distributing themamong our Crops at the times and seasons when they can do the'most good. But we .have as yet given little attention to the raisingof other useful forms. Aside from the honeybee there is hardlyanother species in this() country that is commonly ruised for itsproduct. Recent ecological, studies have sho;n, however, that cer-tain herbivorous insects are worthy to rank with the ruminants andthe rodents as naturls chief agents for the turnover of vegetationinto animal flesh for the feeding of the carnivorous hosts of theearth. Recent trials have proven that the larvte of mosquitoes andmidges are efficient consumers of certain organic 'wastes, and maythemselves be econalically grown as food for black bass and otherfishes. A number of progressive fish hatcheries have already intro-, duced this practice as a regular ptirt of their operations. Experi-are going on with quick-growing terrestrial herbivorous formsthat o id fair to add a new chaptér to the textbooks of entomologyof the future, a chapter on the raising of insects as food for otheranimals.
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ANIMAL ,HUSBANDRY

Chapter IX
DRY

Yri. B. MuIneop
Dean of Me Fat:Italy of Apinatore, Director of the Agriosat!sou; Experiment Station,

Unit-entity of Missouri

The most significant development of animal husbandry instruction
in recent yeárs has been in the direction of greater sped aization.
In the beginning the subject matter included under"dairy husbandry
and poultry husbandry was usually organized in the department of
animal husbandry. At the present time there are a large number of
institutions having sepiraté dèpartments of animal husbandry, dairy
husbandry, and poultry husbandry. In those institutions having a
department of animal husbandry as distinguished from dairy hus-
bandry and. -poultry husbandry, there has developed a tendency tò
specialize-still further by dividing the subject matter into a breeding
phase, a Atrition phase, and a stock-farm management phase. In
connection with the stock-farm management phase, many institu-
tions' now have specialists in horse production, in beef production,
in sheep production, and in swine production.

This minute classification and spgcialization of subject matter has
undoubtedly resulted in better teaching, although the criticism
may be urged extreme specialization in animal husbandry de-
partments ha a tendency to encourage extreme specialization in
our livestock farming. It is true, howeyer, that in a growin¡ sub-
ject like animal husbandry the metbod of specialization which con-
fines the activities of one specialist to one kind of aniimal does give
him an opportunity to become an authority in his special subject.

The subjéét 'matter of animal husbandry has been greatly im-
proved in the last decade. Through research in the agricultural
experiment stations and interest in biological research in institu-
tions not strictly agricultural, the content of animal-husbandry
courses has been greatly enriched. These researches, also, have
tended to make the instruction in animal husbandr¡P far more funda-
mental. More and more emphasis is placed uwin principles and
less and less upon " rule of thumb " methods.

Animal husbandry instructiod has also benefited through the
elimination of irrelevant material which in the past has often cum-
bered the lectures of animal hilsbandry teachers.

The Most obvious improvement in animal husbandry teaching
during the decade has been the exPansion and extension of
ment. Large investments hal,te beet made in bvildings, 'shelters
kit* livestock, and in the veity bist types* of animals. The haulm
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84 LAND-GRANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920

holdings of all agricultural colleges have been increased, often eA

pritnarily kits the purpose of making it liet_ssible to keep larger
numbers of animals, in order-that the best possiae animal husbandry
instruction may be given to °students.

It is also to be noted that the preparation of livestock, having in
mind its educational use, has greatly improved. It is true titat. at
all the leading colleges of agriculture one will find- representatives
of leading breeds of livestock. At one institution there are main-
tained 400 animals belonging to 20 distinct breeds. This lias greatly
increased the cost of aiiimal husbandry instruction, ha has made it
possible to give thoroughly good training in every line of animal
husbandry.

The preparation for college of -students uow working in animal
husbandry has improved during the &Cade. the, students are bet--
ter prepared to do fundamental work in breeding -a-n4 nutrition
lines :than ever before. It is therefore possible to stren¡the4 the
courses in all animal husbandry subjects.

It is to be observed that the curricula planned for the purpose of
training men primarily for animal husbandry work are better
organized and accomplish, their purPose much more thoroughly
than in the earlier' years of agricultural teaching,

The teaching of animal husbandry ha4,come to be very closely
associated with the practice of livestock production. The instruc-
tion in animal husbandry is very practical. The students are taught
the things they need to know in order to breed, feed, and properly
develop livestock for every purpose. By reason of this fact, animal
husbandry teachers have commended themselves and their work to
practical livestock men, perhaps to a greater extent thin have 'the
teachers of some other subjects. This, however, may ha,ve been ac-
companied with too great emphasis upon the immediate Gpractical
applications of scientific principles and of tried mèthods, and a
corresponding decline or lack of attention to the more fundamental
subjects of physiological chemistry and of genetics. There i§
apparent a tendency on the part of institutions to regard the depart-

, ment of animal husbandry merely as, a so-called practical depart-
ment for the teaching of stock-farm managèment and to organize
the work in genetics and animal nutrition in sepaiate department's.
It is, in the writer's opinion, an unfortunate tendency; particularly
is it to be so considered from the development of.
the subject matter of animal husbandry.

The progress of the sciences ,concerned need not be hiss rapid by
incluston of the research upoli which the subject depends within
tNe departments of animal husbandry. It ill certain that such inclu-.

restdt in a more scholarly point of view- on the part of the
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DAIRY IlUEMANDRY 49
instructors in animal husbandry and a higher appreciation of the
fundamental importance of scientific research.

The departments of aniipal husbandry haye also concerned them-selves far more generally with the public phases of their subject.
They have interested themselves in livesiikk shows, judging con-tests, sales of breeding animals, and have otherwise come to hive
a not unimportant relation to such public activities. "Such activitiesare to be. encouraged, provided they are not permitted to interferewith high standards of efficient teaching and fundamental research.On the whole, the progress of animal husbandry teaching in the..past decade has been very considerable. This is especially true inthe content of the subject matter and in the methods of presentation.There have been very important additions to the science of animal
husbandry through research in genetics, animal nutrition, and in
stock-farm management. The subject has thoroughly establisheditself as one of university grade and of the greatest possible value to
Ole industry of agriculture.

Ilk,. 411
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Chapter X

DAIRY HUSBANDRY

By H. A. ¡WEITZ
Professor of Dairy Maixfactures and Head of the Department of Dairy Husbandry,College of Agriculture, University of Illinois

Those engaged in the`cational side of dairying realize that therehave been many changes, L only in the teaching of this subject but
also in the subject matter taiight. If one studies the catalogues of the
various agricultural collegesin most cases it will be noticed thatthere have been many new cOurses that have been added to thedairy curriculum. But the desériptions ofo these courses fall shortin giving detailed information !is to the real changes that have takenplace. It is hoped that this brief résumé,. although not complete, willset forth some of these changes in a way that will call attention tothe fact that the teaching of dairy subjects has made rapid strides(luring the past 10 or 12 years.
The dairy industry, both the.production and maliufactuiing phases,has changed a 'great deal during .this period. Along the productioaside there has been an improvement in the breeding, feeding, and

management Of the herd. There has beeli an increase in dairyingas a .side line among farmers whose. main activity is not dairy4ligbut some other sistem.of farming. Economic factors have call&I
attentión to the fact that in many si5ctiono diverSified ftwining is
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50. LAND-ORANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920

!nore advantageous thaii specialization on one crop. This is true
not only from the standpoint of cash returns to the farmer but from
the standpoint-of the fertility of the land and the permanency of agri-
,culture as well. In the manufacturing of dairy products, there
ledive been rainy changes since the year 1910, besides the development
and growth of certain branches, such as ice cream, powdered milk,
etc., and the great trend from farm to factory in the butter-making
industry.

. All of the ch#nges in the commercial side of dairying have re-
flected somewhat on the educatjonal side, so that it blarbeen neces-
sary to institute new courses and revise old courses, in order to meet
the needs of the students. -Furthexmore,, the commercial world has
been on the lookout for men well trained in dairying and the funda-
mental sciences allied to it; and also those trained in the economic
and business aspects of the inaustry. This demand is recognized
by students and they have been preparing themselves for such posi-
tions. Furthermore, the great demand for research work both by
commercial and educational institutions has made it plain that the
dairy student lutist- receive training in the fundamental sciences
underlying dairying..

In answer to a questionnaire sent out to various dairy departments,
one answer summed up the situition, as follows:

Previous to 1910, the teaching of dairy subjects was dependent upon the
practical experience of the instructor Ohat is, the interest developed in anyA
course was dependent upon the practical experience of the instructor. 'This is
still true to a certain extent. But this practical experience must now be
supplemented by a good training In the fundamental sciences. The foregoing is
true due to other development of our knowledge of chemistry and bacteriology
as applied to dairy products, sand to the development of genetics and aninol
nutrition as applied to thé breeding of dairy cattle.

In the development of our courses in dairy 'Rubjects, provision nnIst be made
and is bang made to prepare our students with the foundation of fundamental
knowledge in order that they can interpret the practical things that develop in
their line of work. We can not go far into dairy subjects without being con-
fronted with subjects pertaining to genetics, physiol9gical chemistry, and bac-
teriology.

In shQrt, as the foregoing quotation implies, previous to 1914, the
courses were designed and planned to teach a student a trade2:rto
be a butter maker, or herdsmanrather than the scientific phases of
dairying, as they. are now considered. Formerly emphasis was placed
on how a thing was done; now stress is laid on why it is done.

the type of work covered by courses, as given in a number of ow
leading 'agricultural colleges in 1910, can be classified under die
following headirigs:

Dai production () Judging; (b) feeding; (o) breeding (not Men-
de40.);, fifiefliguaAregket of the herd. .,
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DAIRY HUSBANDRY

Dairy manufactures: (a) Butter making% Farm butter making; (2)
creamery butter making. (b) Cheese making----(1) Vario varieties of hardand soft cheeses. (c) Testing--(1) Babcock test for miL skim milk, cream,butter, and cheese; (2) acidity testing; (3) lactometer readings and determin-ing solids by formula?: (4) butter analysis, rapid methods for moisture andsalt.' (d) City milk supply.

3, BacteriolOgy. But few institutions had courses in bacteriology, and suchcourses were of a 'more general nature than some now being taught in dairy
bacteriology.

4. Graduate study. There were few courses offered in graduate work; rela-tively few Institutions offered sugh courses, iind then only from one to three
courses were available.

PreVilAls,t9 the rear 1910 most dairy departments were relatively
sinall, having from 3 to 10 members. There were but one ár two
men with doctorates; a goodly nuffiber viith masters' degrees; but by
far the greatest number had only baciplors' degrees. There were,
also, a few that had no collegiate degree. In general, there was butlittle encouragement for students to pursue graduate study beyondthat required' for a master's degree. In contrast to this, let us con-
sider the dairy faculties of the year 1922. In the leading agricul-tural colleges the departments are composed of from 5 to 24 members.
There are about equal numbers of men with advanced degrees and
bachelors' degrees, and practically no members without collegiate
degrees. There are a number of members with dotorates, some
departments having as majny as six with this degree. It would seemthat it is self-evident that thp dairy faculties of to-day are much
better trained fundamentally than were the faculties previous to
1910. Furthermore, the development .of courses for graduate study
in some institutions is *rather conspicuous, especially IS regards to
the subject matter offered and as to the number of graduite studentsin daily husbandry.

Regarding dairy produaion, there is not a great deal of differencein the general subjects which are being taught." However, there has
been a great deal of improvement in the ,subject matter taught dueto the vase amount of -information brought forth by research, and
also due to the fact that many of those teaching these subjects are
better 'trained in the fundamental- sciences underlying the general
subjects. The students in dairy production are electing plore courses
in wok:4y, physiological chemistry, animal nutrition, genetics; and
economies now than was formerly the (*se. This is indicative ofthe fact that the subject matter taught in the dairy courses createsin the student a desire for further fundamental information, and,
furthermore, he sees the necessity for such training; Some dairy
departments have instituted advanced courses in applied genetipsand dairy cattle nutrition.
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62 _ LAND-GRANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920

In dairy manufactures a 'number pf courses have been -added.
These include courses ifi ice-cream making, milk ciihdensing, factory
management, dairy mechanics, dairy bacteriology, and dairy chem-
istry.

In addition to these changes in the curriculums of dairy manu-
factures the students speCializing in these subjects, as well as the
students in dairy productions_and also in general agriculture,
electing more,of the fundamental courses especially along the linA
of- economics, businesseirganization and operation, chemistry, baar
teriology, and other fuitlamental sciences. They are taking these
courses not drily from the standpoint of becoming more fundamen-
tally trained, but also from the standpoint of preparing themselvs
for graduate work.

Just what sort of a dairy currièulum will best meet the demands
of the commercial dairy industries can be shown by presenting the
recommendations of a joint conference of the committee on agriculz
tural colleges of the Iuternational Milk Dealers'

4

Association and
representatives of the dairy depirtments of 10 agricultural colleges.
This conference was held in Minneapolis, October 8, 1922, for the
thrpgise of discussing the problems of training meh fcir milk-plant
work, and the following recommeridations were -prépared:

It is the desire of the agricultural colleges to be of greatest service to the
market milk industry. h is believed that this service lies along two general
linesthat of solving incistrial problems and that of training men.

We also feel that mor\ attention, should be given by the agricultural col-
leges to the problems of the milk dealers In accomplishing these ends the
agricultural colleges desire'', the closest cooperation with. the milk dealers so
that the problems of both miy be mutually understood.

The Oresent suggestions are concerned with the development of men prepared
to grow into die broader responsibilities of the business rather than the train-

.lag of routine wórkers. -

The aim of this training Is to lay a foundation of a thorough knowledge of
the fundamental sciences, together with training in their application, to the
maiket milk industry.

Such men should rapidly grasp the4details of commercial problemi and
operations as they ova in milk plants.'

It seems to us that it is the duty of the milk plants to develop these teduiically
trained young men into mid milk plant experts.
, The course of study cliIch will best fit men for responsible positions in milk
plants should include a khoviugh training In the fundamental scilz4Icetif coupled
with as much applied work as the stildent's time will permit /

The fundamental sciences should include chemistry, physics, and bacteriology,
each to be followed by courses making Flear their application to the market
milk industry.

The applied courses shoilld include work In market -milk, butter, cheese
I (Including fancy cheeses) , ice cream, colidensed milk, powdered milk, daLrir
by-products, and dairy machinery.

The Instruction in these courses should ,be directed toward showing the
-application of science to these tubjeets as well as to develop manual skill.
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Special attention should be given to the subject of economics. The work Inthis field likewise should include training In both fundamentals and theirapplication to diary problems.
During the senior year there shouhi be a eourse In milk-plant managementwhich should bring together and Coordinate the previous teaching in sc;entific.and applied courses.
We feel that the milk companies can rendibr valuable assistance in the better

development of good men !.)y making it possible for students to get experience'
in milk plants during the summer months.

As far as the writer is aware, the conferenCe referred to above is
the first attempt on the part of an industrial dairy association to
meet .with a group of college dairy department representatives for
the gurpose of assisting in formulating a dairy curriculumAhat would
best train the student \for mint work Other branches of the
industry may attempt similar conferences. However, the above
recommendations, with slight changes, should apply to all branches!
of-tlit dairy manufacturing industry. A few of the leading dairy
dryartments are practically Meeting these reconunendations, and
'other 6de p a rtm en ts will also as rapidly as their circumstances will
permit.

In spite of the fact that our .courses in dairy manufactures have
béen improved a great deal during the IRst deCade, it may be said

,nin many instances, the teaching of dairy depártments has not
pt, pace with the rapid development that has faken place in com-

mercial dairy industries. A great deal of valuable research work
in -dairying has been (lone by commercial organizations. This has
been made possible largely becausecommercial concerns have offered
greater salaries and other inducements than those offered by educa-
tional institutions, and hence have secured the servkes of some of
th leading investigators. Consequently, the colleges have been cdn-
fronted with the task of continually training staff members, many of
whom have left educational work at a time when they were just'
trained to the point of undertaking research work.

Perhaps something should also be said of the short eourse"work
that has been given during this period. Most departments have con-
tinued giving short courses *in the dairy manufacturing subjects,
especially butter making, and in scirne institutions cheese making.
The demand for training in the manufacture of ice cream has de-
veloped among short-course students during the Past decade, whereas
previous to 1910 there was little of this work given. In nitany in
stitutions there hits been a' decrease in the number of short-course
studentt in butter making, although there is still a demand for such
training. Some of the middle western institutions have given special //
courses of from one to four weeks, for creamery fieldmenit' This has /
been especiAlly,true in those States where the oommercial \creameries,'
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have developed the cream station method of purchasing cream.
These fieldmen's coumis have developed since' 191T. i

. The short courses given. in dairy production have contfnued to
emphasize herd 'selection, breeding, and feeding. Special phasis
has been stressed on economic milk production, since the high price of
feedstuffs has force. d milk producers to take cognizafice of the fact
that they must select their economical producing cows and feed themIlproperly with the most economical balanced ration.- las been
pointed out to them that since they can not control the ing price
of their product, the only alternative which they havie toward ip-
creasing prafits is to decrease cost of präduction. Good mailage-
'ilea will force down the cost of production and inci'ease thit, net

_returns, whereas poor manigement will raise the cost of production
and., decrease the net returns.

What.; is the relation of the educational output of the dairy depart-
ments to' the economic situation of the dairy industry in the United
States I That is a fair question, and it should be answered both from
the standpoint of quantity and quality of output. The dairy iridustry
to-day, like other industries, realizes as never :before the vidue of
well-trained men. This is true with both the production and maitu-.
factuiring-phases. To be successful in- either lirie, lam must be able
to think and reason, to find their problems and forniulate the corkAct
solution, and then work it out to a conclusion. This is trim with the
purely technical side of the business. and it is equally true with the
strictly b6siness sidt of the enterprise. It is impossible for any one
to get ahead of the development of an industry by merely training
along with it, he must devise some " short cut " so as to gain ground
faster than the industry. It seems only logical that the' short cute

,are embodied in a thorough training in the sciences which are fund,t-
mental to the dairy indiistry. If our students are trained in those
sciences and in.addition are taught the app 'cation of these to the/in-
dustry, together with the right*ind of practical experience, then
they will be meeting the require*nts that the industry is setting
forth. The men who lack the b : :,'''', training are .not the men. whoi

will be sought to serve in leading. Oeitions. The future óf dairying
like that of other industries will be* future of well-trained men.

As to the question of the quantity l'of output meeting the needs of
the industry,
ion. re

this can probably be best answered by askifig a ques-
our best dairy students i. want of posi ions . is is

not the case, but on the other hand, any positions have been 're-
ferred to departments which they ea ot fill. Furthermore,. many
concems are just begii!ning to realize t. value of scientific training,
so that there is little doubt but that the future will bring even a
greater demand thIn now exists for welltirained men. 44,
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VICTAFRINARY EDUCATION 55
% Whit does the future hold for the -dairy depértmentsit This que.s-

tion might well be supplemented with another. What should be the
Nture p.urpose of dairy departments? It seems that the duties will
be twofold, to train men for teaching and research work, and to/train men to fill the demands of the.c4imptercia1 'interests. In either
clise, the men, as indicated above, wi. rave to be well trained not
only in the applied subjects of dairying but in the sciences which are.
fundamental to it. Many of the stndénts will not pursue graduate
study but will-enter commercial work immediately after completing
fheir undergradu-ate studie4. Therefol4, they must] get _their trim-.
tific training during the time they are in college, and our curriculums
should be built up accordingly.

The curriculum for the men who intend to' follow teaching and
/research in dairying should be such that they can pursue graduate

study without "going back" to make up thetundergraduate work
which is prerequisite for the line %of graduate study which they
intend to follow. Howeer, care should be taken to see that this
class of students receive proper training in the applied courses in
dairying, and also thut this is supplemented with adequate practical
experice, so that they will have the vision whifh is necessary for
research and tor thp training of future students.

All depaitments should cultivate a close contact with the dairy
interests in the Stati%. This relationship is extremely valuable. It
keeps both students and faculty in touch with the progress of
dairying in the State, and provides means for placing studente where
They can get the necessary practical experience during their summer
vacations and permanent positions upon the completion 61 their '
college course.

Chapter XI

VETERINARY EDUCATION

By V. A. MOORE
Dee*, New York State Veterinary (Wive, at Cornell Untrertity

ab

Veterinary education began in the 1.7 ates about 1857 in
private schools. Their a I arent pui vas the instruction of
students in the available wledge of animal diseases and in the
treatment of0 sick and injured horse& They were not concerned
ly,ith research. Witl the deyeloppient of animal husbandry the'
losses from diseases food-producing animals became si rpatter
or Wu& economic significance an& the veterinárians were not pre%
pared to treat successfully sick cattle, sheep, and sviine. There was,
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therefore, very Practical ilnd pressing neeefor informatiod.on the
nature of animal diseases and schools that uld prepare. more
adequately veterinary piactitioners.

The .opportunity for taking up such research came with the
ostablishinent of the land-grant colleges. In seireral thei'n ..a

veterinirian of high attainment was sécured to direct .t144., stjdy
of Animal diseases. Piurses of instruction in comparative aliatomY,
phYsiolggy, animal parasites, and pradical 'mtdicine and 'surgeyy
were given. for tbe benefit of the students in agriculture. Strong
"departments of Netrinary sçience " were developed in a number of
these institutions. The . work was so thorougiiii tie, a veterinary
degree was* gi.veh to it few graduate§. It is óf interest to note that
Dr..Daniel B. Salmon, .who later was instrumental in the organiza-
tion of the Bureau of Industry in the United States Depart-
Inent
land
na

t,'

re, received in 1872 a veterinary --degree from a
grant university where, as a student, he specialized in ieteri-
subjects. A few others received a similar *degree, but. the

practice was soon discontinued until separate veterinary faculties
were organized.

The appeilrance in7 this country :of such desauctive diseases as
contagious pleuròpneumonia in cattle, epizootics of foot-and-moutil
disease, 4nd the *adily increasing.: annual losses from various
maladies, especially' alnong dairy cattle and"gwine, were convincing
-evidence that there ghould be vetei:inary schools with adequate
equipment for "tlaching and - research.' The. aemand for practi-
tioners ,in the ra. [Idly growing cites likewise gave occasion for the
oiening otif numetous proprikary schools. The animid husbandry
of the country, hOwever, required men trained in the diseagSs.491
f dimiducing arrimals. In the absence of endowments for this

rpose,.satieacto'ry schools 'cold(' n9t be equipped and mitintaine'd
,f m the bei the students alone could pay. In Europe 'veterinary
e ucation, from its beginning.in 17662, had been a state responsibility.
WYth this as a precedent., and a desizie to meet the requirements, a
fow of the veterinary depaitmenis ih the lan`d-grant colleges &gap-.
iied separate facultiés to teach veterinary medicine. The. first of
thése was in the Iowa State College-where, in 1879, a denite course,
was outlined and a veteiinary degree providéd. _About 1888 ;the
veterinary departrsient in tile Ohio Stile tTniersity had develdped
info it schciol of veteiinary medipine undet the management of the
president of el* university, .the head oi the'véterinary dêpartment,
and two others. In 1895 the school was made a college with a. deap
and separate faculty. . . . .

In a 'few Statés specit4 acts 'of, the, legislature created State-siv-
poited. 40etei4iiary colleges and...placed théir management *with the
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trustees of the land-grant institutions. The* New York State Veteri-
'nary College at Cornell University was the first to ix establish0 in

. this way. In the laiid-grant institutions it was arranOd that the
existing departnients, such as animal husbandry, botany, and chemis-
try., should teach veterinary studept's these subjects. By such co-*ration it ions pos§ible to provicle comprehensive vcourses of .iii-

tstruction in veterinary Medicine at the minimum cost.. From the
passage of the Morrill Act, in 1862 to 1910, veterinary faculties or
st*ritte veterinary schools were òrginized in connection with eight
orthe land-grant colkges, and ofte under the auspices of an endowed
unwersity.4 A

Veterinary schools organized in connection rith land-grant colleges prior

fr.

to 1910

Land-grant college

a,

Iowa State Collego.
University of Pennsylvania
Alabama Polytechnic Institute__ _

yhe Ohio State University...._ .
rornell University
The State College of Washington..
Kalsas State Agricultural College.
Colorado Agricultural College and

Experiment Station.
North Dakota Agricultural Col-

lege.

Location

Ames, Iowa
Philadelphia, Pa
Auburn, Ala
Columbus, Ohio_ _

Ithaca, N. Y
Pullman, Wash_
Manhattan, Kgns_
Fort Collins, Colo,

Agricultural Col-
. lege, N. Dak.

Name of school Yolk

Division of Veterinary Medicine
School of Veterinary Medicine

do
College of Veterinary Medicine
New York State Veterinary College
College of Veterinary Science

Division of Veterinary Medicine
Division of Veterinary Medicine (first 2only).
S ool of Veterinary Science (2 years only) _

187
1
1893
1895
1896
1898
1905
1907

1.909

'In addition to the State veterinary schools, there were, in 1910,
twelve,privately owned institutions for teaching v,eterinary medicine.
guch credit is due to the pioneer schools. They undertook a
very necessary work Lind several of them tried earnestly to build up
institutions thAt would be a credit to' veterinary education. The
orkanizatiori.of _the Federal meat. inspection service in the United

'Bureau "ofbAniiiial Industry, in 1891, stimulated the opening
of several lirivate schools to provide veterinarians for th6 Federal
Goverriment as well as for practice.

06 There were in 1910 a total of 2,717 veferinary students in the
,Unittol States, of *horn 766 graCluated in 1911.7 Of these 219 were

in State schools and the remaining 487 in proprietary institutiong.
There was ii decided difference in the entrance 'requirements and the
length ..of the course between the State *and.. the proprietary schools
in 1910. The State colleges required a .preliminary highschool
educatiön or its acadinnic equivalent admission and a professional
Course of either three of four full academic years. 'The proprietary

e The veterinary college at the Uiiversity of Pennsylvania is the only one of tills class.It received State for the construction of its buildings, and It is supported In Partfrom funds appro . ated by theltate legislature to the University of Pennsylvania, andhi-part from endo el est.& r
Professional Sghools, Bureau a Education, 1911 and, 1912.
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,

,g schools.' ride4elgol entrance requirementeand the length
. of the or three yearo of from five to seven months
eka. 4. r.

v or

191 iterin schools have.been established at State7rtirt7ISince
agricuT § ws: The Division of Veterinary Medi-
cine, organizes fn the ichigan Agricultural College, East Lansing,
Mich., virith a dean and separate faculty in 1911; a School of Veter-
inary Medicine, 'established in the Agricultural College of Texas,
College Station, Tex., in 1916; *and, in the same year, the Division
of Veterinary Medicine, in the University of Georgia, Athens, Ga.
Veterinary education received important aid during the World War.
The War Department and the Bureau of Animal Industry in the
United States Department of Agriculture required that all veter-
inary colleges whose graduates would be eligible to employmebt by
those .depaxtments of the Government must have entrance require-

.

ments equal to graduation from krecognized, high school and a pro-
fessional course of four academic years. These requirements were
in harmony with those of the State schools, but the privately Awned
ones could not satisfy these demands, and consequently eight of them
closed.

There are 'at present 12 State 8 veterinary colleges, one of which
gives but the first two years of the course and three privately owned
schools. However, the entrance requirements apd the length of the
course. are announced to be the same as those of the State schools.
The equipment is inferior.

The total number, of veterinary students in the United States
slecreased from 2,717 to 2,487 in 1914. There was, however, at this
time a gra'aual increase-inthe number ,of students in the State
collegesf which was in marktid contrast with the tendency during le
preceding decade when the number cif veterinary students, largely
in the proprietary schools, increased from 362 to 2,717. The grow-
ing dèmand for veterinarians in the countfy districts and the- com-
ing of the automobile, whfch. reduced rapidly the number of horses
in tbe cities, were the essential factors tlat turned the tide of student
prosperity from the private schools and stimulated larger attend-
ance in the State colleges.

In the period from 1910 to 1917 there was an earn 'and per-
sigtent effort on the part of the State schools to raise the standard
of veterinary education to a plane that would adequately prepáre
men for veterinary service. As the propri.etary institutions- had
not required such educational preparation, the opinion became wides
spread that it 7as not necessary. It was a slim process, theri3fore,
t6 convince tphe Olic that it was essential for practitioners to have

.

...4.4044611..*...4r4.1011M44110040 NINION4d4M110411IIIINSM."10

8 This inclu4es th6 &Vol of Veterinary Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania. ,
.
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VETERINARY EDUCATION 59
a cultural education and a thorough technical training tot prepare
them to diagnose, Areat, and control aoimal diseases. This-made
progress educationally difficult and often discouraging. However,
the State schools i-ere united 'on an educational policy when, during
the World War, the iction of the Government relativé to veterinary
education brought about the desired advances.

At the close, of the war, t condition of affairs was precipitated
that tended to react against the Veterinary profession. This is re-
flected chiefly in the pronounced reduction in the number of students
that have matriculated. The registration of veterinary students
since 1919 is given by years in the appended table.

Date

1919-20
1920-21
1921-22
1922-23

I

Fresh- T_,PT)Pr

men cia8S-
m en

234 488
140 473
150 1 401
1M 380

i

Total ,

, I This does not include the few students in the three remaining schools.

rn
613 .

Mt
531

Thé foregoing table shows a registration of but .531 students 4t
the preseht time find btit 613 in 1920. This is nearl) 400 per cent
less than at the beginning of the World War in. 1914, when the regis-
ttation 'vas 2,481. The effect on the animal hushandry.of the coun-
try of fhis reduction in the number of veterinarians may be serious.
The losses from sporadic diseases and injuries are heavy. at best,
Emit with restricted' veterinary service they will be much greater.
Hovwever, it is likel3.7 thai as soon as the shortage is realized a suffi-
cient numbel'.6f mein will be attracted to the work. The ex..01anatioh
for thé great reduction in veterinary studehts may.be.found hirgely
in three cmiditioi)s.

The extensive use of motor Cars has eliminated most of the equinb
practice from the cities. As a result 'a large number. of veteri-
narians found themseltes Ivithont sufficient clients and consprently
they lOoked upon veterinary medicine 'its a profession that has .out;
lived its usefulness. .Their training had bee.n for the most part in
the treatment and care pf -1194rses, their homes had been in the cities,
and -they wished to si'rt there .everi if they* were obliged to engtige,
in other business. In thei3 circumstances they did niot eitcourage
young men in the cities to study veterinary med.icine as .a prof6sion.

The economic situation follo'wing qie armistice his' hot
d..country practice especially attractite.. The .rapid drop in. ttie price

f

.

god
,of livestock 'and 'dairy 'products and the sic,* declirie in thét cif

articles repiirécl by farinets tended to develop
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60 LAND-GRANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920

ence on the pitit of livestock owners to veterinary serviçe unless the
sick animals were especially valuable. This condition was reflected
in the reduced volume of work that came to practitioners, and many
of them 1)came dissatisfied with their calling.. It is not to be
expected that they would advise young men to take up veterinary
medicine as a life work. . .

A third factor that discouraged tefnporarily many practitioner:s.
evin to the point of their leaving the profession, was the extt*pn
of the accredited herd plan of dealing with bovine tuikrculosit frim
the purebred herds, for which it was adopted origipally, to all cattle.
As this plan provided free tuberculin-testing, it took away in many
instances a large percentage of the professional work that was being
done by practitioners. Many veterinarians interpreted this invasion
by the Government of their field of service as an indication that
disease control and livestock sanitary work were to be carried out
by public employees. This would leave, in. many localities, too little
professiona4 work to support a practitioner. The veierinarians who
'were doing considerable testing, and many of them were, advised
young men of the limited opportunities in this field. They felt

o

keenly the discrimination that was 'made -by Government and State
officials against practitioners, espècially those who had.satigfied all
the technical educational requirements and tiad gone into. practice
to render a real service.

Notwithstanding the disturbing influences, which are beliei'red to
be temporary, the outloa for the veterinary profession is brighter
than .at any previous time. The véterinary tolleges are no longer.
'schools to prepare men to diagnose and tréat the ills of individual

alone. They' have become institutions where not only in-
struction% in animal diseases and their treatment is developed highly
but also where animal hygiene and sanitation, animal -husbandry,
dairy and meat inspectiòn, and the relation of animal diseass to
public hetilth are given proper consideration. The veterivarian must
cease to be Merely a doctor, a "tinker r.of sick and inj.u.red aninials.
He must beconie the lefider in the animal husbandry of his commun-
ity and the protector of the human 'family from the diseases uf. aanimals

commuAicable to. man. His services áre iieeded constantly
by the livestock owne'rs to's'olve the prç.klems in' breedin¡ and feed-
ing to the end that the 16sses from. disease' may be lessened..

Now that veterinary education has come to be a StatW function.
ficided responsibilities are placed on both the schools and the live-
sto0c sanitary .iutho'rities -of the res. pective 'States. Further, it is
clearly befoee the State itaihorities.to provide these schools with Rae-
(piatp facilities tor te4chiniland iTsearch. As -the Stite s. have, as-
sumed, .and ptopqrly .so, .the maintenance of yeterinary educition;

r it irooriaRt that the graduates bò ;prótected 'and utilized as !much
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VETERINARY EDUCATION 61

as possible by the States in the suppression of animal diseases.
Veterinarians who have secured a'professional education, largely at
the expense of the public, are under obligations to render efficient
service in 1.eturn, and usuallytbey *are very glad to do so. Those
Who fail to meet this obligation should be eli;ninated from the
profession.

The problems in veterinary education, however, art° not solved by
providini material equipment. The schools must teali ail the sub-
jeets necessary to qualify their graduates to do efficiently their prc-
fessional tasks. The efforts o the practitioner are being judged by
a public far better qualified to pass on the qiiality of his work thitn
it was before the advent of the land-grant colleges. Tb6 employers
of veterinarians are often thorough stuilents of breeding feeding,
hygi!Ine, and the piincipies of prevritive medicine. therefore,- they
are intelligent judges of the character of the service rendered by
the practitioner. In these circurhitances the mapping out of a course
of study, broad enough.in its range of subjeets and th.orough enough
in the details of each, to.equip t!)e student to meet the present-7day
demands, is a difficult task when thë preparation is only a high-school
trainirig and the curriculum but friur years. (Fhb next advance will
be either lengthenhig the course or requiring better prepaiation in
the basic sciènees. "-

r

educators
9Another problem that confronts reterinara is the in-

ability of praçtitioners to spelialize beyond tr limited extent; as a
rule, veterinarians must do a geneeal practice. To render service,

e they must deal with all the diseales of all species of animals in, their
community. 'Further, the veterinarian who serves a community must
usually go to his patients, and there are not sufficient cases of a single

. disease in a restricted locality to support, a specialist. -As a rule, the
dominating speciespf apiinals in'a community determinewthe extent
of specialization óf the practitioner who serves it. The colleges,
therefore, must furnish instruction adequate for 'all the so-called
spiwialt ies anti iiielude it in the regular comte.

A briefsurvey of the number of livestock in the United States
their value, and of the losses that accrue to the industry as a result
of iarious diseases, 'will place in somewhat bold relief the'kconomic
question with which the °veterinary' profession has to deal. In
1910 there were in the ;United States.207t91,207 animals, with an
estimated value of $4,925,173,610. There were 11,552 veterinarian,
or one for 17,978 animals, .valued et $413,494. In 1920 thete were
198,300,078.° 'animals, valued at $8,013,324,808. Acoordirw to -the
estimate made recently by Dean White there tire 8,692 veterinarians
in, the United Stats, or, one for 4814 animals, 'valued at $912,560..v,

4

9 The decrease Is largely 'In sheep where them buis Weak reolucton of orer..17,001000.
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tq 62 LAND-GRANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920.
This does not include pet animals and poultry. There are 870,00000
fowls, among which losses from disease are very heavy. Likewise,
a considerable number of veterinarians are engaged in 11le treatment
of pet animals. It is eAirniated ç)pnservatively that there is an annual
loss of 3.per cent from disease and injury to animals, and that two-
thirds of it is preventible. This means an annual loss ofrilore than
$250,000,00pOf which $171,000,000 can be prevented when the
country has an adequate- number of properly trained veterinarians
distributed throughout the livestock districts. The elyieient colitrol
of the communicable diseases' depends limn the extent of cooLierii-
tion between the. practitiopers and the live0ock sanitary authorities.

A/iother iinportant fact that has beh brought out durii)g the past
few years is the heavy losses caused by the so-called sporadic dis-
ease,s. Attention has been called repeatedly to the (estruction of
animal life by infectious nialadies and epizootics, but little has been
said.about the jnroads of the more common ailments that, in -the
Absence of competént .veterinary sefvice, would cause very heavy
losses. *A questionnaire sent to a number of pracVioners in New
'York State rievealed the fAct that on the. average .about 80 peP cent
of the seryices of veterinarians in that State is require0 for sporadic
diseases and injuries, &and that Iffe major portion of the deaths_
among animals are due to these causes. The conservation of anima)

.life, therefore, depends to a large .extenton the local practitioners.
There is not a standard curriculum for veterinary schools: It- is

not likely thai it would be found cf.esirable, becatie of local conch-
tions and needs. There is a committee. of the ..i.biericap Veterinary
Igedicar Asspciation, consisting of the deans of the State colleges,
working on the course of study. It will determine how far uni-
formity may be had in subject matter. The.rapid growth of know.1-
edge of animal disease( and methods of sanitation .has forced up.6n
the veterinary colleges a problem of selectingsUubject matter for a
curricubm that is most intricate- and complex, in order to provide
the instiuctiod necessary to enable a graduate to function-efficientfy
and to give him, the proper yelationship to animal husbandry .and
public sanitary measures.

In 'the future...the ranks of the vetainary 'profession will be sup-
plied with men who, from their general edticatiim and technical-
training,. should rendei .more efficient service. The nature of th(1-'
work demands scientific training on the. part'of its arti§ans, ana the,
regulations *of the schools. and, requirements .of th6. State licesing
,b6ards --preclude-. the atiutissiye.to t legal practice of . persons .who

: have n6t had iuth prepiiration. This. is: a great victory..educatiorildly..
..The., faculties are raaAle ,up. òf swollvtrained ien who devote.their

entire-- time!. to ...teaching,: Old research.. Methods. -.of . initrpcticaw
ò.aitfitily sbniîed aiM iiiVrOect The legislators hitve con* to
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POULMY HUSBANDRY 68
recognize the importahce of veterinary seivice, and appropriations

:mfor the schools are increasing armually. The teachin0 of the prac-
tical subjects has been enhanced b'y the establishment of ambulatory
clinics, whereby eilior students a.re entibled to study cases on the
farn4§' Arid under the conditions they will meet, later as practitioners.
Clinical laboratories are mftintaixied; well-planned exercises in sinxi-'
cal operations are required; thorough instruction in physical exam-
inatibn is given: and lahoratprr facilities in the -basic sciences áre
generally good,. As the veterinary colleges of to-day .are integral
parts of State or other universities, and governed° by the same au-
thoiTties, veterinary education to-day is on a par with that of the
other colleges in the land-grant institution.

ehapter XII,

POULTRY HUSBANDRY "
By WILLIAM A. LIPPINCOTT

Professor and Head of the Department ut Poultry Husbandry, Kansas State Agricultural
C'elleve

It is just past 20 years since the first farmal course in poultry
husbandry was offered at a land-grant institution. In the spring of
1892 Prot James E. Mee present0 a course consistipg of lectures
and practice periods at Cornell Uniiersity, where poultry instruc-
tion has since-continued without interruption-under his direkion.

The Connecticut Agricultural College, then locatea at Mansfield,
now at Storrs included a course in Niultr3 husbandry as require-
ment in the sophomore year of the agricultural curriculum in 1896,
and Utah Agricultural College offered a course of college credit the
sanle,

.1

kt is probable that the subject-matter taught ilk- ihese pioneer
courses would hardly be recognized as of collegiate grade at dye'
preseht time. They were d¡tinctly vocational in purpose, teaching:
how rather than why, and profit rialto thin training for thought
was the goal. This was true in a large measure of most af tile ttri-
cultural teaching .at that time, and a 'true perspective in this regard
has hardly yet been reached.

That these Pioneer courses jfistified ihernselves large. voty,
however, is shown byflie fact that the lvork Ilia been c.ontinued at
these instituilons.,1thd Mite in 1922 the bindrhgratititnititutiops of ith

. P
".Fred uge has 'made. 9r 14e fact, presen44 by Prof. Loyal P.

¡Kb !lent paper entlt Ott "..Reetdept ttachidg of poultsy husbalidry°rend before, the thIFtèNith ILdutlal iieettprof the *meattain' AisoélatiTO
.!and investigators. Pc41tr7..1.44a100#1119,. New.. Bruoiwick,* 049gurit.I
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States urére offering courses in poultry husbandry. Though the
courses:h.wáe been multiplied, the emphasis has shifted,'and a great
deal of new material has been added. It is a tribute to the genius

o of Professor Rice as a teacher that not a widely used textbook on
poultry husbandry hasf been Written in. this'country and hardly a
course has been offered which do-es not reflect the original course its
he outlined it, not in content only, but in organization and illustra-.tion.

The deireloptnent in poultry 'instruction has come since the
beginning of 1910. Prior to that year instruction in poultry hus-
bandry was offered in 15 States. In addition to New York, Utah,
and Connecticui, these weie Rhode Island, Maine, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, Pennsylvania, Montana, Kansas, Michigan, Indiana,
Oregon, Iowa, and Wisconsin. Poultry investigational work was

'way ingVest Virginia.
-Formal poultry instruction began in New ..Tirsey, California

Oklahoma, New Mexico, -Georgia, and Maryland in .1910, since
which time most,of the Stites of the Union have established well-
organized courses. In the majority of cases these courses are admin-
istered in sep.'irate departments of poultry husbandry, though in a
considerable number of institutions a separate department has not
been organized, and the courses are administered in one of the
agricultikal .departments, usually toy animal husbandry.

From nec'essity the subject matter finding, its way into formal
coursestwas at first th6product of observation rather tkan experi-
ment, and analo'gy rather than research. The lack of data pertain-
ing to poultry sometimes led to the assumption .of analogies between

o birds -,Ii.nde domestic mammals which more accurate observa-c

tion and studrhave shown to be vroneous. As an example, in the
early 'years the- so-icalled wedge-shiped. hen wiis put forth in the
yclas.aroma. as the proper egg typ, an assumption apparentljr
rowed directly form the teachings of dairy husbandry regarding. the proper type of milk cow. That there is less confidence now re-
garding a definite laying tyl;eif by type is meant shapebeyond
cbdain diaraiteristics of vigor and capacity than there Was (lien. is

sign. of healthy development. At the same time means of distin-
guishing the poor lay6r's from die good have lieen worked out whichare the bAsis of the nation-wide practice .of culling farm flocks.
Twenty years ago the actual numbers of eggs laid by indiyidual

wére l¡nown in .a -comimrativelz few cases. Trapnesting, by
. means of 6:which the production and progeny of each individual
hen is nryide known, and now. generally used in Connection with
eiNriments with poultly, was then in its jaganCy and few great pro-
d-lidos intensively And great .ptoducé* accord-

..ing to présònteidai fitanOatds were then practically unktiown. A
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production of 300 eggs in a cftlendar year is hardly more rare ,now
than a 200-egg production was 15 to 20 years ago.

The organization of egg-laying contests in many States, with ac-
companying 4udies o5 correlations between form and function,
researdies into the inheritance of egg production, and experiments
dealing with feeding, housing, incubation, and other items of stock
management, have furnished data which have supplemented and
amplified the courses from year to year.

A conspicuous example of a subject hardly to be found in poultry
courses five years ago is -artificial lighting to increase the consump-
tion of feed, And, in turn, the production of eggs during the 'winter
1110111.11s. Feeding by the use of artificial lights is also an example of
a rather vide1y adopted prulice taken up largely at the instance of
the potItry departments of several land-grant instittitions.
'That the courses as now taught are not by anr means wholly the

product of the experimental breeding yard and feeding laboratory,
hoyever, is shown by the fut that the teikehing in the Various States
is, as it. should be, considerably colored by, location. In some States,
notably the extreme eastern and *estern, poultry production is
taught. from the point of vielv of specialized farms making poultry
and eggs the main 'source of- incóme. In many Central and Waddle.%
Western States the teaching is from the point of view of poultry
produ-ctkin as an increasing& important phase of versified farm-
ing,

With the amplification of the old coursei has come an increasing
tendency to multiply courses. Either the _oibld general course is
frankly bròicen up into specialized courses ol more restricted scope,
or &survives as a general and:'' : ther elementary course designed for
all students in agriculture, and dealing with the common phases of
Poultry management, but is followed by more intensive and advanced
courses in the 'several divisions of_ the -general subject, such as breed"-
ing, feeding, incubating, nmrlieting, bûsinessvorganization, disease
control, and the like. The latt.er courses itiie intended for students
speiializing in poultry husbandry.

Insistent demand, and sometimes it is to be feared overenthusiastic
efforts to .` catch up " with lönger established departments in their,
teaching, have at times led to the overmultiplication of courses, not.
because such courses are illogical or unnecessary for die well-rounded

*-training of specialists, but because research has not yet had time to
provide the below-the-surface view, which reveals why rather than
how. They have béen, sometimes, outline coursqs in .the truest seta@
of the. word, inostly outline. Sucli overmitiplication has, however,
had the very wliotesome and constructive effeci of mphasizing to
both instructors and, students the urgent need of fundamental re-
search, and die framework graduolly is being covered.
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The peculiar relatiort which poultry husbandry, in comnion with
.most of the agricultural subjects, bears to the farming public has
had a marked influence upon the personnel of the teaching staffs.
Personality rather than scholarship has been the criterion of selec-
tion. This fact is reflected by the tendency to 1(00 the special courses
as well as the general Coves vocational in character, dealing in
methCas and practices rather than principles, and to evaluatp ma-
terial for the several courses on the basis of their immediate money-
making value.

The teacher of the classics, it should be pointed out, has a com-
paratively simple educational problem. His aim, to be sure, ought
to be at léast threefold: (1) To impose mental discipline, (2) to make
attractive n liberal culture, and (3) to develop character. The in-
structor in poidtry husbandry, on the other hand; shouhl share this
threefold aim and in addition, at present, must teach a trade, train
vocational teachers and county agents, carry on experiments varying
from the more or less demonstrational to the fundamental, be able
to stir around atilong people making friends and popularizing. his
work, and be an aggressive publicity agent, in the high hope thit
th ublie purse strings will be loosened and the appropriation for

'articular lin'e will be somewhere near for its pressing
needs and pr4er development. He must be at home in the classroom,\ in the experimental breeding or 'feeding yard, on the public plat-
form, on the farm, and hi the public pres.4. He must glaintain an
office for the business administration of his department. and the rc--
ce.ption. of visitors. (He. ought. to have a study and a chance to
u§e it.) Ànd from the éxigencis of the situation ciówñ to the present
time he must be money-minded. The studenis 'and the farming Nb-
lic are constantly and insistently demanding. :bow. fo make nioiwy
out of poultry. And he must constantly., bt searebing f ways.and
Means of getting money for the support and the chWoplient of
his- work.

It is small wonder that an increasing number of the most-, promis-
.ing collegiates are turning aside from poultry educatjotal and -inves-
.figational work for the poultry business in one of its several phacs.
The getting of Money has occupied a rather too prominent plaetb.

The remedy for the situation is a reemphasis of the faci that poul-
try. husbandy is worthy of a place ia a collegiate curriculum only.
when it is a means to the,ends of brdadening the intellectual horizon,
strengthening the mental muscles, and making for'charticter, as well
as of getting a living.

In the further development of svecial advanced courses in the
, .several, division's of poultry husbandry, the threibfold aim and prime

'purpose of education must be kept to the fore, with a full rialization
that an instructor does a student greater.strviee when he acquaints
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POULTRY HUSBANDRY .67
him with a principre rather than a practice, and a yet greater onetvhen he persuades him to try thinking on his owm accoutt ratherthan advises him of certain facts. Happily there are signs ofa fearientation in this tegard, and " problèm courses," whereby stu-dents must study out their owii facts in order to solve certaih problems, are increasing in number.

Unf6rtunately for the development of godd ieaching, taleniedteachers are rare ana their succi%sses largely unobserved. A goodpice of experimental work easily gets before the publice.and coniesto the notice of institutions,searching for likely ínen. Word of agood piece of teaching, on the 9,ther hatd, comparatively seldomgets beyond the walls of the c!assroom and still more seldom escapesthe confines of the campus.
From the very beginning of fokal instruction experimental workwas undertaken. Impost cases the wait/ was at first more demon-strational than experimental; but served its purpose and led the way'to n;ore carefully planned and controlled work. This has aimed, forthe mbst part, at immediately afTlicable and relatively superficialresults, ratheil ?han at the truly fundarhentaL This situation per-'sists at present and is likely to persist mitil agricultural teaching,using tvaching in the broadest sense, finds itself as a medium ofeducation rather than merely a means to a vocation. With a veryfew brilliant excptiotis, the fundamental research that has been(lone with poultry has been cairied on in other than poultry depart-ments and by persons trained in one of the several sciences,*rather

a.than in poultry husbandry.
In investigation as in classroom instruction there should- bermewhat of a redirection of aim. There always will ,be, as thereshould be, poultry experiments of an immediately practical

.nature in progress at most agricultural experiment stations. In thelong run, hQwever, practical applications.re by-products of funda-niental .reserches and the. goal of t)oultry blisbandry researchshould be the discovéry of principles as Well as the development ofmethods and practices.
Such ti redirection of the ain2t brexperimental work necessitatesbOter-trained personriel on the investigational stalls. The pòultryinvestigator shoul1 have a psaining which brings expertness in atleast one of the sciefices underlying the practices of poultry hus--bandry without- lessening hisi,love of domestiv birds, thug spoilinwhim as it poultryman, or so insulating him that be loses contact'with people 'and everyday farm affairs. It should bring alertnessto see possible relationships. to poultry production of- principlesorked out with ..other .organisins from mammals to protozda,haps even the' plants., and to poiiit 0* way to their applicAtion..
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68 LAND-GRAN T COLLEGE EDUCATION 1910-1920

The tendency of ihe next few years in investigation and also
in classroom -instruction will undoubtedly be toward spedalization.
y not carried too far it will be a hopeful sign.

It. would b6 negkigint not to point out that a.'"proper development
'of poultry regearch neceitates a. ceitaiii amount of protection of
the researcher by his administrative.superiors, from responsibilities
which interferi with his best productivenes.

Most of the instructional and executive duties of staff members
must be done at sPecified times, while those milling at irregular
intervals press for immediate attention when .they do eome, and can
hot be put aside. Classes must be prepared for arid met an
schedule. Committee wbrk should be reAdy at a designated time.
Out-of-tpwn lectu'res are set for definite dates, requests for infor-
mation s by mail must be answered with vròmptness lind out-of-
town visitors given the immediate attention they desire. A14-Ich of
_investigational work, on the other hand, can be done nearly as well
at one time as another. It is one of the things that can and
doe# wait. If the periods for taking records are definitely arranged
for, opportunities for prolonged and intensive observation of the
subjects explrimented with', usually quite as important as the
making Qf routiné records, are likely to be crowded out. Noi is
leisure for keeping abreast of the literature in all its ramifications
,provided.

A highly siiccessful research pro4gram can not De carried fonyard
under the situatfori as it msually exist$, unls the investigatdr-is
assured of freedom from interruptions which will interfeN with
doing well such investigational wo.rk as .he is allowed to under-
take. And if fundamental researCh is to enlist And hold the interest
of a fair stlare of the ablest men, means inust be worked (;ut by
which a. person giving a. major part of his time to inve4ig.a't iou may
secure satisfactory recognition in rank and salary withont being
compelled to lay down his investigátions for executive work.

Chapter XIII

AGRICULTURAL ENO, 6ERING

By J. B. DAMSON
Professor A. pi-Cultism! iNginetering, Iowa Mete College

Ifle the most compreheniive sense agricultural engineering includes
11 the various branches of civil, mechanicals electrical, and sanitary
engineering, in so far as they are related to,or identifid- with the
industry. of agriculture. in organization and ,analogy, agrieulttlal
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AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 69
engineering is similar to mining engineering. Agricultural engineer-ing treats of the followilig subjects: The mechanical equipment forthe farm; the application of power to farin operations; the location,
desigin, and construction of buildings and other farm structures; -watér supply and sewav disposal on the farni; the sanitation,,heat-ing, lighting, and ventilation of farm buildings; labor-saving equip-
ment for th% farm home; reclamation or improvement of land by the
'drainage of wet areas; the irrigatión of land whfire needed, orby the
removal of stumps or stones; road building, and certain phases of
the' manufacture of agricultural products, such' as paçking of fruitand the preparation of dairy products.

TIM RELATION 'OF ENGINEERING TO AGRICULTURAL PROGRESS

The most. significant, feature of the progress of AxnericAn agricul-
ture during the past ctmtury .has been the introduction of machine
methods of production.; not only on account of the greatly increased
production of eact farm worker, but, also by reason of the income
available from the icreased production. It is only by making a "it
comparison of prodpction by hand implements and with modern
machine methods thitt the change in the effectiveness of hilt' labor
can It fully appreciated. A careful study of agricultural production, would iiidicate that .for the principal crops " the quantity of p uct
is almost five times as great per unit of labor " as it was before he
general introduction of machinery." The effect on the fariner and
the conditions wl ich surround him are even of greater significarce; ;
mucir of the toil of the farm is gone. The leistlre time of the'farmer is increfised; his mental activity is stimulated; his home
eomforts ate mtide possibfe and the desire *for them develope4.

The significarice of agricultural-engineering subjects at the present
timè, and The rapid advanlement made during the *decennial period
included in this report are indicated by data fmm the Fosurteenth
Census Report:

. , ,

rABLE 1.--Vh4J7$ges _in tiumhinery values, acreage, production, and personnel

Value of machineryjand implements
Value of and implements manufactured
Value of farm buikkings.
Land provided with drainage (acres)
Laud Irrigated (*left)

. Total persons, 10 ofage and over, engaged in agriculture,foreetry, and ani liundry
Total production, principal °creakcrops (

1910

$1, 265, 149, 783
1442291000
325,6, 451, 528

12, &50, 082
4, 482, 254, 450

Inmates,
per cent

$1, 5951 317, 028
536,945, 000

11, 430, 855, 631
Awls, 974
19, 191, 716

10, 953, 158
4, 482, ose, 812

Influence of Farm Macblikery ettQa and 'Aber, by H. W. Quaint4RM
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LAND:GRANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920/
Even when allowiince is mitt& for the inflation of prices caused

by the Woiqd War; it is clear' from the above that there Jilts been
an advanpe.in the use Qf farm equipment. Comparison with earlier
cengiis,data indicates that this advánce has been as rapid, if not more
so; during the decadeofrom- 1910 to 1920 than at any other similar

. .,,Period in the history of the country. An increme in the kodwtion
of the six cereal. crops, with a reduaion pf the number of$etsons
engagecLin °agriculture is ago significaut.

hi addition to the large arei of land now improved .by drainage,I it is. estimated thaean areasof.s*amp land equal to Ple combined
lb

.
irea of 'Indiana, Ohiò, ancMllinois may'be reclaimed by drainage

. whenever the derritInd for. moré agricultural land. makpssits./develop-
ment :fintincially and econkrnically feasibie. In like manner, the

I area offarm lands may be greatly increased by reclamation of arid
land by irridatipp, .apd of stump-land by clearing.

, I.
.. , EARLY DEVELO1PMENT.. O .f

.4.*/ .
4

. e . -,

.. kj. Agricilltural Ogineerrng Ilttli lad it place id the agricultural. , ..
eArly perkicl..:An.

.
_ college cufricult_sitica ve.ry eXaipinafi0..of the

Ç011 r s Of
,

followed" at. Afassa4t;seds. A.kiigoli,46,1 College,
ia 186 ; At.Cornèll University, in 1868 ;arid I?wp,

ohlegel fit 187,1Trevq.als Oat in. eacIrinst4n.ce'tivo.or or--agricttltural-
subject's were- included. ., At. the(' *

Otillleie0Rthe junior yeur,of,the ct;u4=*Riii.i¡tglicult, publisb.ed f6r
the yeit'i871 ". farm enginetring " " road Faking,'?:" w4ter sutiply ". .,... 7. , t,. , 1 . t+, t

* ."'..farm machineryt7 'and. "trupititrehitedu*.".37.vere listed, Agricill-i.
. ..tux*, engine koivever, . did mit..crevelv 4sii'iasily as *ifs im-

, ., . .

r'4 pórtan'ce asi4p'art Of thp:tplipini .of a.d.'iikill'Oltural shide.nt
warrant. -All. 'brOirche.4 ót .agnoliura1 instrudiöii :-in.J11;;s.. eazrly''.-.

, . , .
. A?,priotk "of agric.ultural c4Ileges. were coni.Ottied` to 'onyi4ii..,.. 4nd. theté' waklittle opportunity; foi; spqc.41, g4e.dplfilopm4nt áf.!.: tagrictiltura 'éngineerin*g 'not only depen4ed upon speéldijzatiQn 'pp
. (hi'plitt of the instructbr, but als.d requir.ed a funda.mentaFOteptir

,, . tiiiy, trainings.of ,a 'different:
P

i thad for the. W crachin of other...,

..

rapiti.
'i . .

tievelopment,.

..
agricuItuiikl.ljtanclies.)'.:A period of Wait before

..

,4910-Flmi the *larger coliegtk§ stirted.,to ad4iagricu1tura1aengineering
.. `...*.siveialists tp t4le tOtchitig staff, followed 4ter tiy the-Crgariization of

,. ° splitiritte departhieas Qt iwAruction. ..i
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AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 71
of the State agricultural colleges indicated that several among 48of the State institutions placed little emphasis upo'n agricultural-
engineering studies.. It would not be fair to make a- more definiastatement, for, in many instances, .the instruction wits combinedwith that in other subjects, and therefore not easily recognized byan outside investigator. Five years fater.48 institutions in as many
States were offering definitely outlined special studies in agricul-tural engineering. In 44 institutionOwòrk amounting to an aver-age of 7 semester credits was required, and in one instance as much-ss 13 semester credits. In addition, all institutions offered more or.

Te§s elettive work amounting to as much 11.4 30 credit hours 'in one
instance. , Since that time there has been little expansion of thework but rather an improvement Of the character of the work offered.

I.

SELECTION OF NAME

.M4ny terms haie been given to the educational specialty here re-ferred to- as " agricultural digineering,"' and practice is not eitirelyuniform at priesent. Over three-iourths of the institutions 4avingséparate depvtmental organizations uk the tem agricultural
engineering." In'semal instances.t farm mechgnics" is used, andin a few " rural engineering." It is now quite general practice toapply the term " mechanics" to seéondary-schoól instructionof the same cluiracter:

.1

PRkSENT SCOPE

as
60

*:T6':,agricultural-engineering.subjects.or studies ray he' classifiedas follows : (1) Shop work; (2) diráiging; (3) farm nuichinery;(4) turn motors; tb) fana structures; (6) farm sanitation (includ-watei #supply, bwag.; disposal, heating, Whtingand vghtilation
ofAnAildingq).; ..7) surveying; (8) drainag* (9) irrigation; apd,1-(10) 'firMa,,llanetaig subjects.' The extent to which thee subjects lyerequited is "ipdicittéd 'By *the following table, 'preparbd. from .dat'aseitured- from the 1917-18 catalogues cif tliQ 50 State colleges by.ehester D. jaevis.12 : .

I.
. TABLIgh2. Agricultural-engineering subjects required for gratittion 050agriciitural colleges. .,
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NIS

It is to be noted that in 10 institutions the practice prevails of
requiring a genetal 'study covering sêveral subjects. In these institu-
tions this general study is usually tigi only one required for gradtia-
tion. ,

,

DMELOPMENT OF A PRontssIoNAL COURSE
0

S.

From the ediicationalppoint of view two rather distinct develop-
ments o4f the subjects have taken place, guided and 'directed by the
objectives sought. The first is that of agricultural engineering as a
part of the training of the student preparing for agricultural pro-
duction, and would include the 'application of ,engineering practice
and methods to farm operations and construction. The o.ther phase

o is that f specialization in agrigultural engineering for professional
service:

ADMINISTRATION
4-

The administration of Agricultural engineering has beL some-
e thing of a problem, awing to the general practice of separate colleges

or divisions for agriculture and engineering in4Wiction, .with an
opportunity for the difference of opinion as to how agricultural engii.
neering shotild be .claisified. No doubt this problem of classifica-
tion has been etetarding influence upon the development of the
specialty. At the present time agricultural engineering is adminis-

p tered in the majority of ilistanees p.itgricultural instruction, in a
few instafices as engineetig instruction, and in five Of the largi
institutions a joint plan of administration is followed and seems to
be gaining favor. It is evident that with any plan of administration,
in orde?to'secure 'development and efficiency of instruçtion, an invit-
ing field of endeavor mu.st be provided' for the capable sOcialisi
wifh initiative and leadership. 4

s.

4
OBJEC1IvES4IF INSTRUCTION FOR AGRICULTURAL 13417DENT3 4

Oa .
...

The question may w.elf be raised as to the objectives sought in the
instruction of agricidtural students, for it is-clettrly recognizeethitt
every 'farmer can not become trained engineer in Addition to his

.general preparation fór4arming. On the other hand, a study of
agriMtural development, of the production of agiiculturaLcfppl.
at ,the present tinie, and of the conditions whkh puke for the Well-
beingeof Abe former indicates' clearly that the execution, of .modern
firm operitions requires,joreconopic production, the application ef.
,etigineering principris ihd iii$110cle. In maii Et!spfpcts,.the Modern-

. far* is not wilik0 s facthìy. It iq ola,vious 'that the' initructiqn
giqbjects should furnish such trainingoa

exPeilince airwill make for camsèity and reK4reefulness in the.,pse
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AGRICULTURkt ENGINEERING 78

of mechanical equipment in carrying out fatin operations, in the
reclamation and improvement of land, in the construction of better
hpusing for livestock, and iilthebuilding of more.comforiabie homes.

, PROFESSIONAL AGRiCULTURAL ENGINYAERING

In addition. to the general knowledge of engineering practice,
whirli every farmer should have, there has been recognized an im-
portant need for a specially trained engineer prepared to orender
a special service in &mnectiori with the larger engirieering problems.,
conected vitli the dev'elopment of the industry. SuCh an engineei
should not only hav.e a funclánlental training in engineering science
¡ad art, togettier with a. spetiO knowledge of the special engineerink
problems of agiiculture, but also ateneral knowledge of agricultural
science, methods; and conditions.

Iowa State sollege; in 1910, offered a ,R;ur-year curriculum lead- .

ing to the degree of bachelor of science in agricultural eiigineering.
Several institutions soon offered similar courses of study, until in
1920 at least six other institutions had such courses, tiz,.Univertiity
of iNèbraska; Kansas State Agrieuitural Colfege, University of,
Missouii, Utah. Agricultuyal College, Texas Agricultural and
Mechanical Collége, and Virginia Polytechnic Institute.

These courses were made .up of from 3G to 64 per colt of studies
usually designated as engineéring *subjects, with a radian 61 47
per cent, and from .13 *45 per sent of *agricultural 'subjects, with
a median of 29 per cent.

Oliver 200 students are .nów pursuingthé professional agricultural-
engineering courses offered by the foregoing instipttitions.

At several ifistitotions where. the plan,* a general agricultural
course, with an opportunity for a majoi in some de. partmen't of..
instruction, itEi in practice, the kiyilege is offered to students to
major in agricultural engineering.

It has been demonstrated thit the graduates froin the professional
optirge in agricultural engineering haye an unusual opportunity fort Alb

service and find coite a wide range of employment. In the agri7
cultural-engineering equipinent: in4ustry they are .einployed as
designers, ,or Kai% apd advertising tjecialist,A; other graduates?
desigfi °And build hail structures as. spiNialists for assoCiati9nOof
comnlercial firms interested ill thb 'saki of building filateritils or. .16 .

vontractorew Many graduates become reclimatibn engineers in drain-
age, Irvigitiol, ór land. clearing, In addition, therp has
'continu.eid. &wand for specially tiPtemi ben for .edinationftVancl

.
, ,

. expérimeidstation work.. .,.. 6,
1/..

The development pf .the pMessional phase; of agricultural engi
neerifik is*11.1 indicated -by the 09,:wth of the .4meiicaii Socie
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Agricuiiural Engineers, a national professional society orgahized
in 1910 and npw having-a membership, of over 700.

SHORT COURSES
6

Many agricultural-engineering subjects lend themselves tò special
short-term courses of instruction. The rapid introduction of equip-
ment, dieto the shortage of labor chisring the decennial perioci -of this

r"611)is...reiort, occasioned an unusual demanil for such instructiori. Short '
courses in tractor operatipn were particularly in demand. Nearly

PS

every State institution is hosy called upon to offer..oné im more such
courses during the 3:ear. Tire" enrollment in these cddrse* is -large.

al

EXTENSION SERVICE

At the beginning of the kgenniumthere was little effoft upon the,
part of State colleges to furnish extension inaruction im agricultural-
engineering subjects, hut theré hits been a. marked development in
this respect. Some institutions employ as many as threb specialists

. in. agriculturarengineering, and, in some instances, tlw .extenAion
work has developed to tke point of being of greater itnportance and
magnitude than the resident work. The methods uséd consist in
short courses, lectures, and demonstrations. The subjects that arc%

stressed more strongly in extension instruction vary widely with the
States and are governed bp the.conditipns existing in the States.
The following, however, are common: Farm machinery, traetors,
farrn% structures, soil eiosion, land ckaring, drainage, irrigation,
sanitation., eic.

4s

410

41.

:-
RtSEARCIi AND EX1'ER1ALNT STATION WORIZ

\II is to,be regretted that the dévelopment of researCh and expfri-
ment 'station work in agriCultural .enginee'ring .bas not 'kept pace
witli ishe 4velopn1ent of instruetiön. With the development of
iriore complicaterequipment and the gn6ater demand for efficiency,
the uncertain rules of procedur or rule-of-thumb methods cah not
geliged. Itis true there is a great fluid of well-eitablished general
engineering principlesiand information whiCh may bé applied to the

i.agnicu1tur41- ip.dustry; but; on 'the other hand, niany, 'if not most,
cif the 'engineering problems of agriculture are of ,t) special ch4racter

reOiteft;pecial study and inve:stigation for their. solution. It
.1.lows-Ay -that maphines must-4erate wiih greater preeifiion,

tfhilt be little .16A ,energy, '')and Mitt eioniniq demands ,

bf tiingtruction.,,,t.Buildipgr fpr .livéiock atitt
rtigiy must be.ereèthd" with çvnsideration. fqr warmth,. light, Irene.-

P'
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. 11ii6n, itfid satiltatioi, as *411 'its tittimigth and dfirabiy. Th4 nine.
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4
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SHORT 0OURS141 IN AGRICULTURE 75

It is to be noted that onó agricultural experiment siation now
employ§ .taYa special investigators in agricultural engineering, in
addition (O- -prevision for research by graduate students, but in thé
majority of the State institutions little attention is giiTn -to research.
The developnfehf of research is the most urgent need of the specialty.

. 0:
, THE FUTURE

.

4If agricultural prpduction in the future ,is to be adequate, if the
decreqFe of agricultural workers is to be compensated fdr, and if the
standards of rural living are to be irivitindg to the intelligent young
men and women now on the farnA the application of engineering
principles and methods tniu§t be extended. It is reasonable to expect
even greater interest among tilt State agriCulturah colleges hi the
development of agricultural-engineering instruction andi research
during the next decade than ever before:

.

Chapter XIV "

SHORT COURSES IN AGRICULTURE

By JOHN PHELAN

Director of 'Mort Courses in itaxitarlitsette grkvitur-ca Conege

4

A study 9f the development of short courses in agricitlture in the
land-grant colleges presents at this time peeuliai. ctittietilties. The
w.ork of 'rehabilitation sarried on by the Federal Board for Voca7.

,tional Education .and. later *by thireterans' Bureau has affected the
dumber, character, and attendanct in these cour.s0;. 'There, may, out.
of this expseridnce in the rehabilitation 9f tlise World War "veterans,

kvelotie'd in the several States a progam f9r' rehabilitation of,
men ind wonlon injured in iiidustry. Such4 program does not coni'e
-within the scope-of this discussion.

Shoit eourses .have been' affected by World War conditions in
other ways both- favorably and unfavorahly: 'Some students who 4.

served for a year *or two in the military or naval fdrces of the
Pnited. States. may have felt tfiat they were too old .to unciertako,

fout-ytar college et:Trie: of study, ipd decided 4instead upon one
of the shorter courses. :On the otheib hand, .ge,heital industrial con-
Aitioris that hiive prevtiled inoe. thé.:var -have tended to: teduce
1ttendaribe. Whereps th pritte...6t.lai'm products has tetufned- to
iire7war level, the wa.8 paid tirban labor is high. *1/4The résult hag
been that many .whii would he entel'ed agritultural" schas and
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16 I LAND-GRANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 19101920

colleges 'for short or long eourseq have gone into industry. It is
impossible to measure fully the effects of these conditions on short-
course work. Therefore, the history of the past five years cin not
be taken, as an indication either of the demand, the senlice, or Ahe
policy of advinistration of these courses.

The material for this discussion was gained from a study made
* &rough a period 9f years of the bulletins and catalogues of agri-

cultural collegel5of historical itrticles treating of short-course work,
and from- correspondence and administratbrs in the land-grant
colleges.

The Ohio State University at Columbus made an effört, in the
winter of 1877-78, to interest firmers in a course of lec.tures. The

- scheme proposed four tectures a day for 10 weeks., No entrance ex-
aminatiohs were required. 4frite scheme was widely advertised, but
there was no adequate response. The following winter, 187849, a
more ambitious effort was made at Ohio of four weeks'-duration, and
it met with success. fhis was not so much a short course its a
ture course for farmers. The short course in agriculture at the
University of Wisconsin opened the 1st of Jamiary, 1886, and con-
tinued 12 weeks, with an attendance of 19Ntudents. These courses
indicate tendencies in the early history of short-course po4icy. The
courses were conctirned with production and wj're intended for
farmers. At that time, and for many years thereafter, there were
few other agencies. Since then agricultural courses have been estab-
lished in hili schools, county' schools of agriculture have been
created, a great extension service has been built up, and eounty
farm bureatis have been organized, so that the question may fairly

asked, What eia novir the function of the short courk? Will the
four-year college course function s4 effectively, not only in the
traiiiing of experts, but also in the training .of farmer§, that short
courses will be unnecessary?

No.one would question the statement that men ttnd women trained
'in a -four-year ?allege course are needed on the farms 'and in the
rural conimunitiesmen *And wonien. Who can paiticipite in the
economic, social, and .political life of the-conununity. But it is very
problématical if these men and women can ever be supplied by the

.four-year étillege couise. The slemand for* teachers, county agents,
extinsion-service w.orkerg, entoRkologists, chem botariists, and°
resealph investigators in- ecoriomid and social pro t is i4creasing

1 year by year. We are tiot aPprciadling.B, time when more of our
four-year cpllege graduatele.will go to the latni. The reversal) is the"

'case. s4rvey wade iome years ago of a college 'of agticulture iii
large western-universitya college that has rendered' distinguished

service tó .agricultureshowedthat only 89 of the 82+ graduates
.
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. 1

the long course since 1878 'are now firming in* that State, i.whereas
354 of the 446 short-course students tire atIively engaged in--farming.
It would seem fui these figures, and the hots are not uncommon,
that if the agricultural coUeges are to send men directly to the farms
the.need for short courses will increase..

In this ecimnection it should lte borne in mind that only a very
small part of the total farm population can be influenced by resident
teaching. The aigricultuiral colleges can afford to lose neither the
institutional prestige, the clientage and publjc confidence of the
farniing population, nor the 'first-hand contact with the real prob-
kills of the. firm that comes from participation in this type of work.

The real --value of these coeurses is probably best-summed up 1.k1 a
stetement made by W. A. Henry, of Wisconsin, in which he said :

.. 14 wish to say after 20 years' experience, observing results during all that
time, that I am more than ever a believer in this line of effort, as.one worthy
of attention by Our agricultural colleges. That great factor, tioito,°has now
developed young men of earlier years-in the short course until they are rapidly
becoming the leading farmers of our State, the bes,t stock rakerA, the owners of
the best herds and tJoeks, good, useful Otizens all around. This year theY are
getting into the Itfgislature and are shc;wing up as some of the best lawmakers.
and they made -their -way there because of their fitness -and because tbgir 4"
neighbors insisted Atli them as their representatives. .

4The smpe of the short course will expand as the definition a
.

agriculture becomes more inclusive. The earlier definitioH limited
the, efforts of agriculturid instruction practi;Iilly to the field of pro-
dtiction. In recent years there has come a realization of the economic
problems (if the farm, and kill more recently the human factors have b

had eonsideration. But. the definition must be liroader; t must
include the whole (piestion of the food supply, pi- uct'o , rage,

(1..in his
Institu-

of the pro-
ducer but also of the consumer; and the field p short-course work, o

as well as that of the four-year and graditate coufses, will be greatly
increased.

distribution, and mnsumption if the'farmer is
true relation. Thus the agricultural college NV
tion recognized as ,afeguarding the intere4s

'the problem of culture must also be taken into consideration in.
the developmeni of these cöurses, sinct it has an 'important bearing
n9t only on the .student's personal life .but also on the life of the
community in which he lives. With the idea that culture is limited
to*Certain subject$ and that there. can be no culture, ill a shott
course in dairying, animal .husbandry,. tC, 'the writer 116 sym-
pathy. Culture is lived, ilot studied, and the farmdr, the plumber,J
the -surkeon, and the lawyer must all see the relation of their.work.
to the. unity .of life, appreciate to the full the. social value of OW'
things. tjny (1(4, and in that realitatioh theft &Ave: No
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in the lr_Ing run can sucteed that does not lave in it tho culture
element. Ni) persistent grliup in 'society' is ever without it. The
Europeimpeasant has a culture, though sometimes we do not !wog-
nize it as such. The rwognition tif rural types of culture is one of
the fundamental problems of rural social advance.

Several typei; of short courses have been developed in the United
States:

1. The special separate agricultural school intended for boys* anti
girls who have not. had a high-school education. The curriculum
of these' pecial schook includes not %only technical but acatiemk
subject& In some cases they _are preparatory to the four-year col.
lege course; in others, the completion of the coursse of the agricul-
tural school-is an end in itself.

2. The short course for farmers who are able io leave the farm for
a féw weeks only, And ihen at a time when there is the least to do.
These courses are the most. common, and, perhaps. the most popular
offered by the agricultural 'college.

3. Short schools for specialks in which practically (%lte hi;le day
is devoted to one line of -work, as, for example. dairying. cottqa
culture, ice-cream ihanufacture etc.

4. Special vocational courses varying from three months one
y.ear in some phases of agritulture, as, for example, poultr
dairying. 'In general, these courses are confined to the con
of ()lie interest, though the tendency is in the directio
atliea subjects.

5. One, two, amf three-year courses in au. culture and horticui-
t tire. These cäurses aro intended for ling men and women who
wish to make' fariiiing a life wor

6. There are,- in additiorr tothe above, special student. group in
several of the institutions. The tendency is to _limit the special
student group either- (a) to those whá have the equivalent of colkge
entnince requirements, or (b) to those who have alrfclady ga ine1 ei-
perience in thefield'sin.which thei wish to study'.

7. Summer 'schools are gulping in. popularity. The practice is'
becoming more and more common to offer regular college courses
for 'credit in these schools: Hence they call not be properly classed
as short courses. In additiori to these-regular college courses, spe-
'dial schools dealin we abe.edianomic, kocial, and spiritutl problems
of the farm are eing established in the summet lessibns.

In the devid4ment of shorti-cou Work numer94s problems have"
arisen'... These' might be classified under thb follówing beads: (1) .

Qrganization, (2) 'administration, (3) financial suppArt, ..(4) the.0,014.40, (4) the colirse of .,stedy, (6), stu.dent relationships, (7)
4FT pxpericlieev.#0, (8) ,0e,re1ation igrOuates.to tigircoilegeF
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e

A. quekion that frequently comes up in shmcourse administra-
tion is; Shalt these, courses lie organized -in a special schbol of
agriculture separate from the four-year college, with its' own ad-
ministration and teaching staff? In some hIstances this has been
done, though those are exceptions rather than the rule. In genexal,
Aort courses are organized as part:of the resident teaching. The
advantage of the special school of agriculture is in unity apd, per-.

The
-ihaps, in 'efliciency. dimdvantage lies in the fact that. the khool

of.agriculture will gain popular 'support at the expense of Oe gen-
eral college. There is also the dan9er that in the mind. of the stu-
dent the' four-year collogecourse wil nbt he &msidered as one of the
avenues to the farm.

ADM I N iSTR-ATION

The pfactice ilgroNfing in favor of placing the administration of
short ei-nirs_ej.in charge of a dean or director whose official positiob
ninbiz yittiother deans or direct?rs in the institution. This director
is d responsible for the org-dnizatin, administration, and devel.-
-Opulent of short col1J'se IL is his duty to study the needs of the
State_ in agriculture and to organize courses that will meet these
needs. The value of this method of administration-needs no corn-
ment It has already been demonstrated in the extension services
and experiment stations.

FIN A NCI A L SUPPORT

The pract;ce varies in the financial support of short cotit.es. In
some instifutions the expense of these coursels- is borne by general.
departniental funds; in other.., there is a iipecial short-coorsi'3 budget
for both instruction and maintenance. Though the pra#ice in geii-
eral is to defray thI expense of short courses from the. general
lege -fund, there is much to be said in favór .ota special shott-co.uree
budget for instruction and maintenance. A separate budget makes
it possible to. devtlop short-course work without havhig these courses
a-charge on the genetal college, and without ih. any .way detracting
frpm the opliorttmities offered the lour-year College student. There
is a real, dairipr that the f9uriear student may feel that .he is
being. exploite4 !for.. the:, benefit. of, t4t0...shárteurie student. The
separate budget makes it Possil*.,fo.r, thq_ .4t4ministrative
chargé 9f.411ort-course wgrk.t9 4t1r16new. policies .and

N

THE, TEACIXING
*

the instruction .in short 'courses in most institutions, is given
the regultir

, faculty assisted by sliecial temporary instruetors.
4.4, *1
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80 LAN D-GRAN T COLLEG E EDUCATION 9 1910-1920

tendency does not seem to lie in the direction of the organization of
special short-course staffs.. The reason for this condition.is found in
the fact that thie short-course student is just as much of a specialist
as the 4-year college man; sometimes even .more so. The teacher
of short-course studt* must be well trained, reasonably mature,
and, ihough a specialist, he must.see agriculture as a whole. Prac-
tical flirm experience is of inestimable value in dealing with -this
group-of students. Even thou'gh the shairt-course instructor be paid
from special funds, it seems to be the better professional policy to
have him a member qf the regular teaching staff, thus making
greater' specialization possible, and providing an opportunity for
professional growth and -advancemeht.

Nib

THE COURSE OF STUDY
ot.

There are at least two marked tendencies in the orkanization of
the course of study. Orr is in the direction' of specialization, the
/other toward the genetal course. These 'tendencies repiesent sec-
tiontil differenc.4ss. The specialized courr* have developed in ttreas
of.spécialized farming. The general course is found in the general
farming areas. Whether the courses be general or special, there is
a marked' tendency toward including the $ocial and economic
problems of the farm. The consensus of opinion of administrators
would undoubtedly T4vor- a larger consideration a these problems
tilan is now given them.

STUDENT RELATIONSHIPS

40

The relation of the long and short course student groups is one
that calls Thr careful administbaion. The presence of shori:course
students on the campus should in no' way deprhre -the 4-year student
of the advantages of college life that he has previous1ST 'enj6yed.
It should be recognized, however, that athletic, social, recreational,
and religioús activitie's are a vital part of the .devdopmettpf .tho
individual student. They are also a 4-vital part, perhaps the's most
vital part, of rural community life. There is no good reasò'n why
shut-course students should not have their athletic ieams, drainatic
clubs, and social organizations in .a demociatic Anierican collegv.
This d9es not imPljT, however, that it: is necessp,ry for ishort-cour4e
students to pfay ov* the varsity team or join the varsity ftatirnities.
If a. satifying athletic, /spcial, and reliAious life can nót ,be built
up within the short-course student group, there is something radii-
cally wrong with the meth0 of. aaminietrftion.
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SHORT COURSES IN AGRICULTURE

FARÌ EXPERIENCE

.

81%

Whether or not stuidents who have not already had some practical
exiierience on the farm should be.admi0ed to .the short courses is
a point often discussed. The chief argument in favor .4:if fiirm ex
perienc.z is that it' rnake the 'teaching more effective.. If the farm
experince .previous to the taking of. the short 'course might be had
on a selected farm. with a good farmer, the value Could not. be que.s-
tinned. But,- if it is to. be a reqiiiiemènt for haphazaill experienoit
gained with file misfit farmer or the pe.5simist, the stildmt might
better conio to the colrege without farm experience.. Farm experi-
ence should bo, reqiiired of students the. one, tlxo, ah4 thTi6e
year short coueses before the cotitse is filiishect. Itcan not yeiy Well
be requjited in shorter courses, and, indeed, is not nécessary This
farm experience should Ix, at leAst five inontlis in duration, N.v.ith r,

'allowance of some time for a va6tion, if the student is:to ret.itrn:'fcir
d second *or third yeai. Smile institutipns, especially .agriciilt4'ral...
schools, are tortunate in being able tc; provide. sufficient Mimi- experi-
ence ,on the school farm.° progra of study and work is atraTiOd
in such .:khools. TheF;e schools; 416.6 61np4ratively..fe* in nmbr:
'The agricultural colleges hi. itineral u§ass thS .polléke torm .for
tory and teaching puiposes,. htive.tó...d.epelid upoitii:ConijOrCial
farms. for the farm prEectice- of th'eir.. studerits.., This f4iin..%:practice,
must; however, be as careftilly.orgaiiized and cairefully
as is die work in the classroom. Stude4s should lick be. plaCed...witit::.
every farnier who writes in requesting It, is an .educational 4ot:'
a laboi* project. The stude4,slipuld. be. Eixpi34ed eatri *eh.%
a reasonable wage. The,. employet required take. a
leasonable interes.t in varying the farm .expérieAce of the. itudent às
'tnuch as possible. Thi far* placement,. training,' or, ti$i it. riligkt
bettirwbe called, 'voeation4 Olionent iiithe key
tiOn. The plan implediately pimmends.. i4elf tc the. dffarm&ts the
State. It disabuseaithe mind of .the ittrAier thM the f

tolleges, are nortrainipg i's.t6,:best form. .bf .p.

-..

formation in regard to the. work bi.the coligge..
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visors of agricultural projects for disabled Federal train es, has in-
augurated on a large scale a plan for the guidance, direction, and
assistance of the man who is making a start. From the standpoint
of the college, no institution can afford to do without the whole-
heairted support of the people actively engaged in the business. It
ik both good sense and good policy for the college to keep in touch
with the achievements of its shoFt-course graduates..

Chapter XV
AGRICULTURAL EMICATION

By GEORGE A. WORKS
Head of the Department of Rural Education., New York State Concur, of Agriculture, at

Cornell UM rorsi ty

One of the most, marked developments in the' activitie§ of the land-
grant colleges during the past. 'decade has been the increase in num-
ber 'and size of the departments concerned with professional training
'of, teaphers of agriculture. These departments are viriously
pated as departments of agricultural education, vocational educa-.

tion, rural education, and rural life, the terminology being affected
. .by the type of organization and the range of activities. The first of

ese names is the one most commonly used and f(jr this reason will
.

.

be .'used in this discussion.
.à

.. M pre:sent, eaçh land-grant college 'has a department of agricul-
tuna echictition, and, accordink to the 1921 report of the Federal
Board for Vocational Education, there were, in the academic year
.1920-21., 278 persons engaged in giving professional training to
prospective teachers of vppational Agriculture. In addition, there were
persons engaged in other educittional work in 'these departments.
Such Activities as the preparatioh of material designed to encourage

./4 the study of agriculture and nature study in the niral school, and
to assist rural 'communities with their educational- pralems aie in-

. cluded in'their work.
The department of agricultural education made its appearance -in

'the buic4rant college that was â part- of tt State university about
'1910. Thp universities of the Stites of Cilifornia,Illinois, and Wis-
consin were pioneers in this field. Deapartments of education had

f.:.beeiti 'established previously in several of the separate colleges of
. Of the departments in institutións sof this class the

piie to a be *Ostablished that has. had añ uninterrupted e4stence
Ai the cine in Smith Dakota. It was established prior th the passage

No.lgoti ameikdmétlf. '414 immediately fob
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 88
lowing the passage of this amindment, seyen more were established.In the next .five years 12 more were added, so that by the time the
Federal Vocatidlnal Education Act was passed, in ig17, there were
20 departments of agricultural education in operatiml in the land-
grant colleges. It was natural that this development should have
come first in the separate college of agriculture rather than in thosethat were ,parts of universities, because in the. latter the early needsfor work in education were met by departments, schools, or colleges
of educatión that were commonly a part of the university. .

By. the passage of the Federal vocational educational law, in 1917,
4 funds were made available to the States, under certain èonditions,for the training of teachers as well aslor the stimulation ot the de-
velopinent of instruction in vocational agriculture. The growth of
voCational agriculture during the last five years has been rapid. Notall this developinent, however, should be 4trilmikd to the foregoing
Federal legislation. As has beeh indicated, departinents a agricul-tural education had been established in nearly half of the land-grant colleges prior to the passage of the act. In thea ifiterval

,peh-veen the time .of establishment of the first department and thepassage of the Federal act, departments were organized in other
land-grant colleges and most of them had a steady..growth.

Under the provisions of the Federal vocational education act,
$500,000 was made available t.o the States from Federal funds forthe fiscal year beginning July 1, 1911, for the traiping of teachersof agriculture, home economics, and trade and indu§trial subjects.This was increased during the succeeding yel;rs until $1,000,000 be-
came available for this purpose. It. was stiplated in the law thatnot more than. 60 per cent should I;(3 expended on the training of
teachers for any one of th(Zse lines. The läw further provided that

minimum. of 20 per cent must be resei'ved for ,each one of the
phases of teachertraining. Theso funds wire inacte aN;ailable to the
States oilly on condition that an equal sum from State sources wasmade available for the work.

The following. table contains dqa taken from the 1921 repott of
th.le Federal Board for Vocational Education, showing ,ifhe statusat that time of teacher-training work in departments of i'aigriculturpfor the years ending June 30, 1918, 1919, 1920, and 1921 :

Teacher-training work of departments of agriculture

191s
1919
1920
19211

o

1

Data from Pennsylvaniazerb

Institu-
tions

40
60
64
61

Teachers

116
222
293
278

..11.

Students

1, 534
1. 334
2, 310
2, 936

tuns

$121, 244. 10
806, Ea5. 47
553, 580. 32
051,791211
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Following the passage of the act the growth of the work was so
rapid that it was difficult for the land-grant colleges to secure
adequately prepared ¡nstructors for service in this field. The ex-
experience of the States in this matter leaves little doubt that it
would hail) been better if the portions of the act making pro.e
visions for the-training of teachers had become effective at least two
or three years prior to the other phases of the legislation.

The range of courses offered under the name of agricultural edu-
'cation varies greatly with different institutions. In some land-grant
colleges that are a part of a university the correlation of work
between the department of agricultural' education and the depart-
ment, school, or college of education is so close 'that the work in
agricultural education is limited to two or thrée special courses.
Those generally deal with the problems pe/culiar to the
of agriculture and with supervised teaching. In other instances.
and especially where it is a separate land-grant collge, a consider-

.
able rauge.of courses is given. In addition to such work as has been
mentioned courses are given in psychology, educational psychology,
measurement, principles *of teaching, vocational education, secohdary
education, and educational administration. Besides the professional
courses designed to meet the needs of undergraduates several insti-
tutions are giving graduate work designed to meet the needs of those
preparing for State supervision of vocational agriculture arid for
teacher training.

In a few institutions the work in agricultural education has been
organized as a department in the school pr college of education, with
cóoperative relations with the college of -agriculture,. There can be
but little doubt that this type of organization will give cloe, col.-

relation beiween the work in agricultúral education anti the general
phases of education. This is an end to be -gought. In attainiillk it,
however, it is impo.rtant not to lose sight of ,certain wellknesses that.
'-are likely t.o result from.. a complete separittion of the work in
agriculturai educalion froiff" the college- of agri.culture. It is
important that those concernedikvith training of teachers of 'agri-
culture should' have a paice in currkulum and cour§e of study prob-..

leyns in the agricultural college. 'A -strong department of agricul-
tural eductition is -in a position to materially influence the selection
of teaching. content and the methods of instruction in a college of

I.

agriculture when it is a part of thatinstitution.
One of the mo-gfflifficult problems that has been presented to the

departments of agricultural education is that of furnishing. facili-
ties, so that the prospective teac4er may 'secure supervised teiching
eXperience. A. dmonstration school on the campus is used by some
institutions.: It is more diffictilt to .prOvide proper, -conditions ',for
slipervised tettOling .-wcational sdrict4lturp.- by tkis means thAn

teaching
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aa

in case of academic subjects, because it is frequently impossible
to give the students in training an opportuDity to work with a
group of student; that have a Onuine interest in farming. This is
due to the fact that in case the college of agriculture is located in
a city, it is difficult, if not impossible, to secure any considerable num-
ber of boys &siring to prepare for the farming vocations. If the col-
lege ..is situated in a small place the conditions are not 'greatly
improd, because the number of boys available is not sufficient to
furnish adequate teaching experience to any considerable number of
students. To meet this problem various means are being tried by
the departments of agricultural tiducation, In some cages the work
is done with the 'short course or special students who are in at-
tendance at the college oif. agriculture. At .best this is not very
sati because the conditions as io student body and courses
of study are very different from those that obtain in the departments
of vocational agziculture in the high schools. There is a further and
more serious difficulty in the fact that it is impossible urkder these
conditions to provide an opportunity for the prospective teacher to
hun47e responsibility for guiding the superv.ised practical work of the
vocational pupils. This omission is vn.fortunate as this phase has
come to be regarded as an important part of the'. *training of the
vocational pupil in agriculture. The local high school is -used in
some instances. In cite the college of agriculture is located in a
city it is. very difficult, if not out of the question, to secure a group
of- boys who have a genuine interest in farming. In addition, the
whole setting is very different from that obtAining in most com-
munities in Iyhich instruction .41 vocatiorial agriculture is being
developed: In case the location is in a sniall place the' number of
boys available for instruction in vocational agriculture* is so small
that. it is impossibIe to furnish tefiching. experience- for any con-
siderble number of students. The 'difficulties presented by these
two situAtions have been at least partiall met in' some institutiQns by
providing Aemonstration .practice departments of vocat ipnal agri-
culture in rural high schilools that are reasonably accessible from the
college campus. This particular plan 'has' been developed more
completely in Ohio than in any. other State. In some States the
students are given an opportunity to setve as "apprentices" to the
regular' teachers in high-school departments of vocationll agricul-

. ture.' The periods of apprenticeship vary from a few Weeks to a
semester.

The weaknessés that exist in the pre-service training kre.partially
remedied in many States, _at least, by a period, pf in-service pro-
fessional training. Unclii this plan arriingements ;re made by
which some member or nemhers of the department ot agricultural
education are charged with the duty of 'guiding the professional
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86 LAND-GRANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920

growth of the teacher for the first year or two after he- enters upon
his teaching. This plan adequately developed provides an ex-
cellent opportunity for tho:se in charke of the teacher training to
study the ne(tds of the teach6rs and to- so organize tim work as to
meet these needs.

That the land-grant colleges recognize ihe importance of the
supervised teaching aîthe in-service traininlii is sho'wn by the
following recommenda ns taken from the report for 1919 of the
committee on instruction in agriculture, home. economics, a'nd
mechanic arts of the Association of American Agricultural Colleges
aiid Experiment Stations:

That more aittentioe given ,to developing facilities for, and methods. of,
conducting superviied teaching under conditions similar to tiuNe in the high
schools where the teacher training candidtites wilL be expected later to work.

That as rapidly as possible provision be made for itinerant instructors whose
function will .be to keep in touch vath and assist Vocational teachen.; in the

paiticularly during the iirst year or two of their work.

Further problems that face dèpartments of agricultural educa-
tion, in their efforts to provide the right kind of teachers for the
work in vocational agricujture, are,: Selectiohs'of perains possessing
the qualities that make for success in teaching; secuting candi-
dates with an adequi4e background of N;oca.tionar experience, a
phase that has been too generialy neglected; the organization on. a
functional bd'sis of .the professional ,work; assistance in strengthening
the instructional work of the colleges of agriculture; and securing
a proper coordination of the work in teacher training and the .work
of The State kipervisory stair in vocatidnal agriculture.

In many instOtions the work of the-departments of agricultural
education js not limited to the training of teachers of vocational
agticulture. Other lines of w9rk that come within- 'the range of
their activities are.: Professional 6.aining for' teachers of home
economics, extension activities with rural schools, issuing'lof publi-
cations designed _to stimulate tiie study of agriculture' and nature
study in the elementary schopls, juniór extension,' ór»oys'. and girls'
club work, and professional courses designed to meet the needs of
extension workers.

In this last phase of agricultural educatión some ofi the colleges .

that have taken a Jeadifig part are . Ai'kan$as, .California; Iowa,
Minfiesota, New. York, and' Wiscomin. The. early efforts in this'
field *ere directed largely toward familiarizing extension workers
with administratiie features. .More recently Iatenfion has been
given to a Consideration'of the Principles underlying methods of
instruction. This is shown by the arínouncement of courses in visual
instruction and methods ot extefision tiaching. There is, ;however,
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 87

la large opportunity for study of the problems involved in putting
extension instruction on a more scientific basis.

In very few of the States has the boys' and girls' club work been
placed in the department of agricultural education. If this were
more generally- true there c'an be but little doubt that it wpuld be a
means of materially reducing the conflict that exists in some States
between the work in vocational agriculture and boys' and girls' club
ll'ork. It should also have a tendency to emphasize the educational
aspects of this work, a phase that is quite likely to be neglected
where the work is handled-by the extensiön department of the agri-
cultural colleges more or less independently of the school system. It
is 'very unfortunate that provision was not made originally, for the
organization of this work through .the educatio.nal system of the
country. .

There is evidence that the 'development of departments of agri-
cultural education in the colleges of agriculture has stiMulated an
interest in the teaching work of these institutions. In its early stage,
ih most instancm-this took on the foim of informal conferences be-

,

tween instrtictors in agricultural education and niembers of other
deparfment of the 'colleges.. GiAaually the scope of adivities was
extehded to include more formal work, such as group discussions,
attendance by mêmbers of the staff on courses in education, and the
securing of outside speakers to address the -faculty on teach.ing prob-
lems. Recently there has developed a demand for courses in educa-
tion designed to meet the ne&ls of college instructors-. The following
recommendations, which were adopted by the Land-Grant Col-

. lege. Associatim at its meeting in Washington, on Novpuaber 22,4922,
are.an index of this trend:

That the Land-Grant/College Association declare this year in favor of pro-
fessional training for college teacifer&

That beginning this year the land-grant colleges make particdlar efforts to
improve their..metliods of teactiing by some special means best suited to tileir
respeeth:e

That a number of. colleges having strong departments of education softer
immediately professional courses for graduate students preparing for college
teaching, including the development of graduate work, with- special emphasis
on its application to the technical fields of apiculture, home economics,. and
engineering.

That until such time as courses in methods a college teaching can be made
readily available to teacbers of technical subjdcts, these teachers be,permitted
und'encouraged to avail 'themselves of such courses in educational psychology
and 'the principle; of teaching as Are .readily a'céessible, evens though these
courses are not designed primarily to rieet,the needs a college tachers.

That the institutions with well-established departments of education make
an effort to offer strong summq courses, so that me'mbers of the teachei

rtralning staffs in otber colleges may be given opportunity tip pursue special
work in these college&

.
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88 LAND-GRANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920

- We believe and urge further--
That greater list shoulq be made of departments of education, and qua these

departments should become lertice departments in connection with the instruc-
tional work of land-grant colleges as 'well as training departments for teachers.

That .the land-grant colleges make definite liberal arrangements for
p.rofessional training of teachers in service, and urge such teachers to -take
prOfessiortal courses at Kummer schools or elsewhere for at least two successive
years.

.

That Instructors in the technical departments be to pursue graduate
work in education with partkalar emphasis on,research in some problem of
teaching in their technical fields.

That frequent conferenms should be held Of teachers 'mailing the same
or related subject& These conferences should aid in developing esprit de corps
arming the instructors, in improving teaching me(hods, in considering textbooks,

revising schedilles of assignment. scrutinizing teaching content.
That much attention should be given by the heads of departments to guiding

younger teachers. Under careful sùpervisiOn beginners in ,teaching should
be given opportunity to teach a variety of subjects, thus briiadening the hori-
zon of their interest.

That experienced and successful teacher; should have charge ofl and take
part in, teachiiig introductory and bask *courses.

That beginning with 1925 candidates for teaching positions in land-grant
colleges be required to have at loast six semester hours of professional train-
ing. including courses in educational psychology and methods of teachini.
Aa soon as practicable' this requirement should be increased.

The passage of the Pederpl v9c6tional education act bag resulted in
a marked emphasis by the departments of agricultural education
on the trainin0 of teachers. That other*attivities of the nature of
those meritioned will 'increase in relative importance there can be
hut little doubt. It is desirable that they should, Ilecause in most
States,the.colleges of agriculture.ar.e in the best position of 114 ea-
cationia institution to render such service to the. scho61s.

Chapter XVI
4,-

THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS OF VOCATIONAL

/

AGRICULTURE

By CA H. LANE
Chief, Airtioulturat Education. Senior, Federal Hoard for Vocational- Edowatioti

Previo4us to the pa.vage of the Federal. vocational education art
in 1917, the-States had established and maintained, partly through'
eeral4 aid, institutions of college grade equipped to prepare prac-

I farin'ers and specialists in agricultural. science. These istì
oni had not, however, except in a v6ry few iiistances, established.

g departments for teachers of vocational agrkulture nor wits
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VOCATIONAL AGRI CU LTU RE 89

such triining offered in other vocational institutions except. in an
incomplete, inadequate way. Since the passage of the Federal vo-
cational education act, every *State has, through its State board for
vocational education, set. up plans.for the training ofithese teachers
and has designated the lanck-grant colleges as the institutions where
the work is to be carried on.

The importance of this advance is evident. The. qmility of the
teaching is the pivotal' fact in any system of schooling. High quality
in teaching can be secured only through careful preparation and
training. This is especially true with regard to agricu!tural teaching
because of the wide scopefind special demands of such work.

The success of the training of teachers f agAculture is largely
&pendent upon the meeting of the following conditions in so far as
the character of the institution which is to do tho training is con-4-3

cerned
1. Thie inst itut ion _should be in touch with did latest deveh;pments

in the field of scientific agriculture. in so far as these developments
relate directly to the agriculture of the State. This means that Oa
institution Aould -have the facilities for, and be engapd in, the
teaciling of agrictiltum as a vocation.

2. The institíition should give the instruction in classes in techni-.
cal agriculture from .the standpoint of the use of the resultsbof this
instruction in the field of practical Agricuitutt. The instieutiim
would, therefore, require. farms,-: farm animals farm buildings, and
farm equipmen'ts, as well as practical school laboratories.

3. The institution should be io touch with the farmers of the State,
in order that there ma'y be direct contact with the, conditions and
development of agriculturt in thé State. The institution should be
the. center a agri(;ultural activitieg of die State in so far as they
telate to the best principles and ptetices of Agriculture.

4. The institution should be the best eq'uipped in the State in so
far .as the instructors, laboratories, farm machinery, farm animals;
and the oilier equipment, material, and supplies needed for instruc-
tion in the subject matter of agriculture.are concerned.

5. The institution should give instructiofi in ru4ra11ife subjects,
such' as rural sQciolo.gy and rural economics, etc. his means that
the institution should be in touch *with the rural life of _the State,
includin¡xural organizations awLsocietieg.

was'o.wing to the .fact thEkt the fQregoing cinidition$ obtained iri
a very large way in each of the-land-grant colleges. that thé State
hoird for vocational education designated this institution tolprepare
teachOrs.of vocationat agriculture. , .

.,Tho, designation of the land-grailt colleges to train tigricultural
-.teachers by State biiard41aced befote thgese.insfitutions a. new oppors.
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90 LA N D-G RA N T COLLEGE EDrCATION 1910-1920

tunity for service. Elich institutiln ONO 118(1 not already ione so
immediately. set up machinery drsigned to train teachers of voca-

. tional agriculture. White the work of such departments was more
or less crude in the begimling, yet a rwginning was made with the dis-
tinct nim and vie* orbringing forward into the public school system\

I

an adequate supply of properly trained teachers,

ORG A N I ZATION

Thit outstanding development in, teacher-training work for sec-
ondary schools during the past five yeays has been in the separate
agricultural and_ mechanical colleges- Scarcely any two teacher-
training departments in these institutions are alike as to9 details ref
prgunization and proceau.re.

There has been much difference of opinion as to the organization
of the oational teacher-training work. The department Of-agri-
cultural educaiion in the divi:.ion or, college of-agriculture has been
most facorably conidered by those directly engaged in the training
of agriculturarteachers. This is prebably due, in the first, place, to
the fact that sudi an, orgAnizatiO 'makes the work a part of that
technkai subject niatter division from which must be drawn the
substance CA all that is to.be taught by the vocational teacher': and,
being in that-department. the head of the teacher-training is ahuost
assured the ewperation of the faculty of the division or college.
Thus are -made savailable for training the strongest and most Jikely

.ptospects before entering% the institution. Furthermore, matenak
and equipment for the various -phases' of instruction in agriculture
are made available to Ow department ia a. way that des not seem
to exist in an orgonizatio6n where the teacher-training work is a part
'of the colkge of edHcation indei;endent of the\college of agriculture.
Theoretically, howeviw, it is held ihat thet'(Wision or college of edu-

f cation is the place to prepare teachers of vocational for
the main reasoli that_ it is the whole duty of this division t6 prepare
teachers. while other. division's are mainly ehgaged. in the work of
developing lines of technical pubject matter. It may be said. at die
present fim,that where the teacher-training wprk is in the hands
otindividuids who are- capable of developing'La cooperative spirit on
the part of fello* workers, a snecéssfui piece of work is being done,
inethe training of wwations0 teachers.

v

COUISES OF STUDY

At the outset pf the program of 'vocational educaticin in igricul-
tare/the Federal Board for Vocational Education set up in bulletin
form, as - a suggestion to institutiqns organizing teacherotraining

.
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VOCATION AL AGRICULTURE 91

work for the first time. the general scope of a teacher-training course
-for teachers of agriculture. No hard and fast lines of cla&sification
were used. The course suggested was sim¡Ily lfl attempt to indicate
what oneght to be the general content, of a two or four year course
for teachers of agriculture. Those institutions which had no depart-
ment of education before the yeitr 1917 set iipall of the professional
courses with the idea that they were to prepaite vocational je.achers
and vocational tea.chers only. On the other hand. those institutions

were preparing general qachers i;roceeded to use the Federal
money available for teacher traiNing and the money which offset it
on the sircial courses in .vocational education, ilicluding iwineiples
and *Ine(bods of teaching agriculture and practice teaching. The
separate agricultural and mechanical colleges followed quite closely
the recommemlations,of the ,Federal board in setting up Pleir
teacher-training programs by dividing the program about as fol-
lows: Afticultural subjects, including field and forage crops, animal
ItuAianthi-, dairying, farm mangenlent. horticulture, etc., 40 per
rent ; sciftwe subjects, such as!Themistry. physics. plant pathology,
bacteriology, etc., SO pt4 cent ; humanistic subjects, huch as English,
history, and government. rural economics, rural- sociology, etc., '420
iwr cent ; and pmfessionai subjects, such as edticational psychology,
special methods (ill agrkulture), practice teaching. principles of
teaching, etc., 10 per cent.

SUPERVISED $ItSERVATION ND DIRECTED TEACH I NG

The land-grant colleges teacher-training institutioni; had prac-
tically no eaperience up to 1917 in giving suprvised observation and
(limited teaching. This is admittedly one of the -most difficult
features. in the whole scheme of preparing vocational teachers. It
is also admitted as one of the mosi if not the most, important
feature. lt may also be said that herein lies the greatest variation. in
orgapization. This necessarily follmvi fro.m the differeneg in the
environment in teacher-training inkitutions. It- is alsst: due in .a
v-er large nwasure to the fact thtii those responsiblis, for the develop-
meilt vf this phase of the 4raining program were not in the.begin-
fling. fully .vognizant of either the absolutò need of, n6'r.t.he possibili-

. ties for, organizing on anTade(mate basis. \
Oncb. of the outstanding featkes of the teachei-training program

is the fact that every State has made Awangement*for Aupervised
observation and 'practice Seaching on the part. of trainees, the ides
of which is.NPractiee nn,6r conditions as n(arly as possible like
those they will face when assuming charge of classes as.regularly
ernoloyed teaehers. In the beginning there. were, however, inany
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nktticesi)ifts. The " moot class," and instruction in collegiate classes
has practically dei4ippeared as a principal 6means of giving praaice
in teaching. In a fèw places the campus school, known variously as*

the Preparatory department, departmentt of'. elementary scince,
_ university high school, and.the like, still persists and in at least one

case classes of vocatiOnal rehabilitation men are used, for the major
part, for praciice teaching.

The great diajority of prattice teaching throughout the countu
pay be groupetl under two heads:

That wherein a vocational department is organiztd in the local
town> or village high school under more or less colitplete control or
direction of the teacher-training department of the institution.

2. The development of one or more rural vocatiomil departments
located fairly convenient to thé teacher-taining institution, the
departments, for the most part, being under fairly completé control
of the teacher-training department.- In many cases, the instru-cy

-.4r (*instructors in. these departments are members of the teacher-
training sfafr and serve ins critic teachers as well as teachers df agri-
-culture in the local department.

4

TRAINING IN SERVICE
1

Professiongl iiiiprofeinent of .11rchers in service has become an
important feat uroof the teacher-trainiivg prograin. During the first

t-yeai in service of atiy teacher it has been found desirable that !it

representative of the feacher-trairiing instittition should visit the mitn
as frequently as possible and should be given .such authority as is
needeCi to correct any teachin.g faults detected. As a rule, We eonege
instrtictor of special metijods classes is assigned the responsibility 6f
following. the new teacher ,throughout his first year of probatiiin.
This prActice has its influence fgr good upon college teachers of
specal metlidds, in that it makes teachers responsible for these
coursies more .prtfctical in their teaching when there are frequent
contacts with the' men ill service, and especially when they have
$ome responsibility for improved service in the State.

The working arrangement for training in service with the State
bpd for vocationat education his worked out about as follows: ,

L The kitte supervisor of 'agriculture sends a letter. at the
ifeginnirig of the year tethe principitf each school in which there
is a teacher rectiving training, inorKing lfim of the fact that-this
teacher will be subject to protessional visits by a memlser of the
teacher-training sitaff.

2. During such ithts the represehtative confines his work to the
improvement of the teacher's téclmique of instruction as represented
by :his work with pupils in Ihe field, 'laboratory, .classroogi, aïid
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o VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 98.

directed or supervised practice in agriculture at home.. The; visits are
of such duration, that it is possible fo accomplish this result.. If
there are changes.of an administrative naturethat mould result in
iniproving the qualiiS- of instrtwtion, these are brought to the atten-
tion of the State supet4isor of agriculture, who may take them up.-
with the Meal authoPities if 1ìe deeins it wise to ab sq.. Under no
circumstances (Toes the loember of the teachet;-training' staff assane
any responsibility for their correction.

3. Since the 4stitte supervisor of agriculture also endeavors to
improve the instruction of his teachers, he deals with the tea.chers
who are receiviug. training') in service from the. teach6r-training insti-
tutio1n. For tha reason, it has been found essentialthat th
-visor and those who are training teacheni come to an agreement upon
the: fundamentaf principles that are tc? be observed ih developing
the -vork in vocational agriculture: Wheii* such an 'agreement is
pached there has been. found but little or no danger of great disparity
in the advice that conies from the two sources.

4. A:definite period of time (for example, one year) is usually set
for this systematic instruction in service. Whether this instruction
is continued over a longer period with cejstain..teachers is determined
entirely by the State supervisor bf agriculture.-

GirA DUATION REQ.UIREM ENTS

a TIT ferti6catipn of teacifeo-; of vocational 4gricidture by .Stat
adepilimpnts of 'public instruction has emphasized certain gradua-
tion requirements. sabh as farm exikTienc(:. Thee ri i ilium amount
of farm experience that has been 'set tw the colleges du'ring-the last
fie yeaPs is at least. two years'of practical experience for edtrance to
the institution. an additional amount of, farm practice in Ihe
ollege'course. This practice takes on the n'ature of (1) prtictii'se- or
experience in the fundamental farm operations; (2) practice in the
handicraft of tl* operations which make up a part Of ihe 'Anal
laboratory courseN of a standard college; and (3) pfactice in carry;
ing, on a farm business or some special line of agriculture, such as
poultry'raising or fruit growing.

HANDICAPS IN DEVELOPING THE TEACHER-TRAINING' PROGRAM

,C&nditions-attendant upon the .World War seriously interfered
mot only with the program of training,teachers but with all of ttie

actiVities. Very few teachars were prepared %through the
regu6- .- .courses (luring the war. Many of the States, however, put
into operation short, intensive, ememency courses. Through thise
courses men experienced in farming, tfained in science, and with,
experience in teaching were given instruction in technical agricuto

.
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94 LAND-GRANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920

ture. These courses have now been discontinued, except in some
cases where .those who have alroady 'had summer instruction are'
being given an opportunity to emplete a course of instruction
already begun. \

Upon: demobilization 'of the military forces and the reiurii of men
to 'college, teacher-training departments got under way and have
turned out each year lager groups of trained men until, for the
fiscal year 1922, the numbet of men trained apparently -caught up
with the demand for such men. Miring that year throughout the,
country there were enrolled 2,452 white men in the classes of the
regular college session and 1,310 in the summer session oef the pre-
vious year, which made a grand total of 3,762 men enfolled in
teacher-training in the white instituticins. These same institutions
graduated 991 men quite fully trainedito undertake this important
work. In addition to these, the colored teacher-trainipg institutions
turned out 344 men prepared to teach'. Roughly, this number ap-
proximates the number of new departménts of vocatiónal agriculture
-organized and the stimated turnover in the old departments. So
that- it may be said for the first- time since 1917 that it is possibl
in the current year to supply pi:iictically "all departments with men
properly trained for their work.

STANDARDS

This condition makes possible the' raising of standards for
teichers of vocational agriculture. Practically all States now re-
quire that yocátional teachers shall be graduated from a four-year
course in agriculture, with special attention to the diverse needs of
a teaching position, and, in addition,. shall hitve pursued a definitè
course in teAcher-training, which calls for from 9 to 20 or more
hours of professional work. In a few cases, 'States are stipulating
that after a given time the filchers shall not oply have this prepara-
tion but shall, in addition, have done at least a year of graduate
work along agricultural educational lines.

Apparently, as a result of the prOgram in teacher-training, it is
noteworthy that many college faculties are paying much attention
to methods of instruction. Some institutions have employed spe-
cialists to instruct members of the agricultural faculty. In some,
the teacher4raini4 departments are being called upon foi such
service, while in others, conference groups within the college 'of agri-
culture itself have been organized for improvement of instruction.

The standing committee on instruction in agriculture, home eco-
mmics, and mechanic arts of the Association of Land-Grant Col-
leges maede, in 1920, significant recommendations to the association
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AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS, ETC. 95

affecting the training of teachers of vocational agriculture. They
are :

1. That the colleges encourage students who hope to become college teachers
to take courses in education.

2:That they insist upon graduate study, including courses in education, for
appointment to any position higlArer than that of instructor.

3. That college instructors doing graduate work to prepare for %teaching be
urged to take work in education designed for college teachers, including
methods of teaching, college organization, and supervised teaching.

4. That the colleFes provide for the improvement of college teachers in
service by bringing in outside lecturers, and arrange for conferences or seminars
amonig teachers to discuss methods of-teaching.

In conclusion, it may be said that the kture of the teacher-training
of the program for vocational education in agriculture ig

very bright. Problems involved are receiving the attention .of the
most able men in the country, and adjustments, refinements, and irw
provements are being mvade in the methods of training througho4
the country. As a result, it may confidently be expected that, withig
a few years, agricultural teachers throtighout the country will be
arhóng the best-trained teachers iin the secondary school. system.

Chapter XVII

DEVELOPMENT AND PRESENT STATUS OF THE AGRi-
CULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS AND tXTENSION
SERVICES

By A. C. TRUE

Former Dfreator, States Relation$ Serrice, U. S. Department of Agriculture

The establishmek of agricultural exiieriment stations as distinct
orgapizations, maintained with public funds, 1:egan iii the United
States in 1875. During the next 12 years stations were establisjied
in 17 States. Aost of these were connected with the agricultural
colleges but a few Qf them were separate State institutions. They
had.very limited funds and their field of operation was quite narro.
A large shays:3 of their work consisted of chemial analyses and
studies of fertiliers and economic plants, ahd simOe field expeiri-
ments with fertilizers, varieties, arid methods of cultivation. They
were, holvever, sufficiently successful in gettink the support of
farmers mid others interested in akriculture to .make it possible for
the land-gri;nt colleges and the independent stations, with the aids,
of Commissioner Colman, of the Department of Agriculture, to
se9ure the passage by Congress of the Ratch Act of 1887, which
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96 LAND-GRANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920

granted $15,000 annually to each State for an agricultural experi-
'merit station !is a department of a land-grant college, except as the
legislature might decide to gite this Federal* fund to an independ-
ent station estabhshed prior to the passage of the act. 'This act
enumerated a considerable num* of broad- lines of work for the
stations, and in addition empowered them to carry on " such re-

0 searches or experiments bearizig directly on the agricultural indus-
try of the United States asmay in each case be deemed advisable,
having dije regard _to the varying conditions and needs of
respective States and Territories."

They were also " to conduct original researches or verify experi-
ments." [Thar this act stations were soon established in all the
States and undertook a great variety of work in _many lines of
agricultural science- afid practice.

During the next 20 years the stations accumulated a large body
of tested knowledge in both the science and practice of agriculture.
A. considerable amount of their work dealt with fundamental prin-
ciples but a large share of it' was of a more immediately practical
character; The results __of 'their work caused many important
changes in agricultural practice throughout the country and fur-
nishtd a sound scientific basis for many old and new practices.
Their influence among the farmers steadily increased, and the States
granted them additional funds whidi greatly broadened and
strengthened their opera,tions.

'Aside from their practical influence. very important educational
results followed the organization and work of the station uuder the

I

Hatch Act:
(1) It established reseiirch as afi organic part of The work of the

agricultural colleges. This was soon recognized as so desirable
that nearly all the separate stations.were united with the-culleges.

(2) It imnlediately gave the colleges tin opportunity to broaden
greatly and to specialize their agricultural faculties by employing
men who divided 'their time between atc:aching and research. This
has had some unfortunate results, since it brought the temptation to
impose too much teaching, often of an elementary charactey, on. the
station force. The problem of Part-time investigators. and teacheiss
still rerilains a serious One in our agricultural college. There is
now, however, a. considerable body of station workers who are wholly
engaged in research or give a small part of their time to teaching
ad v.anced _students..

(3). It. caused the ste4dy accuinulation f knowledge whidi made
possible sound and substantial .agriCultural education. Until the
stations .had Obtained .a podly amount of this knowledge c011ege
i:ourses in agriculture were very,.weak and attracted few students.
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AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS, ETC. 97

(4) The work of the stations greatly improved the character and
increased the volume of agricultural literature, including the agri-
cultural Press.

(5) The wide dissemination of the results of station work through -

publications and addresses at farmer's' meetings greatly broadened
and modified the mental outlook of a great body of färming people
and liberalized their attitude toward science and education.

The pressure for immediate practical results grew with the suc-
cess in attaining such results and endangered the station enterprises
by too much limitation of the more fundamental- research. There
arose among thoughtful agricultural leaders a movement to secure
a more pennanent basis for the higher work of the stations. This
resulted in the passage of the Adams Act, in 1906, which gave an
additional grant of Federal funds to the stations but limited the
use of.these funds to the maintenance of "original" research.

During the decicle succeeding the passage of this act the stations
had great prosperity, with large increases in State funds, personnel,
and equipment. A large .humber of more thorough basic irrt;estiga-
tions- we're undertaken, and at the- same time their more practical
work wtis broadened and strengthened. The establishment, with
State funds, of numerous substations and outlying experiments,
enabled them to meet more fully the requirements of 'different akri-
cultural regions and brought them Closer to the farming people on
a large scale,.
'This movement was seriously checked by the entrafice of the'.

United States into the European wale. Some of the station officers
Aent into the military service, some engagedfin researches or other
wodi made necessary by the military requirements, others under-
took extension work 'to stimulate agricultural production. Thé
great rise in living expenses and in the price of Oquipment and sup-
plies needed for agricultiwal research stopped or hindered important
'lines of the station work, e,specially since the funds available for
research were not materially increased. A diminished supply of

.pgriculturalwell-trained -teachers and investigators increased once
more the number of workers who divided tbeir time between researCh
and teaching or extension work. These and oilier difficulties caused
by the war ha.ve- not yet passed away. The rapid kpansion of the.-,
extension work of the agricultural colleges aft(4 tfie passage of the

dp.Smith-Lewr extension act in 1914, and the great popularity. of
this- enterprise cruised rehitivkly large amounts of public funds to
flow in this direction, artd temporarily obscured. the iniportance of
the station work.

Recently a movement has arisen to increase the financial support
of the stations and some, of the States have materially added to
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98 LAND-GRANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920

their income during the past year. There is also pending before
Congress a bill (the Purnell bill) for increased Federal appropria-
tions for this purpose.

Until quite recently the statiorts dealt mainly with the problems
of agricultural production. Their econo.filic studies were chiefly
confined to comparatively simple 'investigations of the relative cost
of production of various crops and livestock. Tht4e is now an
urgent demand for moi-e thorough and comprehensive research
in the field of agricultural economics. These can not be made by
the stations without material increase of their-funds.

There is, moreover, great need of research in home economics in
oriler that this subject, which, in its broadest aspects, has such vital
relations to many interests of our rural and urban life, and which
is increasingly taught in.our schools and colleges, may have the same
kind of scientific basis which the researches of the stations and
kindred institutions have given mid a're giving to agriculture. The
Purnell, bill takes into account both agricultural -economics and
home economics and niakes provision for research in these fields by
the stations.

Besides their experimental work the stations .have done under
State law-s a large al)4ount of analytical and other y6intine work
'connected with the cohtrol of fertilizeibs, feeding stua foods, seeds,
insecticides, fungicides, etc., and with soil surveys, etc.. The com-
plex organization of the agricultural colleges and stations has also
led to much use of station funds for farm operations which do not
contribute to research. The expenses of the. operations 6utside their
experimental work have in recent years absorbed so much of the
gross income of the stations that the amopnt left for research has
not materially increased. This should b.e taken into account in
considering. the following general statements regarding the funds
and equIpment of the stations.

Increase in funds and eqiuipnient.4During the decade 1911 to
1921 the Federal funds remained the same, the Adams fund reaching
maturity in 1911. Each of the 48 States now receives annually
from the Federal Treasury $15,000 under the Hatch Act and $15,000
under the Adams Act. The totO appropriation under these acts
is $1.440,000. GP

'Pie State appropriations have increased froni $1,246,470 in
to $3,696,997 in 1921, with a total for the period of $26,618.308, as
cbmpared with a total from the Federal Government of $15,790,688.

The sales funds have i.pereased from $202,687 in 1911 to $1,167,856
iri 1921, witka total of $7,563,794. This with fees and miscellaneous
sources of income,-which for 1911 amounted to $692,783 and in 1421
to $731,387, with a total for the period of $10,294,233, giyis a total
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AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS, ETC, 99

.income from all sources of $3,655,319 in 1911, and $7,570,368 in 1921,
making a grand total fo'r the Period of $62,57,7,427.

The value of the additions to the buildings of the experiment
stations from 1911 to 1921i 3ias $5,51g:766.. Additions to,.
the .station libraries tor this pead totaled $322,175; additions to
scientific apparatus were valued' at $796,172; the value of additional
farm implements, etc., was $969,881: and the increase in value of
livestock was $1,732,948. Other miscellaneous increases amounted to
$1,865.028, giving 'a total ammnt for equipment of all kinds of
$10.267,076.

Ptiwohne/.In 1911 the total number of persons on the staffs
ipf the *;tations was 1,564, and in 1921 it was 1.965. The number
(in the staffs who A%.ere also engaged in teaching was 573.in 1911, 4nd
1.023 in 19.21. The number on the staffs who wer.e also engaged in
fixtenion tori.: was 485 in 1911, and 434 in 1921. The iotal number
of publications issued by ihe stations jn .1911 was 566 with 20,699
pages. and in 1921 was 830,-with 620.148 pages. The total number on
Ow mailing list was 4)12,4120 in 1921, and .899,079. in .1911. The
results of statian work ail now discussed in a large way through the
extension service.

Projects.During this decade the project has become the iecog-
nized unit in investigation, and gradually all the stations have
organized %their work on the project basis, with -danite ouilines
indicating the Object, method (in general), and general charapter of
cavil project. The latter is also the basis in large degree for assign-
na.bnt. of funds. The stations now are engaged in investigations of
a tool number of 4,750 projects, over one-third of these (2,190)
being in agronomy, including both soils and crops. Botany and
horticulture inOuded nearly 1,000, and animal husbandry .gubjects,
including dairy, about-720. Comparisons can not be made With 10
year,s agi) as few statiOns then had all their work so outlined.

statioll erffults.----Among some of the more outstanding results of
the work of the experiment stations,-during.the, past amide, may be
mentioned the fundamental studies on anii.nal nutrition. especially
in connection ¡with the 'vitamins, which are 'exerting a profound
influence *on the whole subee.t of feeding, the results being equally
applicable to human nutrition. A number of the stations have
participated in the work on these problems and have contributed
largely to OUP knowledge of the subject.

Important studies have also been made in entpmology, among
which may be mentioned 'especially the discovery of,a leaf hopper
.as the cause of Rudy leaf of sugar beets, a disease that was seriously
;affecting an., inimense industry 'in the West, and--also the discovery of
a severe disease of the potato, tip burn, which was likewise caused
by an'other species of leaf hopper. The early. disclosure of the'rav-i.
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100 LAND-GRANT COLLEGE EDUCATION, 1910-1920

ages of the European corn borer in this country was also of great
importance, and no less so the discovery of the çotton-boll weevil
and the Mexican bean beetle the lattei- insect having recently gainiA
a-foothold in the Southern States, where it does not limit its attacks
to the field and garden bean crops but extends i4 ravages to velvet
beans and cowpeas.

Much progress 14s been made in soil studies which is giving the
foundation of a more rational system ot soil treatment and nmnage-
ment. This is noticeable in the. contributiohs made to the subject
of soil reaction and liming in the conservation of nitrogen; the use
of legumes in the maintenance of soil fertility ; and to the important

.4

rôle that is played by the soil flora .on the-availability of plant food.
Investigations in the iitilization of water by plants has extended the
possibilities of dry faiming as well asled to a More -ration'al praaice
of irrigation..

Many improved sttain's of various crops have kien develop.ed and
introduced by the stations which are being widely planted. These
include many with valuable characters, such as high yield, disease
resistance, and hardines. Among many others imiy be mentiAeti
rust resistant Kanred wheat, Rosenrye, Connecticut round-tip to-
bacco, Hubam sweet *clove, and a rounber of iiiiproved strains ol coin.

The contiol -pf bog cholera and contagious abortion has made
rapid strides as a result óf numerous investigations on these subject.
Valuable contributions have also.been -made on the subject of poison-
ous range Oants, the losses from which were rapidly increasing. 7

The introtbction of sunflowers its IV silage crop, especially for'the
Northwestern States where corn will not mature well, and the.utiliza-
tion of some of the native plaids of the Southwest for carryillé the
cattle over the winter have been largely the results of the work of
the stations.

AGRICULTURAL ETENSION NVOIrK

From their beginning the agricultural colleges and the United
States Department of Agriculture have done-fttension work by hav-
ing members of their staffs attend farmers' meetings in order to make
addresses on agricultural subjects: prepare articles for the press
and popular publications for-free distribution, etc. Since the estab-
lishment of the expeiiment stations great numbers of publications
regarding their work have been distributed to farmers and other;
throughout the country. The farmers' bulletins and other pul;lica-
tims of the Department of Agriculture have also been very wkdely
distributed. )

The farmers' institutes grew out of the early extension work of
these colleges, whose lecturérs have had a prominent place in .the
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-

institutes, though in many Sates theses meetings have been under
the administrative control qf the State departments of agriculture.
In 1911 about 6,000 institutes were held at which 1,100 lecturers and
many voluntary speakers addressed over :i,600,000 people.

At This time there was great interest iti educational trains run by
the railroads in cooperation with the extension- age. cies. Ina_1911
71 such trains were run in 28 States, and the meet
trains stopped re attended by about 1,000.060 peo . .

Beginning ear in the nineteenth century, agrkultural exhibits
at fairs became in reasi,ngIy important; and were in many cas.es sup-
plemented by far evs' meetings held at the..fairs. Thotigh the fairs
were controlled v a great variet of public and private agencies,
the agricultural colleges came tc have an impoertant share in .their
enterprises: In 1909 anattendance of 15,791,000 people was reported
from the county fairs alone..

As the extftsion work of agticultural colfeges grew in extent and
variety it. was necessary to organize it more systematically:. Forty-
three colleges in 1911 reported the assignmént of an officer to . have
charge of this work in the State and 35 colleges had 345 men giving
the whole pr part of their timein a reg.-Oar wity to such service.

Meanwhile another system eg .extension wOrk had achieved great
success in the Southern States. °When the ravages of the boll weevil
began to make a serious inroad on cotton growing, the Department of
Agriculture, aided by the General Education Board. undertook to
offset this through farm demonstrations of improved methods of agri-
culture. This system was devised by Dr. Seaman A. Knapp, and for
a considerable 'period was not .connected with-the .agrictiltural coh
.leges. In 1904 agen6 were appointed to conduct 'this work in dis-
tricts, whickby. 1907 'began to be restricted to a single county. At
fitst men only were employed but soon the interests oi the firm
home were included and women agents were added to the force.
Boys' and girls' clubs were al§o inaugurated.

In 1911, jfl 12 States 5$3 demonstration agents were employed,
and in .1913 this force h.ad grown to 878 men and women. The
movement began to spread tò the North in 1911, and in 1913 there
were about. 100 county 'agents in the Northern and Western States.

Through the combination of Department, agricultural college. ,and
other faces interestea in agricOtural extension work, Congress was
led to pass the cooperative agricultural etension act of May 8, 1914
(Smith-Lever Act). This act was- broadly drawn to include in the-.
extensio'n .system .both the demonstrations and other features which
the experience oththe department. .and the ciAleges had. ghown to be
permanently useful. It put the work on a permanent national basis
by proiding funds for its gradtial and Complete cterelopment.
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102' LAND-GRANT. COLLEGi EDUCATION, 1910I920

This act, which pmvides for extension. work in -agriculture and
home economics by the land-grant colleges in cooperation with the
United States Departmentof Agriculture, declares that :

The cooperatIvebagricultural &tension work shall consist of the giving of
instruction and practical demonstrations in agriculture and honie economies
to persons not attending or resident in said ci)lieges in the several communities.
and in imparting to 'such persons information on said subjects through .6ld
demonstralions: publicatiofis, and otherwise; and this work shall be carried on
In such manner as may he mutually agreed upon by the Secretary of Agrir

-culture and the State agricultural college or colleges receiving the lienefW,
of tbk act

There was .perrnaneiltly appropriated out of money in the Treas-
ury of the Unitvi States, a sum of $480,000? per annum. Ten
-thousand.dolhus -of this sum was paid tp -each State,- for- the fiscal
year 1914-15, each State having assented by action of its legisla-
ture to th6 proviion`s of the act. Thero was also appropriated mi
additional sum of $600,000, for the fiscal year following t,11- passage
of the act; and for each year thereafter, for seven years, a sum
exceeding by $500,000 the sum- appropriate4 for the pfeceding
year. ' For each year after the seven years thero Was permanently
appropriated a sum -of $4,100,000, in addition to the original appro-
prkatioh of $480,000.

Before the fund ',comes available to any college for any fiscal
year, the plans of work to be carried on under this act must be
approved by the Secre ary of Agriculture. The money is. allotted_
in.nually to each Sta,te y fhe Secretary of Agriculture, in tile: pr9-
portion which the riir population o the State bears to the total
rural population of all of the States as determined by the Federal
census. No money, beyond $10,000, is paid to any _State in any year
until an equal sum has been appropriated for that year , by the
legislature of such State., or pi*ovided by State, county, local author-
ity or individual contributions from within the State foi the main-

nance of the cooperative agricultural eitimsion work provided Mr
in this act. .. '

In order to pro.vide ..a- comprehensive basis for ther.cooperative
'agricultural extension Woric in the several 'States a general memo-
ralndum 4f understanding between the department and the colleges
'was drami up. This lemorandurn providei..that each 'college shall
'organize- and.- -rtittinti. a defini,te adininistratite clj.ipn for the
managenient and con( uct of 6:tension, work in 'agriculture arid home
económkg, in chaije- of a responsible director selected by the ihsti-
tution and acceptable to the United States Department of Agricul-
ture; that eaa college shall administer through the extension division

'thus organized "tiny and all fuinds_ received for sttch work from
approPriatignii blade by Congiess or the, State- legislature, by allot-
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AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION WORK I 103
ment from the board of-trustees of the college, or from any other
source; and that each institution shall c6operate with the depart-
ment in all ext.ension work in agriculture and hpme economics,which
the department is authorized by Congress to conduct in 'the States.

The States Relations Service. through its Office of Extension Work,
represehts the Depaiiment of Agric.ulture in the administration and.
general supervision of all its cooperatire..extension work in agricul-
ture and h6me eeonomrcs. This involves relations with the State
agricultural colleges, and the differentbureaus of 'the department.
:din the Stakes the extension orgafiization, under. the director, in-
cludes coimty agricultural agents; county home demonstration
agents: county club agents dealing with boys and girls; extension
specialists in various phases of agriculture and homti economics,
located at the State .agiricultural ebileges but spending a 1ar0 share
of their time in the counties;.and State and district leaders ol the
county workeRs.

In 1922 there were
.

agricultural agents in aboilt 2,100 counties; home
dvAnstration agents in 150 counties: find club agents in 200 coun-
ties, together with about. TAO extension specialists and 420 State and.Astrid leadm. tlwre were 155 negro agricultural
agents and 91 negro home demonsiration agents.

Since the passage of the Smith-Lever Act Congiess has made an-
.

nual appropiiations supplementary to the cireglilat Smith-Lever
funds. and also provided-the States Relations Service of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture with funds to be usod in cooperation with the
colleges and counties in extension. work. The States and eountie
have more than met their obligations under the FeHeral

In the year beginning .Inly 1, 1921, the extension work idthe States
was maintained with $18.560000. divided as follows:
Federal Government : 4

States Relations Service_____ ....................
4 Other bureaus of Department of Agriculture

Federal Smith-Lever funds':
Regular
Supplementary

IS

Total

From sofirees within the State:
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To offsgt Federa,1 SmithLever funds:
Regular
Supplementary
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Additional funds from States, counties, and other

Total

0 rand total

$1, 050, 754
100, 205

4, OSO, 000
1, 500, 000
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1111011111111101111,
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104 LAND-GRANT COLLEGE EDUCATIQN, 1910--1920

. During the three*years folf6wing the pa.si4ige of die Smith-lAver
Act much emphasis was laid 6-n strengthening.and broildening the
extension Organization. More intimate contacts were made with the
farming people in the way of. demonstrations on their fanits and in
their homes, etc. With the entrance of the United States into the
Europein war the extension 6romization was- used by the Gov.ern-
ment as a very important agency for stimulating food production
and conservation, for informing the farming people regarding the
planii for winning the war and enlisti-ng their cooperation in making
these plans most successful. For this purpose Congress made sup-
plementary appropriations of several million dollars for years.
Under this stimulus the extension force ww;, greatly expanded.

o County agricultural agents were located id over 2,100 counties.
demonstration agents in 1,700 counties and in 42(S) cities. Great
numbers of childrrn were ebrolied, in clubs. Thousan& of gardens
were successfully grown in urban and/country oinnumities. and
great stores of fc.)od were canned and othetwise prewrved. People
were taught how to use foods to which they had not been acells-
tomed and to make their food supplis go much farther toward
their sufficient nourishnwnt taa.n they had previously thought.

But the largest cobtribution of the extfnsion forces watr in
heartening and aiding the Patriotic farm men, women, and children
in their wonderfully successful tasli of s'peeding up agricultural
production in spite of the withdrawal into military service of mil-

. lions of the most vigorous farm workers.
Up to the time of the European war agricultural extension work

had -dealt chiefly .with _the probienis of agricultural prod'uction.
though the 6monstration work had enipha.sized the iinporonee of
good agricultural practice as a means of increasing the income froni
the farm. In recent, years economic J)roblenls have become in.creas-

.. .ingly,-prominen,t iqn 'the *ork Of the extension agents und this has
paticiitirIv true during the severe economic depression of

jigricult fire in, the past iwo yeani. The vents- have dealt with
give, variet3* of nutters. connected with the 'cos( of production,
standirdization. stoting, transportation, and marketing of agricul-

. tural products, tile ptirchase»f farm supplies, the larifier's labor in-
come, k, ing of farm and .home accounts, organization and conduct
of Coot ative as-46citit ions. etc,

a'broad wiiy the extensión system has greatly conti.iliuted to
the nati()n-wide sp'read and great importance of the movement for
die organization of the farming people to promote their economie
and social irnterests. When it became appar6nt that die extension
agents in the countis coula wit do their best work except as they

. had .the support -and assistance of groups of farming people, various
organizations were formixt for this purpose. In the $orthiirn States
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this brought about the Organization of the county farm bureau as,
nonsecret and non)mrtisan organization open. to any farmer and

having as its Object the promotion of the extension work. 'flat exten-
sion agents aetively helped the farmers to form farm bureaus, par-
ticuinrly duriiig the war. The matigment spread rapidly through
the Northe-rn aunt' Western Stateii And contributed in a large way to
like !` lteCSS of the war measures for food pr4)4uct and conservation.

As the economic problems of the farm became more urgent the
farm bureaus enlarged their functions to 'include 'marketing and
other work outside the extinision work. They. then formed State
awl national federations. which un.dertook in.a-large way to promoie
the econwnic and legislative interests of the farmers, and carried on
aetiVt; propaganda

,

to increase member;:hip and organize farm -bu-
reaUS throughout the country% The 'result has beenAhe organization
of over 1,."AX.) farm biireaus ir 47 .States. with about. 1,000,04)0
membent. -While the county firm buAl-aus.have continued to c6op-
crate wit4 the extension forces, and in :10 States fife 'reeo;-nized by
av as agencies for this purpose, it has been necessary to have an un-
der-tantling that the extensi()n agent's receiving any part of theii%
upport from public funds shotild confine. their work.to "the giving

instruction and practical 4let6nonstration in agriculture and home
thtliitomic" leaving to the. farmer and their organizations the con-
duct of business matters anti the promotion of legislation in the
interest of agriculture and fkountr fife. AVith this pokey well

1.4 I shed throughout the country, the extensipn work- will 61 a
l'etmabent system of practical education for farmifig i)eople1 supple-
mentary to their systematic education in schools and colleges.

In MO the extension workers.direetly aided the improvOment Of
farm and home practices of t.:201000 farmers, 400.000 fasm women,
and 4i:).04H) farm boys and'giris. Thousands of these children ,were
,timulated to continue. educiition in the sdkoois, and a, corisiderable
numberlbund.ereook courses .1,be agricultural colleges. 'That yoallathe extension work mst its for each $1,000 of gross returns
from ae'riculturai production' in the United States.
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